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SUMMARY 

Denmark is one of the largest producers and exporters of dairy milk and pig meat in the world. However, 

dairy and pig farming is undergoing transformation to be even more cost-efficient and welfare-friendly, 

partly due to international competitions and European Union regulations. In this context, improving 

animal efficient production and addressing the animal welfare (e.g., avoiding surgical castration for 

boar taint problem) is one of the major goals in Danish farms. This project is based on genomics in 

simulated data and epigenetics in pigs aimed at delivering genomic selection and epigenetic markers to 

improve production and welfare. The summary in details are listed below: 

1. Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) is a robust method to genotype markers. Many factors can 

influence the genotyping quality. One is that heterozygous genotypes could be wrongly genotyped 

as homozygotes, dependent on the genotyping depths. In this study, a method correcting this type 

of genotyping error was demonstrated. The efficiency of this correction method and its effect on 

genomic prediction were assessed using simulated data of livestock populations. Chip array (Chip) 

and four depths of GBS data was simulated. After quality control (call rate ≥ 0.8 and minor allele 

frequency (MAF) ≥ 0.01), the remaining number of Chip and GBS SNPs were both approximately 

7,000, averaged over 10 replicates. GBS genotypes were corrected with the proposed method. The 

reliability of genomic prediction was calculated using GBS, corrected GBS (GBSc), true genotypes 

for the GBS loci and Chip data. The results showed that GBSc had higher rates of correct genotype 

calls and higher correlations with true genotypes than GBS. For genomic prediction, using Chip 

data resulted in the highest reliability. As the depth increased to 10, the prediction reliabilities using 

GBS and GBSc data approached those using true GBS data. The reliabilities of genomic prediction 

using GBSc data were 0.604, 0.672, 0.684 and 0.704 after genomic correction, with the improved 

values of 0.013, 0.009, 0.006 and 0.001 at depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10, respectively. The current study 

showed that a correction method for GBS data increased the genotype accuracies and, consequently, 

improved genomic predictions. These results suggest that a correction of GBS genotype is 

necessary, especially for the GBS data with low depths. 

2. GBS is a robust genotyping method but also has problems with missing genotypes. Imputation is 

important for using GBS for genomic predictions, especially for lower depths, due to the large 

number of missing genotypes. MAF is widely used as a genotype editing criteria for genomic 

predictions. Therefore, three imputation methods (Beagle, IMPUTE2 and FImpute software) based 

on four MAF editing criteria were investigated to increase the accuracy of missing genotypes and, 

consequently, improve genomic predictions. Four MAFs (no MAF limit, MAF ≥ 0.001, MAF ≥ 

0.01 and MAF ≥ 0.03) were used for editing genotype data before imputation. Beagle, IMPUTE2 

and FImpute software were applied to impute the original GBS. Additionally, IMPUTE2 also 

imputed the expected genotype dosage after genotype correction (GcIM). The results showed that 
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imputation accuracies were the same for the three imputation methods, except for the data of depth 

= 2, where FImpute had a slightly lower imputation accuracy than Beagle and IMPUTE2. GcIM 

was observed to be the best for all of the imputations at depth = 4, 5 and 10, but the worst for depth 

= 2. For genomic prediction, retaining more SNPs with no MAF limit resulted in higher reliability. 

Beagle and IMPUTE2 had the largest increases in prediction reliability of 5 percentage points, and 

FImpute gained 3 percentage points at depth = 2. The best prediction was observed at depth = 4, 5 

and 10 using GcIM, but the worst prediction was also observed using GcIM at depth = 2. The 

current study showed that imputation accuracies were relatively low for GBS with low depths and 

high for GBS with high depths. Imputation resulted in larger gains in the reliability of genomic 

predictions for GBS with lower depths. These results suggest that the application of IMPUTE2, 

based on a corrected GBS to improve genomic predictions for higher depths, and FImpute software 

could be a good alternative for routine imputation. 

3. Epigenetic changes are important for understanding complex trait variation and inheritance in pigs 

that are also a valuable biomedical model for human health research. Testis is the main organ for 

reproduction and boar taint (BT) in pigs; however, there have been no studies to-date on adult pig 

testis epigenome. The main objective of this study was to establish a genome-wide DNA 

methylation map of pig testis. Reduced Representation Bisulfite Sequencing (RRBS) was used to 

study methylation levels of cytosine in nine pig testis samples. The results showed that genome-

wide methylation status of nine samples overlapped greatly and their variation among pigs were 

low. The methylation levels of promoter, exon, intron, cytosine and guanine dinucleotide (CpG) 

islands and CpG island shores regions were 0.15, 0.47, 0.55, 0.39, and 0.53, respectively. Cytosines 

binding to CpG islands showed different methylation levels between exon and intron regions. All 

methylation levels of CpG islands were lower than CpG island shores in different genic features. 

Our analysis revealed the methylation patterns in different genic features and CpG island regions 

of testis in pigs. These findings are helpful to understand the relationship between DNA methylation 

and genic CpG islands, and to provide epigenetic information for translational epigenomic studies 

that use pigs as an animal model for human research. 

4. BT is an offensive flavor observed in non‐castrated male pigs that reduces the carcass price. 

Surgical castration effectively avoids the taint but is associated with animal welfare concerns. The 

functional annotation of farm animal genomes for understanding the biology of complex traits can 

be used in the selection of breeding animals to achieve favorable phenotypic outcomes. The 

characterization of pig epigenomes/methylation changes between animals with high and low BT 

and genome‐wide epigenetic markers that can predict BT are lacking. RRBS of DNA methylation 

patterns based on next generation sequencing (NGS) is an efficient technology to identify candidate 

epigenetic biomarkers associated with BT. Three different BT levels were analyzed using RRBS 

data to calculate the methylation levels of CpG sites. The co‐analysis of differentially methylated 

CpG sites identified by this study and differentially expressed genes identified by a previous study 
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found 32 significant co‐located genes. The joint analysis of GO terms and pathways revealed that 

methylation and gene expression of seven candidate genes were associated with BT; in 

particular, FASN plays a key role in fatty acid biosynthesis, and PEMT might be involved in 

estrogen regulation and the development of BT. This study is the first to report the genome‐wide 

DNA methylation profiles of BT in pigs using NGS and summarize candidate genes associated with 

epigenetic markers of BT, which could contribute to the understanding of the functional biology of 

BT traits and selective breeding of pigs against BT based on epigenetic biomarkers. 

5. DNA methylation in gene or promoter or gene body could restrict/promote the gene transcription. 

Moreover, methylation in the gene regions along with CpG island regions could modulate the 

transcription to undetectable gene expression levels. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the 

methylation levels within the gene, gene body, CpG island regions and their overlapped regions 

and then identify the gene-based differentially methylated regions (GeneDMRs). Here, R package 

GeneDMRs aims to facilitate computing gene based methylation rate using NGS-based methylome 

data. A user-friendly R package GeneDMRs is presented to analyze the methylation levels in each 

gene/promoter/exon/intron/CpG island/CpG island shore or each overlapped region (e.g., gene-

CpG island/promoter-CpG island/exon-CpG island/intron-CpG island/gene-CpG island 

shore/promoter-CpG island shore/exon-CpG island shore/intron-CpG island shore). Here, we used 

the public RRBS data of mouse (GSE62392) for evaluating software and found novel biologically 

significant results to supplement the previous research. GeneDMRs is freely available at 

https://github.com/xiaowangCN/GeneDMRs. 
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SAMMENDRAG (Danish) 

Danmark er en af de største producenter og eksportører af mælkemælk og svinekød i verden. Dog er 

mejeri- og svineopdræt i gang med at blive omdannet til at være endnu mere omkostningseffektivt og 

velfærdsvenligt, delvis på grund af internationale konkurrencer og EU-regler. I denne sammenhæng er 

forbedring af dyreeffektiv produktion og adressering af dyrevelfærd (f.eks. Undgåelse af kirurgisk 

kastrering af vildsvinproblematik) et af de største mål på danske gårde. Dette projekt er baseret på 

genomik i simulerede data og epigenetik hos svin med det formål at levere genomisk selektion og 

epigenetiske markører for at forbedre produktion og velfærd. Resuméet i detaljerne er anført nedenfor: 
1. Genotyping ved sekventering (GBS) er en robust metode til genotype markører. Mange faktorer 

kan påvirke genotypingskvaliteten. Den ene er, at heterozygote genotyper forkert kunne 

genotypes som homozygoter, afhængige af genotypedypene. I denne undersøgelse blev der 

demonstreret en metode, der korrigerede denne type genotypefejl. Effektiviteten af denne 

korrektionsmetode og dens virkning på genomisk forudsigelse blev vurderet ved hjælp af 

simulerede data fra husdyrpopulationer. Chip array (Chip) og fire dybder af GBS data blev 

simuleret. Efter kvalitetskontrol (opkaldshastighed ≥ 0,8 og mindre allelfrekvens (MAF) ≥ 0,01) 

var det resterende antal Chip- og GBS-SNP'er begge ca. 7.000, i gennemsnit over 10 replikater. 

GBS-genotyper blev korrigeret med den foreslåede metode. Pålideligheden af genomisk 

forudsigelse blev beregnet ved anvendelse af GBS, korrigeret GBS (GBSc), ægte genotyper for 

GBS loci og Chip-data. Resultaterne viste, at GBSc havde højere frekvenser af korrekte 

genotypeopkald og højere korrelationer med ægte genotyper end GBS. For genomisk 

forudsigelse resulterede brug af Chip-data i den højeste pålidelighed. Efterhånden som dybden 

steg til 10, nærmede man sig forudsigelighedernes brug af GBS- og GBSc-data dem, der brugte 

ægte GBS-data. Pålideligheden ved genomisk forudsigelse under anvendelse af GBSc-data var 

0,604, 0,672, 0,664 og 0,704 efter genomisk korrektion med de forbedrede værdier på 

henholdsvis 0,013, 0,009, 0,006 og 0,001 ved dybde = 2, 4, 5 og 10. Den nuværende 

undersøgelse viste, at en korrektionsmetode for GBS-data øgede genotypenøjagtigheden og 

følgelig forbedrede genomiske forudsigelser. Disse resultater antyder, at en korrektion af GBS-

genotype er nødvendig, især for GBS-data med lave dybder. 
2. GBS er en robust genotypemetode, men har også problemer med manglende genotyper. 

Imputation er vigtig for at bruge GBS til genomiske forudsigelser, især for lavere dybder på 

grund af det store antal manglende genotyper. MAF er vidt brugt som genotype 

redigeringskriterier for genomiske forudsigelser. Derfor blev tre imputationsmetoder (Beagle, 

IMPUTE2 og FImpute-software) baseret på fire MAF-redigeringskriterier undersøgt for at øge 

nøjagtigheden af manglende genotyper og følgelig forbedre genomiske forudsigelser. Fire 

MAF'er (ingen MAF-grænse, MAF ≥ 0,001, MAF ≥ 0,01 og MAF ≥ 0,03) blev anvendt til 
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redigering af genotypedata før imputation. Beagle, IMPUTE2 og FImpute-software blev 

anvendt til at beregne den originale GBS. Derudover imputerede IMPUTE2 også den 

forventede dosis af genotype efter genotypekorrektion (GcIM). Resultaterne viste, at 

imputationsnøjagtigheden var den samme for de tre imputationsmetoder, bortset fra data om 

dybde = 2, hvor FImpute havde en lidt lavere imputationsnøjagtighed end Beagle og IMPUTE2. 

GcIM blev observeret at være det bedste for alle imputationer i dybde = 4, 5 og 10, men det 

værste for dybde = 2. For genomisk forudsigelse resulterede opretholdelse af flere SNP'er uden 

MAF-grænse i højere pålidelighed. Beagle og IMPUTE2 havde de største stigninger i 

forudsigelsesreliabilitet på 5 procentpoint, og FImpute fik 3 procentpoint ved dybde = 2. Den 

bedste forudsigelse blev observeret ved dybde = 4, 5 og 10 ved anvendelse af GcIM, men den 

værste forudsigelse blev også observeret ved anvendelse af GcIM ved dybde = 2. Den aktuelle 

undersøgelse viste, at imputationsnøjagtigheden var relativt lav for GBS med lave dybder og 

høj for GBS med høje dybder. Imputation resulterede i større gevinster i pålideligheden af 

genomiske forudsigelser for GBS med lavere dybder. Disse resultater antyder, at anvendelsen 

af IMPUTE2, baseret på en korrigeret GBS for at forbedre genomiske forudsigelser for højere 

dybder, og FImpute-software kunne være et godt alternativ til rutinemæssig imputation. 
3. Epigenetiske ændringer er vigtige for at forstå kompleks trækvariation og arv hos svin, der også 

er en værdifuld biomedicinsk model til forskning i menneskers sundhed. Testis er det vigtigste 

organ til reproduktion og vildsvin (BT) hos svin. der har dog ikke været nogen undersøgelser 

til dato på voksent svin testis epigenom. Hovedmålet med denne undersøgelse var at etablere 

et genom-bredt DNA-methyleringskort over svine testis. Reduceret repræsentation af Bisulfit-

sekventering (RRBS) blev anvendt til at undersøge methyleringsniveauer af cytosin i ni svine 

testis-prøver. Resultaterne viste, at genom-bred methyleringsstatus for ni prøver overlappede 

meget, og deres variation blandt svin var lav. Methyleringsniveauerne for promotor-, exon-, 

intron-, cytosin- og guanindinucleotid- (CpG) -øer og CpG-ø-kystregioner var henholdsvis 0,15, 

0,47, 0,55, 0,39 og 0,53. Cytosiner, der binder til CpG-øer, viste forskellige 

methyleringsniveauer mellem exon og intron-regioner. Alle methyleringsniveauer af CpG-øer 

var lavere end CpG-ø-kyster i forskellige geniske træk. Vores analyse afslørede 

methyleringsmønstre i forskellige geniske træk og CpG-øregioner af testik hos svin. Disse fund 

er nyttige til at forstå forholdet mellem DNA-methylering og geniske CpG-øer og tilvejebringe 

epigenetisk information til translationelle epigenomiske undersøgelser, der bruger svin som en 

dyremodel til menneskelig forskning. 

4. BT er en stødende smag, der observeres hos ikke-kastrerede hangrise, der reducerer kropsprisen. 

Kirurgisk kastrering undgår effektivt smerten, men er forbundet med dyrevelfærdsproblemer. 

Den funktionelle annotering af husdyrgenomer til forståelse af biologien i komplekse træk kan 

anvendes til udvælgelse af avlsdyr for at opnå gunstige fænotype resultater. Karakteriseringen 

af svineepigenomer/methyleringsændringer mellem dyr med høj og lav BT og genom-bred 
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epigenetiske markører, der kan forudsige BT, mangler. RRBS af DNA-methyleringsmønstre 

baseret på næste generations sekventering (NGS) er en effektiv teknologi til at identificere 

kandidatepigenetiske biomarkører, der er forbundet med BT. Tre forskellige BT-niveauer blev 

analyseret under anvendelse af RRBS-data til beregning af methyleringsniveauerne for CpG-

steder. Samanalysen af differentielt methylerede CpG-steder identificeret ved denne 

undersøgelse og differentielt udtrykte gener identificeret ved en tidligere undersøgelse fandt 32 

signifikante co-lokaliserede gener. Den fælles analyse af GO-termer og -veje afslørede, at 

methylering og genekspression af syv kandidatgener var forbundet med BT; især spiller FASN 

en nøglerolle i biosyntesen af fedtsyrer, og PEMT kan være involveret i østrogenregulering og 

udviklingen af BT. Denne undersøgelse er den første til at rapportere de genom-brede DNA-

methyleringsprofiler af BT hos svin ved hjælp af NGS og sammenfatte kandidatgener forbundet 

med epigenetiske markører af BT, hvilket kan bidrage til forståelsen af den funktionelle biologi 

af BT egenskaber og selektiv avl af svin mod BT baseret på epigenetiske biomarkører. 
5. DNA-methylering i gen eller promotor eller genlegeme kan begrænse/fremme 

gentranskriptionen. Endvidere kunne methylering i genregionerne sammen med CpG-øregioner 

modulere transkriptionen til udetekterbare genekspressionionsniveauer. Derfor er det 

nødvendigt ved underøge methyleringsniveauerne inden i genet, genlegemet, CpG-øregioner 

og deres overlappede regioner og derefter identificere de genbaserede differentielt methylerede 

regioner (GeneDMRs). Hendes siger R-pakken GeneDMRs til at lette beregningen af 

genbaseret methyleringshastighed ved hjælp af NGS-baserede methylomdata. En brugervenlig 

R-pakke GeneDMRs præsenter for at analysere methyleringsniveauerne i hvert 

gen/promotor/exon/intron/CpG ø/CpG ø kyst eller hver overlappende region (f.eks. Gen-CpG 

ø/promotor-CpG ø/exon-CpG ø/intron-CpG ø/gen-CpG ø kyst/promotor-CpG ø kyst/exon-

CpG ø kyst/intron-CpG ø kyst). Hendes brugte vi de offentlige RRBS-data fra mus (GSE62392) 

til evaluering af software og fandt nye biologiske signifikante resultater som supplement til den 

tidligere forskning. GeneDMRs er frit tilgængelige på 

https://github.com/xiaowangCN/GeneDMRs. 
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PREFACE 

This thesis is summarized for my PhD project from June 16, 2017 to September 15, 2019 under 

the supervision of Professor Haja N. Kadarmideen and Professor Claus Thorn Ekstrøm. The 

experiment was completed in Department of Bio and Health Informatics (DTU Bioinformatics) 

and Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science (DTU Compute), Technical 

University of Denmark (DTU), Kongens Lyngby, Denmark. 

The work was funded by GenSAP project of Danish Council of Strategic Research and AGES 

project of the Veterinary Department of the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Fisheries, 

Denmark. I received the Ph.D. stipends from the Technical University of Denmark (DTU 

Bioinformatics and DTU Compute), Denmark, and the China Scholarship Council (CSC), 

China. 

In the thesis, I took part in analyzing all kinds of data mainly based on R programming and R 

packages clusterProfiler, genomation, methylKit, RCircos. Other software were also used 

including BayZ, Beagle, Bismark, Bowtie 2, FImpute, IMPUTE2, QMSim, Trimmomatic. 

Additionally, I developed an R package GeneDMRs for gene-based differentially methylated 

regions analysis. This package is to detect the differentially methylated regions based on genes 

(DMG), gene bodies (DMP, DME, DMI), CpG islands and gene bodies overlapped with CpG 

island features (e.g., DMG-CpG island/DMP-CpG island/DME-CpG island/DMI-CpG island 

and DMG-CpG island shore/DMP-CpG island shore/DME-CpG island shore/DMI-CpG island 

shore). 

This thesis is based on five papers including four papers that are published and one paper that 

is under review, as listed in the following contents. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Genotyping by sequencing data on genomics level 

1.1.1. Genotyping by sequencing 

Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) is one of the most used genotyping methods, which was firstly 

proposed by Elshire et al. (Elshire et al., 2011). In this approach, genome will be digested with a specific 

restriction enzyme (RE) such as ApeKI and barcode adapters will be ligated to sticky ends. ApeKI is 

chosen as the appropriate RE based on its high cutting frequency in the major repetitive fraction of the 

whole genome (Heffelfinger et al., 2014). Therefore, GBS method reduces the genome complexity by 

avoiding the repetitive regions and targets the lower copy regions. Generally, this method can produce 

multiplex libraries of samples based on REs and DNA barcoded adapters, and potentially reduce the 

cost of genotyping (Poland and Rife, 2012). With the reduced-representation sequencing of multiplexed 

samples, GBS has been developed as a robust method to discover and genotype genome-wide molecular 

markers. The overall workflow of GBS genotyping method is shown in Figure 1.  

Additionally, the reference genome is not necessary for sequence tag mapping of GBS data, as the 

reference genome can be developed during the genotyping process. In the absence of a reference 

genome, such tags can also be treated as dominant markers for alternative genetic analysis (Elshire et 

al., 2011). For some species, GBS will be a good approach to obtain genotypes of DNA markers when 

a commercial chip array is not available (He et al., 2014), such as mink. 

1.1.2. Improving genomic predictions by correction of genotypes from GBS data 

Since genome-wide sequence read depth varies along each sequenced genome of different individuals, 

genotype quality also varies accordingly (Beissinger et al., 2013). Therefore, the proportion of correctly 

called genotypes will decrease after decreasing read depths, and genotyping quality of GBS tends to be 

lower than for a chip array (Gorjanc et al., 2015). Several studies have suggested that it is more powerful 

to sequence more individuals at the lower coverage (Alex Buerkle and Gompert, 2013). Low-coverage 

sequencing could capture as much of the variation across the genome as SNP arrays and yielded a 

commensurate increase in statistical power (Li et al., 2011), which would be a more attractive strategy 

for the studies of complex trait genetics (Pasaniuc et al., 2012). In Gorjanc’s report (Gorjanc et al., 

2015), expanding the training set resulted in higher overall accuracy of estimated breeding value (EBV), 

even with reducing the quality of genotyping for lower expense, but genotyping quality may be more 

important for the prediction set. It was shown that prediction accuracy increased greatly when read 

depths also increased in the prediction set (Gorjanc et al., 2015). 

However, due to the lower coverage, heterozygous genotypes wrongly genotyped as homozygotes are 

considered a serious problem in GBS data. For example, a read depth of one would genotype only one 

allele of a diploid at random, so that a true 𝐴𝑎 genotype is definitely genotyped into 𝑎𝑎 or 𝐴𝐴 genotype 

by mistake. In practice, it is possible to correct the wrong genotype calls of GBS data based on read 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sticky_and_blunt_ends
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depths and allele frequencies and, consequently, improve the GBS quality to some extent. Previous 

studies have proposed the methods (Li, 2011; Maruki and Lynch, 2017; Wang et al., 2019) and related 

programs, such as ANGSD (Korneliussen et al., 2014) and polyRAD (Clark et al., 2018) for calling 

genotypes in low-coverage sequencing data. Some other studies also investigated relationship 

estimation for better relatedness matrices construction using GBS with low depth (Cericola et al., 2018; 

Dodds et al., 2015). Therefore, genotype error correction methods are required to complement the future 

use of GBS data (Pasaniuc et al., 2012).  

 

 

Figure 1. Workflow of GBS method (Elshire et al., 2011). 
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1.1.3. Improving genomic predictions by different imputation methods for GBS 

data 

Missing genotypes of GBS data is also a serious problem (Gorjanc et al., 2015), but imputation allows 

the usage of low-density marker panels in the widespread implementation of genomic selection (Zhang 

and Druet, 2010). Thus, imputation strategies are important for using GBS for genomic predictions. In 

a SNP array, missing markers with certain structure are usually identified with a high degree of certainty, 

but GBS markers can vary, especially for the mutations located in RE cut sites; therefore, imputation 

software designed for human genetics are considered to be superior methods (Gorjanc et al., 2015). 

Currently, many methods have been developed for the imputation of missing genotypes. Beagle 

(Browning and Browning, 2008) and IMPUTE2 (Howie et al., 2009) software can use a hidden Markov 

model (HMM) to infer missing markers, which were developed for applications in human genetics. 

FImpute (Sargolzaei et al., 2014) software can achieve accurate imputations when using pedigree 

information because closer relatives usually share longer haplotypes, while more distant relatives share 

shorter haplotypes.  

As genotype quality influences the reliability of genomic predictions, genotypes are edited by 

discarding problematic data (Edriss et al., 2013). Minor allele frequency (MAF) is widely used as 

genotype editing criteria for genomic predictions. Different MAF editing criteria, ranging from 0.01 to 

0.05, have been reported to avoid genotyping errors (Hayes et al., 2009; Su et al., 2010; VanRaden et 

al., 2009). Edriss et al. (Edriss et al., 2013) investigated the effects of editing criteria on the reliability 

of genomic predictions, using different MAF thresholds. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the 

imputation efficiency using different MAF criteria and then confirm the reliability of genomic 

predictions using imputed data.  

 

1.2. DNA methylation data on epigenomics level 

1.2.1. DNA methylation 

Epigenetics is defined as no change in a DNA sequence but heritable changes in gene activity or 

function (Wu and Morris, 2001). DNA methylation is one of the most important epigenetic 

modifications. Cytosine and guanine dinucleotide (CpG) sites are DNA regions in which a 

cytosine nucleotide is followed by a guanine nucleotide, such as 5'-C-phosphate-G-3', that exhibit 70% 

~ 80% methylated rates in mammals (Jabbari and Bernardi, 2004).  

With high density of DNA methylation of CpGs, CpG islands play an important role in gene regulation 

and transcriptional repression (Goldberg et al., 2007). The genome around the CpG islands can be 

widely affected by the methylation levels (Long et al., 2017). CpG island shores are strongly related to 

a specific tissue and are involved in modulating gene expression (Doi et al., 2009; Irizarry et al., 2009). 

Most variable regions in terms of methylation such as methylation differences between tissues are CpG 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cytosine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nucleotide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guanine
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island shores rather than CpG islands themselves (Grindflek et al., 2011; Irizarry et al., 2009). DNA 

methylation in promoters is usually restricted to genes in a long-term stabilization of repressed states; 

therefore, promoter methylation can be a methylation inhibitor of therapeutic targets to silence genes 

(Yang et al., 2014). Most gene bodies are CpG-poor and extensively methylated, but their methylation 

can be a potential therapeutic target. Since DNA demethylation of the gene bodies could cause the 

down-regulation, so DNA methylation inhibitors can down regulate oncogenes and metabolic genes 

(Jones, 2012; Yang et al., 2014). 

1.2.2. Reduced representation bisulfite sequencing 

Reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) primarily focuses on the enrichment of CpG-rich 

regions rather than the non-CpG regions (Meissner et al., 2005). Subsequently, reduced representation 

CpG sites are sequenced after restriction enzyme MspI digestion in CpG islands, promoters and 

enhancers (Smith et al., 2009). In mammals, DNA methylation almost exclusively occurs at CG 

dinucleotides with ratios of 70–80% throughout the genome (Ehrlich et al., 1982; Law and Jacobsen, 

2010). Therefore, the RRBS method can provide sufficient information regarding CpG islands and 

gene-associated CpG sites based on next generation sequencing (NGS) technology (Choi et al., 2015). 

The overall workflow of RRBS method is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Workflow of RRBS method (Meissner et al., 2005). 

 

1.2.3. DNA methylation pattern of pig testis 

Pig is a valuable biomedical model of human obesity and metabolic diseases due to the anatomic, 

biochemical, pharmacological, pathological, and physiological similarities to the human (Kogelman et 

al., 2013; Kogelman and Kadarmideen, 2016). The previous study showed that the key role of epigenetic 

mechanisms in male gamete could widely affect human reproduction (Stuppia et al., 2015). Testis is 

the reproductive gland to produce sperm, so studying epigenetics of testis in pigs could improve our 
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understanding of epigenetic molecular mechanisms related to male fertility and semen quality. Testis 

epigenome is also essential for the study of inheritance of boar taint (BT) in pigs. 

As a result of a dynamic process, DNA methylation patterns in different cells are stable and unique and 

regulate tissue-specific gene transcription biologically (Moore et al., 2013). RRBS method has been 

implemented to analyze patterns of DNA methylation by reducing the portion of the genome digestion 

(Meissner et al., 2005). Currently, genome-wide RRBS patterns have been reported using ovaries (Yuan 

et al., 2016) and prepubertal testis at three age points (Chen et al., 2018) in pigs. 

1.2.4. Differentially methylated analysis for boar taint in pigs 

A previous study found that 75% of consumers in European countries were sensitive to BT (Bonneau 

et al., 1992) because of the offensive flavor of the BT pig (Malmfors and Lundstrom, 1983; Matthews 

et al., 2000). The BT odor in porcine meat is caused primarily by the accumulation of skatole (Patterson, 

1968) and androstenone (Gower, 1972) in approximately 80% of non-castrated male pigs (boars). 

Skatole is the byproduct of the bacterial metabolite of the amino acid tryptophan in the intestine. 

Androstenone is produced in the testis as a pheromone once male pigs reach puberty (Gower, 1972; 

Patterson, 1968). While testing BT, Mathur et al. (Mathur et al., 2012) found that the human nose score 

(HNS) has low estimation costs, low time requirements and good correlations with skatole and 

androstenone. Furthermore, surgical castration is an effective solution for avoiding BT but, in addition 

to animal welfare concerns, results in reduced feed conversion efficiency, leaner carcass values and 

increased fecal and urinary nitrogen (Bonneau, 1998; Claus et al., 1994).  

As the levels of skatole and androstenone traits exhibit moderate to high heritability (Strathe et al., 

2013a, 2013b), the selection of low genetic merit of BT can be an effective approach to avoid BT and 

the disadvantages of surgical castration. Recent studies have identified and exploited the genetic 

variation of androstenone and skatole (Rowe et al., 2014) and predicted genomic breeding values for 

genomic selection (de Campos et al., 2015). Additionally, gene expression profiles associated with BT 

have been revealed by differential expression and co-expression network analyses (Drag et al., 2017). 

System genomics also revealed expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) and regulator genes associated 

with BT in pigs (Drag et al., 2018).  

Therefore, understanding the biology of BT development and predicting the extent to which animals 

express it require a global understanding of the underlying genome expression dynamics and the use of 

NGS methods, such as RNA-Seq for transcriptomic profiling and RRBS for epigenomic profiling. This 

understanding can be acquired only through such data acquisition in (genetically) well-characterized 

groups/cohorts with BT and applying advanced bioinformatic methods to profile the epigenome and 

epigenetic changes associated with BT phenotypes. 

1.2.5. Gene-based differentially methylated regions 

Generally, gene expression is restricted by DNA methylation. However, the presence of methylation in 

gene or promoter or gene body could result in promotion of gene transcription. Irizarry et al. (Irizarry 
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et al., 2009) revealed the correlation between substantial portion of DNA methylation sites and gene 

expression along the genome. DNA methylation in promoters usually restricts the genes in a long-term 

stabilization of repressed states, while most gene bodies are also extensively methylated in different 

status; therefore, methylation of such regions can be the potential therapeutic targets (Jones, 2012; Yang 

et al., 2014). CpG islands are playing an important role in gene regulation and transcriptional repression 

(Goldberg et al., 2007). Moreover, the shore regions beyond CpG islands are also involved in 

modulating gene expression (Doi et al., 2009; Irizarry et al., 2009).  

Studying DNA methylation patterns in biological samples using NGS methods are becoming 

increasingly common. There are several tools available to detect differentially methylated cytosine 

(DMC) (e.g., R package IMA (Wang et al., 2012), MethylKit (Akalin et al., 2012)) or differentially 

methylated region (DMR) (e.g., R package ELMER (Silva et al., 2018), MethylMix (Cedoz et al., 2018; 

Gevaert, 2015), Minfi (Aryee et al., 2014), MIRA (Lawson et al., 2018), RnBeads (Assenov et al., 2014; 

Müller et al., 2019)). These packages mainly focus on the specific differentially methylated regions like 

genes (DMGs) from cancer dataset (Cedoz et al., 2018; Gevaert, 2015) or only promoters (DMPs) 

(Assenov et al., 2014; Müller et al., 2019). However, detections of DMR based on gene body features 

associated with CpG islands are scarce, such as the DMRs in all exons (DMEs) and introns (DMIs) or 

a specific exon and intron or DMP/DME/DMI/DMG associated with CpG islands/CpG island shores. 
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1.3. Objectives 

1.3.1. Investigate whether genomic predictions were improved using the proposed 

method of genotype correction based on the simulated GBS data of livestock population.  

 

1.3.2. Investigate imputation accuracies and prediction accuracies using different 

depths, different imputation methods and different MAF criteria.  

 

1.3.3. Develop a map of DNA methylome for porcine testis using RRBS data on nine 

testis samples of pigs and characterize their methylome. 

 

1.3.4. Identify the differentially methylated genes for three BT levels in pigs and 

understand the functional biology of BT traits. 

 

1.3.5. Develop an R package GeneDMRs for gene-based differentially methylated 

regions analysis. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Improving genomic predictions from GBS data 

In this study, genomic and phenotypic data of ten replicates for each scenario were generated by QMSim 

software (version 1.10) (Sargolzaei and Schenkel, 2009). Parameters used for generating the population 

structure and genome are given in Table 1 and Table 2. 

 

Table 1. Simulation parameter of population structure. 

Step Population structure Value 

 Number of replicates 10 

 Overall heritability 0.3 

 QTL heritability 0.3 

 Phenotypic variance 1.0 

Step1: Historical generation (HG) Foundation population size of HG 2000 

Number of generation in phase 1 1000 

Population size in the end of phase 1 2000 

Number of generation in phase 2 200 

Population size in the end of phase 2 400 

Number of male in the last HG 200  

Number of female in the last HG 200 

Number of male from HG 40 

Number of female from HG 200 

Step 2: Expanded generation (EG) Number of generation 1 

Litter size  5 

Proportion of male progeny 50% 

Mating design Random 

Number of male from EG 100 

Number of female from EG 500 

Step 3: Recent generation 

 

Number of generation 10 

Litter size  5 

Proportion of male progeny  50% 

Mating design Random 

Sire replacement 80% 

Dam replacement 40% 

 Selection design EBV 
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Table 2. Simulation parameter of genome. 

Genome Value 

Number of chromosome 5 

Chromosome length 100 Mb 

Number of marker loci on one chromosome 1,000,000 

Marker position Evenly 

Number of marker alleles in the first HG 2 

Marker allele frequencies in the first HG Random 

Number of QTL loci on one chromosome 100 

QTL position Random 

Number of QTL allele in the first HG 2 

QTL allele frequency in the first HG Random 

QTL allele effect From gamma distribution with shape 0.4 

Marker mutation rate in the historical population 2.5×10-5 

QTL mutation rate in the historical population 2.5×10-5 

 

2.1.1. Population structure and genome 

During the historical generations, the foundation population of 2000 individuals (1000 males and 1000 

females) was kept at a constant size across 1000 generations, and then reduced gradually to 400 

individuals (200 males and 200 females) in the following 200 generations, generating linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) as a result of the domestication process. Among the 400 individuals in the last 

generation of historical population, 40 males and 200 females were randomly chosen. Each male mated 

randomly with five females and each female produced five progeny for population expansion. In the 

recent generations, 100 males and 500 females from the last generation of the expanded population 

were selected as the parents of the next generation. This continued for ten generations, keeping a male 

to mate randomly with five females and each female producing five progeny. Selection and replacement 

was performed based on EBV. The replacement rate was 80% for males and 40% for females. The 

breeding values were estimated by best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) using an animal model 

(Henderson, 1975). In the whole process of simulation, the individuals of each sex were produced with 

equal probability based on the random union of gametes, which were sampled from both the male and 

female gamete pools. The overall heritability, quantitative trait locus (QTL) heritability and phenotypic 

variance were set as 0.3, 0.3 and 1.0, respectively. No remaining polygenic effect was simulated, so all 

the genetic variance was explained by QTLs. The phenotypes were created by adding random residuals 

to the true breeding values (TBV); TBVs were defined as the sum of individual QTL additive effects. 
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The targeted level of LD in this study was close to the values for cattle (Makina et al., 2015; McKay et 

al., 2007) and pig (Du et al., 2007). The decay of LD between the markers is shown in Figure 3, which 

indicates that the mean r-squared of LD in the last (10th) generation of the population was 0.259 (SE = 

0.004) based on markers with interval less than 50kb (0 ~ 0.05 cM) and minor allele frequencies (MAF) > 

0.01, averaged over 10 replicates. 

 

 

Figure 3. Decay of LD (r-squared) between markers averaged over 10 replicates. Lines combined with 

solid circle were average r-squared values in the last (10th) generations of recent population based on 

MAF > 0.01 and bars indicate SE. 

 

Initial LD was created by the process of mutation-drift equilibrium in the historical generations. In this 

process, mutation and drift were considered as the only two evolutionary forces due to no selection, no 

migration and random mating. Crossovers were simulated to be randomly located across the 

chromosome and the number of crossovers was sampled from a Poisson distribution. A total of 5×106 

SNP markers were evenly distributed on five chromosomes of length 100 mega base pair (Mb). Allele 

frequencies of the bi-allelic markers and QTLs were initiated through randomly sampling from a 

uniform distribution in the first historical generation. In total, 500 QTLs were simulated and randomly 

distributed on these five chromosomes. Thus, QTL positions for each replicate were different due to the 

random distribution. QTL allele effects were sampled from gamma distribution with the shape 

parameter equal to 0.4. The original QTL effect was that one allele had effect and the other allele had 

zero effect, and then QTL allelic effects at each locus were scaled as (Allelic effect – QTL mean of 
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population) ×
√Defined QTL variance

√Observed QTL variance
 , where the observed QTL variance were the sum of QTL variances 

in the last historical generation. By the scaling, the sum of QTL variances in the last historical generation 

equals to the defined QTL variance (total additive genetic variance in this study). The effect sizes of 

two alleles of 500 QTLs in one replicate are shown in Figure 4. In order to establish mutation-drift 

equilibrium in historical generations, marker and QTL recurrent mutation rates in historical population 

were both set as 2.5×10-5. The recurrent mutations assumed that a mutation altered an allele to another 

instead of creating a new allele and these transition probabilities were equal. The number of mutations 

for one chromosome of an individual was sampled from a Poisson distribution with the mean u (u = 2 

× number of loci × mutation rate), and then each mutation was assigned to a random locus in the genome. 

However, recurrent mutations were generally very rare and there was no evidence that these mutations 

contributed significantly to the erosion of LD between SNPs (Ardlie et al., 2002). In the recent 

populations, no mutations were generated.  

 

 

Figure 4. Effect sizes of 500 QTLs in one replicate. 

 

2.1.2. Creating GBS data  

De Donato et al. (De Donato et al., 2013) reported that the distribution of distances between the GBS 

SNPs differed to that from a chip array data in cattle. For GBS data, the percentage of neighboring SNP 

less than 50 kb was 44.0% and of more than 150 kb was 13.8%. Following the results of De Donato et 

al. (De Donato et al., 2013), the distribution of the distances between the neighboring SNPs in this study 

were set as 13%, 8%, 8%, 12%, 9%, 6%, 5%, 16%, 7% and 16% for 0.5kb, 2.5kb, 7.5kb, 15kb, 25kb, 

35kb, 45kb, 75kb, 125kb and 200kb, respectively (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Distribution of distances between the neighboring SNPs. 

 

Sequencing errors were not simulated, but low read depths could result in incorrect genotype calls with 

each allele sampled from Binomial distribution 𝑝~𝐵(𝑛,
1

2
). Thus, the probability of a heterozygous 

genotype being correctly called was 1 − 2(
1

2
)𝑛 (e.g., 0.00 when 𝑛 = 1, 0.50 when 𝑛 = 2, and 0.25 when 

𝑛 = 3). In other words, the probability of a true heterozygous genotype being wrongly called as one of 

the observed homozygous genotype was (
1

2
)𝑛. In the simulation, the number of reads (𝑛) per locus was 

drawn from a Poisson distribution 𝑛~𝑃(𝑥), where 𝑥 was the average depth (𝑥 = 2, 4, 5, 10). Actually, 

the distribution of reads might not reflect the observed distributions accurately due to many factors 

influencing the variability. Nevertheless, it should not affect the comparisons of genomic prediction 

results, even though the simulated data has much less variability than observed in practice (Hess et al., 

2018). 

We created the GBS genotypes at a heterozygous locus by sampling a random number (𝑟) from a 

uniform distribution 𝑟~𝑈(0,1). If 𝑟 ≤ (
1

2
)𝑛,  the heterozygous genotype was replaced by 𝑎𝑎. If (

1

2
)𝑛 <

𝑟 < 2(
1

2
)𝑛 , the heterozygous genotype was replaced by 𝐴𝐴 , else the heterozygous genotype was 

correctly assigned as 𝐴𝑎. Afterwards, the GBS genotypes 𝑎𝑎, 𝐴𝑎 and 𝐴𝐴 were recorded as 0, 1 and 2, 

respectively. In addition, chip array (Chip) data with no sequencing errors or missing genotypes was 

also simulated for comparison. The SNP markers of Chip were evenly distributed on five chromosomes 

with a distance of 50 kb between two adjacent markers. 

2.1.3. Genotype correction for GBS data  

The genotype correction in this study is to adjust GBS genotypes according to Bayes' conditional 

probability 𝑃(𝐺|𝐺𝐵𝑆), where 𝐺 is the true genotype (unknown) and 𝐺𝐵𝑆 is the GBS genotype (known) 

http://www.nature.com/nrg/journal/v12/n6/glossary/nrg2986.html#df6
http://www.nature.com/nrg/journal/v12/n6/glossary/nrg2986.html#df6
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which is subject to genotyping errors. The expected genotype dosage after genotype correction can be 

rounded to corrected GBS (GBSc) genotype types (most probable GBSc genotype, i.e., dosage < 0.5: 

aa; dosage > 1.5: AA; else: Aa). Right and false correction of GBSc were displayed when comparing 

GBSc genotypes with GBS and true genotypes in the GBS loci (GBSr) (Table 3). Homozygous 

genotypes of GBSc could be corrected into heterozygous genotypes or keep the same homozygous 

genotypes. If the homozygosity was corrected into heterozygosity and the true genotype of GBSr was 

also heterozygous, this kind of genotype correction was right genotype correction. However, such 

genotype correction could be false genotype correction when the true genotype of GBSr was 

homozygous.  

 

Table 3. Genotype changes of GBSc. 

Genotype change GBS GBSc GBSr 

Right correction of GBSc (GBS ≠ GBSc = GBSr) aa/AA Aa Aa 

False correction of GBSc (GBSc ≠ GBS = GBSr) aa/AA Aa aa/AA 

 

If 𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑎𝑎 (genotype is labeled in the subscript for the nomenclature) is observed, there are two possible 

true genotypes (𝐺𝑎𝑎 and 𝐺𝐴𝑎), and the probabilities are 

𝑃(𝐺𝑎𝑎|𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑎𝑎) =
𝑃(𝐺𝑎𝑎) 𝑃(𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑎𝑎|𝐺𝑎𝑎) 

𝑃(𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑎𝑎)
,  

𝑃(𝐺𝐴𝑎|𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑎𝑎) = 1 − 𝑃(𝐺𝑎𝑎|𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑎𝑎).  

Similarly, If 𝐺𝐵𝑆𝐴𝐴 is observed,  

𝑃(𝐺𝐴𝐴|𝐺𝐵𝑆𝐴𝐴) =
𝑃(𝐺𝐴𝐴) 𝑃(𝐺𝐵𝑆𝐴𝐴|𝐺𝐴𝐴) 

𝑃(𝐺𝐵𝑆𝐴𝐴)
,  

𝑃(𝐺𝐴𝑎|𝐺𝐵𝑆𝐴𝐴) = 1 − 𝑃(𝐺𝐴𝐴|𝐺𝐵𝑆𝐴𝐴).  

If 𝐺𝐵𝑆𝐴𝑎 is observed, 𝐺𝐴𝑎 is the only possible true genotype,  

𝑃(𝐺𝐴𝑎|𝐺𝐵𝑆𝐴𝑎) = 1. 

 

Let assume 𝑝 = 𝑃(𝐴) and 𝑞 = 𝑃(𝑎) for the true genotype, the relevant probabilities can be written as: 

 2 1( ) ( ) ( | ) 2
2

n

aa aa aa AaP GBS P G P GBS G q pq   
, 

2( | ) ( )* ( | ) / ( ) / ( )aa aa aa aa aa aa aaP G GBS P G P GBS G P GBS q P GBS 
, 

1( | ) ( )* ( | ) / ( ) 2 ( ) / ( )
2

n

Aa aa Aa aa Aa aa aaP G GBS P G P GBS G P GBS pq P GBS 
, 

 2 1( ) ( ) ( | ) 2
2

n

AA AA AA AaP GBS P G P GBS G p pq   
, 

2( | ) ( )* ( | ) / ( ) / ( )AA AA AA AA AA AA AAP G GBS P G P GBS G P GBS p P GBS 
, 
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1( | ) ( )* ( | ) / ( ) 2 ( ) / ( )
2

n

Aa AA Aa AA Aa AA AAP G GBS P G P GBS G P GBS pq P GBS 
. 

Let 0, 1, and 2 denote 𝑎𝑎, 𝐴𝑎 and 𝐴𝐴 genotype, respectively. The original GBS genotypes are scored 

as 𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑎𝑎 = 0, 𝐺𝐵𝑆𝐴𝑎 = 1 and 𝐺𝐵𝑆𝐴𝐴 = 2. The correction of GBS used in this study is to correct GBS 

homozygous genotypes to be expected genotype dosage. Thus, 

21 1
2 22 ( ) / ( 2 ( ) )n n

aaGBSc pq q pq 
, 

2 21 1
2 2(2 2 ( ) ) / ( 2 ( ) )n n

AAGBSc p pq p pq  
, 

1AaGBSc 
. 

 

Allele frequency can be calculated from the data including all reads when assuming Hardy-Weinberg 

equilibrium. It can be estimated from the known GBS data in this way: 

𝑃(𝐺𝐵𝑆𝐴𝐴) − 𝑃(𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑎𝑎) = (𝑝2 + 2𝑝𝑞(1
2⁄ )

𝑛
) − (𝑞2+2𝑝𝑞(1

2⁄ )
𝑛

) = 𝑝2 − 𝑞2 = 2𝑝 − 1,  

𝑝 =
𝑃(𝐺𝐵𝑆𝐴𝐴) − 𝑃(𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑎𝑎) + 1  

2
 

2.1.4. Scenarios of imputation and the accuracies 

Quality control criteria of call rates ≥ 0.8 for individuals and the four MAF criteria (no MAF limit that 

using all SNP markers irrespective of MAF, MAF ≥ 0.001, MAF ≥ 0.01 and MAF ≥ 0.03) were used 

for editing genotypes data before imputation. After quality control, the obtained GBS SNPs at four 

depths for no MAF limit, MAF ≥ 0.001, MAF ≥ 0.01 and MAF ≥ 0.03 were approximately equal to 

8010 (SD = 6), 7880 (SD = 22), 7540 (SD = 55) and 7100 (SD = 100) averaged over 10 replicates, 

respectively. However, the missing genotypes of depth = 1 were high, up to approximately 30%; 

therefore, not many loci met the criteria of call rate ≥ 80%, and this depth was discarded.  

The imputation was performed using three imputation software: Beagle (version 4.0) (Browning and 

Browning, 2008), IMPUTE2 (version 2.3.2) (Howie et al., 2009) and FImpute (version 2.2) (Sargolzaei 

et al., 2014). IMPUTE2 software allows both the genotype type and genotype dosage as input genotype 

data. The original GBS genotype type was directly imputed by Beagle (Be), IMPUTE2 (IM) and 

FImpute (FI). Additionally, the expected genotype dosage after genotype corrections was imputed by 

IMPUTE2 (GcIM). The GBSr was used for comparison. Finally, genomic predictions were conduct 

based on GBS, Be, IM, FI, GcIM and GBSr using four MAF criteria. The missing genotypes for the 

original GBS were replaced with the mean genotype values for the same loci. 

Accuracies of imputation were measured using a Pearson correlation and the correct rate of genotype 

identification. The correlation was defined as the genotypes of GBS, Beagle imputed data, IMPUTE2 

imputed data, FImpute imputed data and GcIM data compared to GBSr data. The correct rate was 

defined as the non-missing correct genotypes of GBS, Beagle imputed data, IMPUTE2 imputed data, 

FImpute imputed data and GcIM data.  
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2.1.5. Statistical analysis and validation 

Based on the GBS and imputed GBS data, genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs) were predicted 

by a SNP-BLUP model using the BayZ package (http://www.bayz.biz/). The model was  

𝐲 = 𝟏μ + 𝐌𝐠 + 𝐞, 

where 𝐲 was the vector of phenotypic values, 𝟏 is the vector of ones, μ is the overall mean, 𝐠 is the 

vector of random unknown marker effects to be estimated, 𝐌 is the coefficient matrix of genotypes 

which links g to y, and 𝐞 is the vector of random residuals. It was assumed that 𝐠 ~ 𝑁 (0, 𝐈𝜎𝑔
2) and 

𝐞 ~ 𝑁 (0, 𝐈𝜎𝑒
2). 

In the 6th to 9th generations of the recent population, 7,500 individuals were used as a training set, in 

which all individuals were genotyped and phenotyped. The test set comprised of 2,500 genotyped 

individuals from the 10th generation. The reliabilities of genomic predictions using marker data from 

the original GBS, imputed GBS and the true genotypes of GBS loci were compared. The reliabilities of 

genomic predictions were calculated as squared correlations between the predicted and true breeding 

values for individuals in the test data set. 

 

2.2. DNA methylation analysis of testis in pigs 

2.2.1. Pig samples and three boar taint levels 

Nine commercial purebred Landrace male pigs with similar genetic background from nine different sire 

families were raised by the same ad libitum feeding of same feed type in the same farm/environment. 

All pigs were slaughtered at an age of around 22 weeks by carbon dioxide (CO2) submersion at a 

commercial slaughterhouse (Danish Crown, Herning, Denmark), when they reached the slaughter 

weight of 105 kilogram (kg). Testis tissue samples were retrieved by punch biopsy into the middle part 

of the testis with an inner punch distance of 2 cm. Thus, all of the testis samples were collected from 

the same part of the testis. Each sample weighed approximately 150 milligram (mg). These pigs were 

not treated by immunological castration or other castrating processes during the feeding period, so they 

had intact testis with normal fertility and viable sperms before or at slaughter.  

For this study, testis tissue samples were already collected in Drag et al. (Drag et al., 2017). They were 

immediately immersed into the 1.5 ml RNAlater (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) and stored at -20°C. 

Restriction enzyme digestion, adaptor ligation, size selection (40–220 bp fragments), bisulfite treatment, 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification and library construction were performed at Beijing 

Genomics Institute (BGI) Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, Guangdong, China. The nine samples were sequenced 

by a paired-end 100 bp flow cell in an Illumina HiSeq 2500 machine (PE-100bp FC; Illumina, San 

Diego, CA, United States) using RRBS method.  

http://www.bayz.biz/
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Three groups of nine pigs with low (n = 3), medium (n = 3) and high (n = 3) BT levels were based on 

the most extreme EBVs within the high and low groups and the values closest to the mean in the medium 

group. Thus, each BT‐level group comprised three biological replicates. EBVs were calculated by 

summing the EBVs of skatole concentration and human nose score (HNS) (Drag et al., 2017).  

2.2.2. Quality control, read alignment and trimming 

RRBS adapters and reads less than 20 bases long were trimmed by Trimmomatic software (version 0.36) 

(Bolger et al., 2014). Then, Bismark Bisulfite Mapper (version 0.19.0) (Krueger and Andrews, 2011) 

was applied to map clean reads to the porcine reference genome (Sscrofa11.1/susScr11) downloaded 

from the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) website, and the cytosine methylation status was 

determined accordingly. Bismark Bisulfite Mapper includes three steps: genome preparation, alignment 

using Bowtie 2 (version 2.3.3.1) (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) and methylation extractor. Bismark 

methylation extractor outputs read coverage and methylation percentage of detected methylated or 

unmethylated reads at one genomic position. In this study, we only used cytosine methylation at the 

CpG site because the cytosine methylation rates at CHG and CHH sites (H representing A/C/T) were 

very low. The read coverages lower than 10 counts were trimmed for discarding the unqualified reads. 

If an experiment suffered from PCR duplication bias, some clonal reads will impair accurate 

determination of methylation. Thus, CpG sites with a percentile of read coverage higher than the 99.9th 

were also discarded for each sample. 

2.2.3. Genome-wide DNA methylation levels and patterns 

The similarities and differences of genome-wide methylation levels with densities of CpG islands, CpG 

island shores and genes were counted by one Mb windows for each sample and visualized by R 

package RCircos (version 1.2.0) (Zhang et al., 2013). Afterward, we localized CpG islands and CpG 

island shores to three genic features (promoter, exon and intron region) and investigated methylation 

patterns of genic CpG islands. Methylation patterns of CpG islands located at different genic features 

were visualized by R package plot3D (version 1.3.0). 

2.2.4. Differentially methylated CpG site analysis and annotations 

To define the differentially methylated CpG sites (DMCs), comparisons were performed against the 

fraction of methylated cytosines in global united CpG sites across the low, medium and high BT groups 

and then filtered for significance using the R package methylKit (version 1.4.0) (Akalin et al., 2012) 

through the following logistic regression model: 

ln (
πi

1−πi

) = β0 + β1Ti, 

where πi is the methylation proportion at a given CpG site, and Ti  is the treatment indicator (low, 

medium or high BT level) such that Ti = 1 and 0 if sample i is in the medium/high and low BT groups, 

respectively. The parameter β0 denotes the log odds as a null model only with the intercept, and β1 
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denotes the log odds as a full model with the treatment. Therefore, the independent tests of all CpG sites 

were against the null hypothesis H0: β1  = 0. If the null hypothesis was rejected, the CpG site was 

classified as a DMC. This logistic regression analysis aims to test whether the methylation level of each 

CpG site is significantly different between BT groups. As the methylation levels of CpG site were 

bonded at 0% and 100%, this study used log transformed methylation proportions in the logistic 

regression model for the analysis.  

Finally, three groups of BT levels were used in the logistic regression model to calculate the adjusted 

P-values (Q-values) of multiple hypotheses using the false discovery rate (FDR) (Storey and Tibshirani, 

2003). Four scenarios of Low vs Medium vs High (LMH), Low vs medium (LM), Medium vs High 

(MH) and Low vs High (LH) BT levels were compared. The overall analysis workflow of the data 

inputs, quality control and resulting outputs is shown in Figure 6.  

 

 

Figure 6. Overview of the study design and analysis. 

 

A hypermethylated and hypo-methylated DMC/gene was defined when the methylation difference was 

positive and negative, respectively, after the pairwise comparisons. Drag’s study (Drag et al., 2017) 

revealed the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) by comparing high BT with low BT levels and found 

5943 DEGs in testis filtered by correction with FDR < 0.05. Our study used the log of fold change 

(logFC) with the positive and negative direction to define the upregulated and downregulated genes, 

respectively. 
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In this study, we defined CpG islands as a region with at least 200 bp, a GC fraction more than 0.5 and 

an observed-to-expected ratio of CpG more than 0.6. CpG island shores were then defined as regions 

of 2 kilo base pairs (kb) in length adjacent to CpG islands (Gardiner-Garden and Frommer, 1987). The 

CpG and DMC annotation within gene components of promoter, exon, intron and intergenic regions, 

and CpG islands, CpG island shores and other regions was performed using R 

package genomation (version 1.10.0) (Akalin et al., 2015). The porcine RefSeq and CpG island 

database (Sscrofa11.1/susScr11) for annotations were derived from the UCSC website 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables). 

2.2.5. Gene Ontology enrichment and pathway analysis 

The Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment and pathway terms were analyzed by the R package 

clusterprofiler (Yu et al., 2012). The significant GO terms and pathways were selected and displayed 

after filtering with adjusted p-values (p.adjust) < 0.1 by using FDR control. The R package org.Ss.eg.db 

(version 3.7.0) and KEGG.db (version 3.2.3) of Sus scrofa organism were used for the GO term and 

pathway annotations, respectively.  

2.2.6. Co‐analysis with differentially methylated genes and their potential 

correlations among DNA methylations, gene expressions and eQTLs 

The DEGs were useful in this study to deeply and narrowly locate the candidate genes associated with 

DMCs. The candidate genes were selected from 81 co‐found genes based on the filtration criterion of 

more than one DMC within DEGs. In addition, 72 eQTL‐relevant genes associated with BT were used 

for further identification with DEGs by identifying 109 SNPs associated with gene expression (Drag 

et al., 2018). The RNA‐Seq data in the testis with Ensembl stable gene ID of Sus scrofa (ENSSSCG) 

for low, medium and high BT levels were derived from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE93734). Then, the numbers of reads were 

transformed to a normalized expression level by the R package VOOM (Law et al., 2014) to ensure that 

the expression distributions of each sample were similar. 

 

2.3. R package GeneDMRs 

2.3.1. Gene-based differentially methylated regions and analysis workflow 

The gene-based regions could be divided into single window, gene, promoter, exon, intron, CpG island 

and CpG island shore and their overlapped feature regions including gene-CpG island, gene-CpG island 

shore, promoter-CpG island, promoter-CpG island shore, exon-CpG island, exon-CpG island shore, 

intron-CpG island and intron-CpG island shore (Figure 7).  

The methylation mean of a cytosine site by weighting for one group (a case or control) is calculated by 

(1): 

http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE93734
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∑
𝑀𝑅𝑖

𝑇𝑅𝑖
∗ 𝑊𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑊𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

=  
𝑇𝑅𝑖

∑ 𝑇𝑅𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

… … … … … … … … … … … . (1), 

where 𝑀𝑅𝑖 and 𝑇𝑅𝑖 are the methylated and total reads number at a given cytosine site of individual 𝑖, 

𝑛 is the total number of individuals in one group and 𝑊𝑖 is the weight of reads of individual 𝑖. 

For a window/gene (promoter, exon, intron)/CpGi/other overlapped region (Figure 7) of one group, the 

methylation mean by weighting is calculated by (2): 

∑
∑ 𝑀𝑅𝑖𝑗

𝑚
𝑗=1

∑ 𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑗
𝑚
𝑗=1

∗ 𝑊𝑖𝑗  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑖=1

=  
∑ 𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑗

𝑚
𝑗=1

∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑗
𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1

… … … … … … … . (2), 

where 𝑀𝑅𝑖𝑗 and 𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑗 are the methylated and total reads number of the involved cytosine/DMC site 𝑗 

at a given gene/CpGi/other region of individual 𝑖, 𝑚 is the total number of cytosine/DMC sites involved 

in this region, 𝑛 is the total individual number of one group and 𝑊𝑖𝑗  is the weight of reads of the 

involved cytosine/DMC site 𝑗 of individual 𝑖. For the target region, the cytosine/DMC within the region 

is selected, and then methylation mean of each group is calculated. Here, the DMC sites refer to the 

differentially methylated cytosine sites after Significant_filter(siteall_Qvalue, qvalue = 0.01, methdiff = 

0.05). Thus, if the users want to use the DMC sites for the methylation mean, they should calculate the 

Q-values and methylation difference by Logic_regression() and filter out the DMCs by 

Significant_filter() at first (Figure 8).  

Logistic regression model were used to fit methylation levels with the different groups following R 

MethylKit package (Akalin et al., 2012): 

ln (
πi

1−πi

) = u + βTi, 

where πi is the methylation mean at a given window or gene-based region or site, u is the intercept, 

and Ti is the group indicator.  

More categorical variables can also be incorporated in this model as the additional covariates by 

Logic_regression(covariates = NULL). Chi-squared (χ2) test was used to determine the statistical 

significance of methylation differences among different groups and then to achieve the P-values. To 

account for multiple hypothesis testing, P-values can be adjusted to Q-values by various methods, e.g., 

“bonferroni”, “holm” (Holm, 1979), “hochberg” (Hochberg, 1988), “hommel” (Hommel, 1988), “BH” 

(Hochberg, 1995), “fdr” (Hochberg, 1995) and “BY” (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001).  

Differentially methylated windows (DMWs) or gene-based differentially methylated regions 

(GeneDMRs) or DMCs (Figure 8) are mainly filtered by Q-values and methylation level differences 

between two groups, e.g., Significant_filter(qvalue = 0.01, methdiff = 0.05). The methylation difference 

can be calculated in Logic_regression(diffgroup = c("group1", "group2")) by selecting any two groups. 
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The differentially methylated genes (DMGs) will be defined as the hyper/hypo-methylated gene when 

the methylation difference is positive/negative after case-control comparison (e.g., group2 - group1). 

Based on gene-based regions, DMRs for specific regions could be detected, such as DMGs, promoters 

(DMPs), exons (DMEs), introns (DMIs), CpG islands (DMCpGis), CpG island shores (DMShores) and 

the overlapped regions like gene-CpG islands (DMG-CpGis), gene-CpG island shores (DMG-Shores), 

promoter-CpG islands (DMP-CpGis), promoter-CpG island shores (DMP-Shores), exon-CpG islands 

(DME-CpGis), exon-CpG island shores (DME-Shores), intron-CpG islands (DMI-CpGis) and intron-

CpG island shores (DMI-Shores) (Figure 8). In addition, the ordinal positions of exons and introns were 

identified for each gene, which can be used in the further analysis, for example the correlations of 

methylation levels between all promoters and all first exons. The overall workflow of GeneDMRs 

package includes file input, quality control, methylation mean calculation, statistical test, significant 

filter and results visualization (Figure 8). 

2.3.2. Application to real data 

The RRBS data for testing the developed method was download from GEO with the accession number 

GSE62392 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE62392). The downloaded 

RRBS data was originally generated from RRBS of sorted common myeloid progenitor (CMP) 

populations that were isolated from 3 pools of G0 as control group and 2 pools of G5 as case group of 

mice samples (Colla et al., 2015). Mouse data used here is an example and GeneDMRs package is 

applicable to all species. We applied several pre- and post-mapping quality control to this data as 

follows. Adapters and reads less than 20 bases long of RRBS data were trimmed by Trimmomatic 

software (version 0.36) (Bolger et al., 2014). The clean reads were mapped to the mice reference 

genome by Bowtie 2 software (version 2.3.3.1) (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). The house mouse (Mus 

musculus) reference genome (mm10) used in this study was downloaded from the UCSC website 

(http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm10/bigZips/mm10.2bit). The .2bit file was 

subsequently converted to .fasta file by twoBitToFa software 

(http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/admin/exe/linux.x86_64/twoBitToFa). Finally, read coverages of 

detected methylated or unmethylated cytosine sites and their methylation percentages were obtained by 

using Bismark software (version 0.19.0) (Krueger and Andrews, 2011). In this study, we only 

considered the numbers of methylated and unmethylated cytosines in CpG sites for each sample and 

the non-CpG (CHG and CHH, H representing A/C/T) sites were discarded.  

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE62392
http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm10/bigZips/mm10.2bit
http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/admin/exe/linux.x86_64/twoBitToFa
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Figure 7. The analyzed targets in the GeneDMRs package including widows, genes (promoters, exons, 

introns), CpG islands (CpGis, Shores) and the interactive feature regions (e.g., A: Promoter-Shore1, B: 

Exon1-Shore1, C: Exon1-CpGi, D: Intron1-CpGi, E: Exon2-CpGi, F: Exon2-Shore2, A + B: Gene-

Shore1, C + D + E: Gene-CpGi, F + G: Gene-Shore2). 

 

2.3.3. Input and quality control 

The resulting methylation coverage files from Bismark software of five mouse RRBS data were directly 

used as input in GeneDMRs package. The public mouse (mm10) bed file (i.e., .bed) for Reference 

Sequence (refseq) and CpG island (cpgi) database were downloaded from the UCSC website 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables). RefSeq and CpG island bed files were used as input files in 

GeneDMRs package which then can output four files (inputrefseqfile, inputcpgifile, inputgenebodyfile 

and inputcpgifeaturefile) by altering the feature parameter in the reading function, e.g., 

Bedfile_read(feature = TRUE/FALSE). Bedfile_read() function divides each gene of refseq bed file into 

four gene body features (i.e., promoters, exons, introns and TSSes) and each CpG island of cpgi bed 

file into two CpG island features (i.e., CpG islands and CpG island shores) based on R package 

genomation (Akalin et al., 2015). Moreover, Bedfile_read() function annotates specific gene to each 

promoter by the further step. If the strand of one promoter is “+”/“-“, the middle position of this 

promoter will be the start/end position of the matched specific gene. However, for the specific genes 

with more than one National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) ID, GeneDMRs package 

will choose the first one. For example, the adenosine A1 receptor gene (Adora1) has four NCBI IDs 

(i.e., NM_001291930, NM_001282945, NM_001039510 and NM_001008533) and only the first ID 

(NM_001291930) will be chosen. 

When a PCR experiment suffers from duplication bias, some clonal reads will impair accurate 

determination of methylation (Akalin et al., 2012). In addition, lower read coverages (e.g., lower than 

10) will cause the biases for methylation percentage calculation (Wang and Kadarmideen, 2019a, 

2019b). Therefore, cytosines with a percentile of read coverage higher than the 99.9th and read 

http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables
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coverages lower than 10 were discarded for the qualified reads by Methfile_QC(high_quantile = 99.9, 

low_coveragenum = 10). 

 

 

Figure 8. Overall workflow of GeneDMRs package. 

 

2.3.4. Biological enrichment for the differentially methylated genes 

After Significant_filter() function for DMGs, these genes with methylation differences can be used for 

biological enrichment. The enrichments for GO terms and pathways are analyzed and visualized by 

Enrich_plot(enrichterm = c(“GO”, “pathway”), category = TRUE/FALSE) based on R package 

clusterProfiler (Yu et al., 2012). If the category = TRUE, the enrichment will display in hyper-

methylated and hypo-methylated categories. In addition, the DEGs with LogFC information can also 

be used in Enrich_plot(expressionfile_significant = NULL), then the visualized enrichment will be in four 

categories that are hyper/hypo-methylated and up/down-regulated genes. The up/down-regulated DEG 

can be defined when the LogFC is positive/negative or derived from the previous research results. Here, 

we use the previous results for multiple-category enrichments that are downregulated and upregulated 

genes in G4/G5 compared to G0 CMP (fdr = 0.05) of mice samples (https://ars.els-

cdn.com/content/image/1-s2.0-S1535610815001403-mmc2.xlsx) (Colla et al., 2015). 

 

 

 

https://ars.els-cdn.com/content/image/1-s2.0-S1535610815001403-mmc2.xlsx
https://ars.els-cdn.com/content/image/1-s2.0-S1535610815001403-mmc2.xlsx
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3. GENERAL RESULTS 

3.1. Improving genomic predictions from GBS data 

3.1.1. Missing genotypes and incorrect genotypes   

The percentages of missing genotypes at depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10 were 13.5%, 1.83%, 0.673% and 

0.00464%, respectively, on average, over ten replicates. The standard deviations (SD) were all less than 

4.74×10-5 (Supplementary figure 1). The proportions of incorrect genotypes for depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10 

were 15.2%, 7.63%, 4.92% and 0.449%, respectively, and the SDs were all less than 6.32×10-3 

(Supplementary figure 2). 

3.1.2. Improvement of accuracies of GBS genotype by genotype correction 

The accuracies of GBS genotypes were measured as correlations between the true genotype and the 

GBS genotype, as well correct rates of GBS genotype calls. As shown in the upper panel of Figure 9, 

genotype correction improved the accuracies of GBS genotype. The correlations between reported 

genotype and true genotype were highest for the corrected genotype (GBSc) dosage and lowest for the 

original GBS, while GBSc genotype type (most probable genotype) was in between. The differences 

among these three genotype data were larger for lower depth, and not for depth = 10. Similarly, correct 

rates of GBSc genotype type were higher than those of original GBS for depth = 2, 4, and 5, but not for 

depth = 10. GBSc genotype type occupied a larger proportion of right genotype correction than false 

genotype correction (lower panel of Figure 9). As expected, larger improvement was observed in the 

genotype data with lower depth. 

 

 

Figure 9. Correlations and correct rates for original GBS (GBS), corrected GBS genotype type (GBSc 

type), corrected GBS genotype dosage (GBSc dosage) with true genotype in GBS loci (GBSr) data (the 

upper panel), as well right and false genotype correction of GBSc (type) data (the lower panel) at four 

mean depths, averaged over 10 replicates. 
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3.1.3. Accuracy of imputation based on original GBS data 

The accuracies of missing genotype imputations based on original GBS data were measured as 

correlations between the true genotype and the imputed genotype. As shown in Figure 10, there were 

very small differences in the imputation accuracy among the four GBS data sets based on the MAF 

criteria used (no MAF limit, MAF ≥ 0.001, MAF ≥ 0.01 and MAF ≥ 0.03). In addition, imputation 

accuracy increased with increasing depth, regardless of the imputation method used. For MAF ≥ 0.01, 

the imputation accuracies for depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10 were 0.868, 0.943, 0.964 and 0.997, respectively, 

using GBS data without imputation; 0.894, 0.948, 0.965 and 0.997, respectively, using Beagle; 0.896, 

0.947, 0.965 and 0.997, respectively, using IMPUTE2; and 0.886, 0.947, 0.965 and 0.997, respectively, 

using FImpute. The imputation accuracies were the same for the three imputation methods, except for 

when using the data of depth = 2, where FImpute had a slightly lower imputation accuracy than the 

other methods. However, FImpute only took several minutes for each imputation procedure, while 

Beagle took 12-14 hours and IMPUTE2 took 12-41 hours, depending on the depth. Overall, the 

imputation time decreased with the depth increased, due to fewer missing genotypes. 

 

 

Figure 10. Correlations for the original GBS (GBS), the Beagle imputed genotypes (Be), the IMPUTE2 

imputed genotypes (IM) and the FImpute imputed genotypes (FI) at four mean depths, averaged over 

10 replicates. Note: MAF criteria were used to delete markers with low MAF values before imputation. 
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3.1.4. Accuracy of imputation based on corrected GBS data 

The imputations based on corrected GBS (GcIM) data were observed to be the best for all imputation 

methods at depth = 4, 5 and 10 but were the worst at depth = 2 (Figure 11). For MAF ≥ 0.01, the 

corrected genotype rates for depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10 were 0.713, 0.905, 0.944 and 0.995, respectively, 

using GBS data without imputation; and 0.689, 0.961, 0.978 and 0.997, respectively, using GcIM. 

Correlations were 0.868, 0.943, 0.964 and 0.997, using GBS data without imputation; and were 0.784, 

0.985, 0.989 and 0.998, using GcIM, for depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10, respectively. Obviously, both the 

corrected genotype rates and the GcIM correlations showed lower values than GBS at depth = 2.  

 

 

 

Figure 11. Correct genotype rates and correlations for GBS and imputed genotypes based on corrected 

GBS (GcIM) at four mean depths, averaged over 10 replicates. Note: MAF criteria were used to delete 

markers with low MAF values before imputation. 

 

3.1.5. Reliability of genomic prediction  

The reliabilities (r2) of genomic prediction (call rate ≥ 0.8 for loci and MAF ≥ 0.01) averaged over 10 

replicates at four depths are shown in Figure 12. Prediction reliability using Chip data (0.710) was 

slightly higher than that using true genotype for the GBS loci (GBSr) (0.706). As depth increased from 

2 to 10, the prediction reliabilities using GBS and GBSc data gradually approached the reliabilities 

using GBSr data. The worst prediction reliability was from depth = 2 due to having the most missing 

and incorrect genotypes (Supplementary figure 1 and Supplementary figure 2). Genotype correction 
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improved genomic prediction to different degrees, consistent with the accuracies of corrected genotypes 

(Figure 9). Thus, the reliabilities of genomic prediction using GBSc data were higher than those using 

GBS data at all four depths (Figure 12). The standard error (SE) of prediction reliabilities in 10 

replicates was approximately 0.025 for scenarios of different depths and types of the marker data. 

 

 

Figure 12. Reliabilities (r2) of genomic prediction using original GBS (GBS), corrected GBS (GBSc 

dosage), true genotype in GBS loci (GBSr) and chip array (Chip) data, at four depths, averaged over 10 

replicates. Bars indicate SE. 

 

The reliabilities (𝑟2) of genomic predictions using GBS data, without imputation, at depth = 2 were 

0.598, 0.590, 0.591 and 0.593 for no MAF limit, MAF ≥ 0.001, MAF ≥ 0.01 and MAF ≥ 0.03, 

respectively. Thus, almost no differences existed among the four criteria for quality control, and 

retaining more SNPs could result in higher prediction reliability (Figure 13). The prediction reliabilities 

using GBSr for the four MAF criteria were all 0.706. As depth increased from 2 to 10, the prediction 

reliabilities using imputed genotypes, following the three imputation methods, gradually approached 

the reliabilities using GBSr. Imputation improved genomic prediction to different degrees, consistent 

with the accuracy of imputing missing genotypes (Figure 10). Compared with GBS data without 

imputation, Beagle and IMPUTE2 resulted in an increase of the prediction reliability of 5 percentage 

points, while FImpute gained 3 percentage points, at depth = 2 (Figure 13). The trend in the reliabilities 

of genomic predictions using GcIM were consistent with its genotype accuracy (correlations and correct 

rates) after imputation at four depths (Figure 11). The best predictions, which were even better than any 

of the three imputations, was observed at depth = 4, 5 and 10 using GcIM, but the worst prediction was 

also found using GcIM at depth = 2. GcIM resulted in prediction reliabilities of 0.693, 0.698 and 0.705 

for depth = 4, 5 and 10, respectively, using MAF ≥ 0.01, and GcIM reliabilities approached the 
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reliabilities using GBSr. The SE of the prediction reliabilities in the 10 replicates was also 

approximately 0.025. Figure 14 showed the regression of true breeding values (TBV) on genomic 

estimated breeding values (GEBV). With the same trend of prediction reliabilities, regression 

coefficients increased as the depth increased from 2 to 10. Meanwhile, Beagle, IMPUTE2 and FImpute 

resulted in higher regression coefficients. The lowest regression coefficient far from one (0.663) was 

also found using GcIM at depth = 2 (Figure 14). 

 

 

Figure 13. Reliabilities (𝑟2) of genomic predictions using original GBS (GBS), GBS with imputation 

of missing genotypes (Be, IM, FI), imputed corrected genotype by IMPUTE2 (GcIM) and true 

genotypes of GBS markers (GBSr), at four mean depths, averaged over 10 replicates. Bars indicate SE. 

Note: MAF criteria were used to delete markers with low MAF values before imputation. 
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Figure 14. Regression of true breeding value (TBV) on genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV). 

Note: b indicates the regression coefficient. 

 

3.2. DNA methylation analysis of testis in pigs 

3.2.1. Statistics of alignment with porcine reference genome 

In this study, bisulfite conversion efficiencies of these nine samples ranged from 98 to 99%. The RRBS 

sequencing generated approximately 59,328,166 read pairs per sample. On average, 58,604,646 read 
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pairs survived the pre-processing step. The 49% of the remaining read pairs was uniquely aligned to the 

porcine reference genome. The reads pairs were located in 9,006,052 sites, which meant that the average 

depth of RRBS sequencing reads and uniquely aligned reads were approximately equal to 13 and 6.5, 

respectively (Table 4). A total of 871,462,976 averaged cytosines were analyzed from 28,944,768 

uniquely aligned reads pairs including methylated and unmethylated cytosines in CpG/CHG/CHH 

contexts (Supplementary table 1). It revealed that a paired-end 100 bp read evenly contained 30 

analyzed cytosines. Additionally, a per-sample CpG methylation rate ranged from 46 to 53%. The per-

sample average percentages of cytosine methylation rate in CHG and CHH sites were 0.89 and 0.63%, 

respectively (Table 4). 

 

Table 4. Statistics of clean reads’ alignment with porcine reference genome (Sscrofa11.1/susScr11) and 

methylation rates in CpG, CHG and CHH contexts. 

Sampl

e  

Clean read pair  Uniquely 

aligned 

rate 

Number of 

aligned site 

Total number of 

analyzed 

cytosine  

Cytosine 

methylatio

n rate in 

CpG 

context  

Cytosine 

methylatio

n rate in 

CHG 

context  

Cytosine 

methylatio

n rate in 

CHH 

context  

1 16,505,578 46% 6,555,417 210,492,580 49% 0.91% 0.61% 

2 93,817,089 51% 11,786,693 1,458,034,594 53% 0.99% 0.69% 

3 38,026,074 47% 8,350,750 507,968,318 46% 0.84% 0.58% 

4 75,769,839 51% 11,024,632 1,161,664,236 52% 0.87% 0.62% 

5 57,267,890 51% 10,230,855 994,282,472 50% 0.68% 0.52% 

6 68,607,455 46% 8,427,406 881,065,710 46% 0.89% 0.64% 

7 85,068,927 49% 8,799,356 1,220,798,901 49% 0.92% 0.67% 

8 75,438,276 51% 9,259,657 1,194,394,820 51% 0.92% 0.67% 

9 16,940,690 47% 6,619,706 214,465,154 50% 0.95% 0.66% 

Mean 58,604,64

6 

49% 9,006,052 871,462,97

6 

50% 0.89% 0.63% 

SD 28,617,79

8 

2.3

% 

1,798,55

2 

456,951,4

21 

2.4

% 

0.09

% 

0.05

% 

 

It was obvious that the number of CpG sites was different at read coverage below 10, thus, the trimming 

criterion for read coverage was set at 10 (Figure 15a). Figure 15b revealed that the CpG site numbers 

of sample 1 and sample 9 were lower than the average value, while sample 5 has more CpG sites after 

trimming. Approximately, 9 million CpG sites were generated in each sample with read coverage equal 

to 21 (Figure 15c). After discarding coverage both lower than 10 and higher than 99.9th percentile, the 

averaged read coverage increased from 21 to 34, and the number of CpG sites reduced to a half (Figure 

15c). The details of read coverages and methylation rates in CpG context of nine samples are listed 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/84?genome_assembly_id=317145
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in Supplementary table 2. In addition, the coverage distributions per cytosine of nine samples after 

trimming are shown in Supplementary figure 3. The distributions of methylation level per CpG site of 

nine samples after trimming were shown through histograms on the diagonal of Supplementary figure 

4. 

 

 

Figure 15. Statistics of averaged coverage in CpG context. (a) Number of CpG sites at different 

coverage of original data. Note: Red line indicated the coverage at 10. (b) Number of CpG sites at 

different coverage of trimmed data. (c) Comparison of statistics of averaged coverage between original 

and trimmed data. 

 

3.2.2. Genome-wide DNA methylation status 

The methylation levels against densities of CpG islands, CpG island shores and genes are shown 

in Figure 16. The genome-wide methylation status of nine samples showed the same trends and they 

overlapped greatly, suggesting that the biological variation between nine samples was low. Our analysis 

showed that the global CpG methylation rate was similar among the nine samples with Pearson 

correlation coefficients ranging from 0.95 to 0.98 (Supplementary figure 4). The methylation levels 

varied across the different chromosomes with higher methylation variation in regions of low gene 

abundance, whereas lower methylation variation in those of high gene abundance (Figure 16). The 

regression coefficients of densities of genes, CpG islands and CpG island shores on methylation level 

were -2.20 (P < 0.001), 59.04 (P < 0.001), and 73.65 (P < 0.001), respectively, on average, over nine 

samples (Supplementary table 3). The correlations between methylation levels and densities of genes, 

CpG islands and CpG island shores were -0.12, 0.25, and 0.23, respectively (Supplementary table 3). 

These results suggested that genome hypomethylation in CpG islands was beneficial for the promotion 

of gene transcription, but their correlations were not so high. 
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Figure 16. Global methylation levels of nine samples was shown by lines of in blue (track 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6, 7, 8, and 9) from inside to outside. The methylation levels and the densities of CpG islands by scatter 

plot in purple color (track 10), and genes by histograms in red color (track 11) were counted by 1 Mb 

windows. The labels of outside track represented the chromosomes of the porcine genome. 

 

3.2.3. Methylation patterns of CpG islands located at different genic features  

To investigate the interaction of methylation levels between genes and CpG islands, we divided the 

porcine genome into three genic features (promoters, exons, and introns) and then localized CpG islands 

to these genic features. Methylation levels at different genic features and CpG islands displayed 

variously, with lowest values in the promoter regions. The methylation level were 0.15, 0.47, 0.55, 0.39, 
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and 0.53 in the promoter, exon, intron, CpG islands, and CpG island shores regions, respectively, on 

average, over nine samples (Figure 17a). Comparisons of CpG islands and CpG island shores at 

different genic features revealed that the methylation levels of promoter regions were also the lowest. 

Meanwhile, CpG island shores located in intron regions showed slightly higher methylation levels than 

those located in exon regions, while CpG islands showed significant higher methylation levels (Figure 

17b and Figure 17c). Comparing with the methylation patterns in three different genic features, 

methylation levels of CpG islands were all lower than CpG island shores in the promoter, exon, and 

intron regions (Figure 17d, Figure 17e and Figure 17f). 

 

 

Figure 17. Methylation patterns in different genic features and CpG islands regions. (a) Methylation 

levels (%) at different genic features, CpG islands and CpG island shores. (b) Methylation levels (%) 

of CpG islands at different genic features. (c) Methylation levels (%) of CpG island shores at different 

genic features. (d) Methylation levels (%) of promoters in the CpG islands and CpG island 

shores. (e) Methylation levels (%) of exons in the CpG islands and CpG island shores. (f) Methylation 

levels (%) of introns in the CpG islands and CpG island shores. 

 

3.2.4. Differentially methylated CpG sites of three boar taint levels 

In total, 1,244,043 CpG sites covered in all samples were included in the logistic regression DMC 

analysis considering only a comparison of LMH BT levels. When considering the comparisons of LM, 

MH and LH BT levels separately, 1,553,356, 1,704,073 and 1,257,911 CpG sites were included in the 

DMC analysis. The results of the logistic regression and Q-values for four comparisons (LMH, LM, 

MH and LH BT levels) are shown in Figure 18a. The final number of DMC (Q-value < 0.01) for the 
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comparison of LMH BT levels was 11,757. Among the 19 (n = 18 + 1) Sus scrofa chromosomes (SSC), 

these DMCs were represented mostly on SSC12; a genome-wide coverage of 19% (1,680 DMCs on 

SSC12 / 90,254 DMCs on the whole genome). Additionally, DMC (Q-value < 0.01) number were 

15,539, 21,421 and 11,917 for the comparisons of LM, MH and LH BT levels, separately. Figure 18b 

shows the different percentages of DMC (Q-value < 0.01) in different chromosomes in the four 

comparisons. Most DMCs were detected on SCC12, SCC3, SCC12 and SCC12 in the comparisons of 

LMH, LM, MH and LH BT levels, respectively. The percentages of DMCs in different chromosomes 

in the comparisons of LMH and LH BT levels were very similar (Figure 18b). Although the criterion 

Q-value < 0.01 filtered many CpG sites, the percentages of the methylation difference in some CpG 

sites were still less than 10%, 15%, 20% and 25% (Figure 18c).  

 

 

Figure 18. (a) Manhattan plots of genome-wide DNA methylation CpG sites in the comparison of Low 

vs Medium vs High (LMH), Low vs Medium (LM), Medium vs High (MH) and Low vs High (LH) BT 

levels. Note: The blue dotted line and red solid line indicate the significant level of Q-value < 0.01 and 

Q-value < 0.001, respectively. The bottom boxes for each chromosome indicated the density of CpG 

sites. (b) Percentages of DMC (Q-value < 0.01) in different chromosomes in the comparisons of LMH, 
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LM, MH and LH BT levels. (c) Methylation differences in all CpG sites between the two BT levels in 

the LM, MH and LH comparisons. Note: Plots showing red, purple, orange, blue and green colors 

indicate CpG sites with Q-value < 0.01 and methylation differences > 0%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%, 

respectively. 

 

3.2.5. Common genes with Gene Ontology enrichment and pathway analysis 

We used the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) (n = 5,943) from Drag’s results (Drag et al., 2017) 

to match our common DMC relevant genes (n = 213) and identified 81 co-found genes associated with 

154 DMCs. After categorizing the 81 co-found genes into down/upregulated conditions, 13 significant 

GO terms and 19 significant pathways (p.adjust < 0.1) were presented in the hyper/hypo-methylated 

categories (Figure 19). Figure 19a shows that the hypermethylated and downregulated genes were 

consistently enriched in the significant GO terms. Five downregulated genes in the hypermethylated 

category (ATP1A2, BLM, DICER1, MAP2K1 and PRKAA2) were involved in three of the most 

significant GO terms, including ATP binding (GO:0005524), adenyl nucleotide binding (GO:0030554) 

and adenyl ribonucleotide binding (GO:0032559) (Figure 19a). The hypermethylated genes were 

associated with both downregulated and upregulated genes in the significant pathways (Figure 19b). 

However, only the upregulated genes (AKT2, FBP1 and FASN) were presented in the hypo-methylated 

category and the two most significant pathways were AMPK signaling (ssc04152) and insulin signaling 

(ssc04910) (Figure 19b).  

 

 

Figure 19. Significant (a) GO terms and (b) pathways (p.adjust < 0.1) of the common DMC relevant 

genes matched with DEGs (n = 81) in the hypermethylated and hypo-methylated categories.  

 

3.2.6. Common DMC relevant genes matched with differentially methylated genes 

and their potential correlations among DNA methylations, gene expressions and 

eQTLs 

Finally, we selected 32 genes from the 81 co-found genes based on the criterion > 1 DMC. From these 

32 co-found genes, we found that the methylation means of the genes using the read coverage as weight 

between the Low and High BT levels were more representative of the methylation level than the 
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methylation means of the DMCs within those genes (Figure 20a). Considering all DMCs along these 

seven genes (AKT2, BLM, CRYL1, DNMT3A, EGFR, FASN and PEMT), we found high methylation 

differences in the promoter regions of FASN and the gene bodies of AKT2, EGFR, FASN and PEMT 

(Figure 20a and Figure 20c). Drag’s results (Drag et al., 2017) showed that the gene expression of AKT2, 

CRYL1, FASN and PEMT exhibited a positive trend with the BT levels, whereas BLM, DNMT3A and 

EGFR showed a negative relationship (Figure 20b). Meanwhile, Figure 20b also shows that AKT2, 

CRYL1, DNMT3A, EGFR, FASN and PEMT had a negative methylation relationship with the BT levels, 

while only BLM exhibited a positive methylation trend. These expression and methylation correlations 

revealed a positive relationship with AKT2, BLM, CRYL1, FASN and PEMT but a negative relation with 

DNMT3A and EGFR, suggesting that most hypermethylations inhibited gene transcription (Figure 20b). 

In particular, in the promoter and gene body of FASN, all six DMCs were located in the CpG island, 

and their hypermethylation levels were positively correlated with low BT. Additionally, the methylation 

status of seven DMCs within the gene body of PEMT was negatively correlated with the BT level, 

showing that the methylated CpG site percentages were close to zero in the high BT level (Figure 20c). 

 

 

Figure 20. (a) Methylation mean levels of 32 genes and DMCs within these genes using read coverage 

as weight between the Low and High BT levels. (b) Normalized expression of AKT2, BLM, CRYL1, 
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DNMT3A, EGFR, FASN and PEMT in three BT levels in Drag’s study (Drag et al., 2017). Note: FDR 

was the result of a differential expression analysis after FDR multiple correction, and p was the result 

of a separate Kruskal-Wallis test. Red line indicates the gene methylation levels (%) using the read 

coverage as weight. (c) Methylation status of DMCs in promoter, exon and intron regions, as well as 

the CpG island, CpG island shore and other regions of AKT2, BLM, CRYL1, DNMT3A, EGFR, FASN 

and PEMT in the three BT levels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

4. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

4.1. Improving genomic predictions from GBS data 

4.1.1. Potential application of GBS in breeding programs 

As a highly multiplexed technology for constructing reduced representation libraries, GBS generates 

large numbers of SNPs for use in genetic analyses (Elshire et al., 2011). Unlike genotyping approach 

of chip arrays, GBS allows de novo marker discovery, even when there is no reference genome (He et 

al., 2014). The GBS technology includes digestion by a restriction enzyme, ligation of barcode adapter, 

amplification by PCR and sequencing of amplified DNA (He et al., 2014). Repetitive regions of genome 

can be avoided and lower copy regions can be targeted efficiently to simplify the alignment problems 

by using appropriate restriction enzymes (Elshire et al., 2011; Gore et al., 2007). Single-well digestion 

and barcode adapter ligation results in reduced sample handling, less PCR amplification and no size 

fractionation limitation (Davey et al., 2011). Currently, GBS has been widely used in many breeding 

programs. Poland et al. (Poland et al., 2012) presented a GBS approach for barley and wheat lacking of 

a reference genome sequence and found GBS to have broad applications in plant breeding programs. 

The applications of genomic selection in aquaculture species has been underpinned by GBS techniques, 

which are available for a handful of aquaculture species (Robledo et al., 2018). Additionally, GBS has 

great potential application in domestic species whose reference sequences are either being developed 

or have been fully sequenced, as it enables acceptable marker density for genomic selection in cattle at 

one third of the cost of the current genotyping technologies (De Donato et al., 2013). 

In this study, the highest reliability of genomic prediction was from using the chip array (Chip) data. 

Obviously, Chip SNPs were evenly distributed along the genome, so at least one SNP was in strong LD 

with QTLs. However, large distances between some neighboring GBS SNPs weakened the LD between 

SNP and QTL. De Donato et al. (De Donato et al., 2013) reported that the BovineSNP50 chip array had 

a large proportion of intervals from 20 kb to 100 kb and only 3% had an interval larger than 150 kb, 

while GBS data showed that about 14% of SNP intervals were more than 150 kb. Even if LD exists at 

long distances (longer than 1 cM in some regions and some species), LD will decay as the distance 

between marker and QTL increases (Goddard and Hayes, 2009). This study restricted the numbers of 

Chip SNPs and GBS SNPs to be same. If the number of GBS SNPs increases, GBS data could perform 

as well as Chip data in genomic prediction. In general, GBS can produce enough information even at 

relatively low coverage, but wrong calls of genotype are the main disadvantage that requires further 

improvement. 

4.1.2. Genotype dosage and most probable genotype   

This study demonstrated the method of correction for GBS genotype to improve the accuracy of GBS 

data, following the previous studies (Cericola et al., 2018; Clark et al., 2018; Dodds et al., 2015; 
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Korneliussen et al., 2014; Li, 2011; Maruki and Lynch, 2017). This correction method resulted in GBSc 

genotype type and GBSc genotype dosage. The GBSc genotype type was derived from rounding the 

GBSc genotype dosage. The inferred GBSc genotype dosage of genotype 𝑎𝑎 was dosage(𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑎) =

1 −
𝑞2  

𝑞2+2𝑝𝑞(
1

2
)𝑛

=
1

𝑞

2𝑝(
1
2

)𝑛
+1

, which ranges between 0 and 1. For example, dosage(𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑎) =  1 − 𝑞 if 

read depth = 1, which is always larger than 0.5 when 𝑞 is less than 0.5. When reads depths become 

higher, dosage(𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑎) was closer to zero (Figure 21) and the inferred GBSc genotype dosage and 

inferred GBSc genotype type were more consistent. The results also indicate that the rounded genotypes 

derived from dosage were more accurate than original GBS genotype, but some of them might be far 

from the true genotype, dependent on the number of reads and allele frequency (Wang et al., 2019).  

 

 

Figure 21. Inferred genotype dosage of 𝐺𝐵𝑆𝑎𝑎 versus 𝑞 value for different read depths (𝑛). 

 

4.1.3. Imputation of missing genotypes based on original GBS data  

Imputation based on original GBS showed that correlations increased with increasing GBS depth 

(Figure 10). These three imputation methods made no changes for non-missing markers, therefore the 

rates of genotype recognition were as same as GBS. The Beagle, IMPUTE2 and FImpute methods are 

able to use pedigree information but it is not required and therefore not used in this study. As a whole, 

Beagle and IMPUTE2 performed better than FImpute at depth = 2 (Figure 10). In previous studies, it 

was reported that Beagle performed best for imputations from 5K to 50K in Angus cattle (Sun et al., 

2012) and from 3K to 54K in a mixture of two Red cattle populations (Ma et al., 2013). However, when 

the relationship between individuals was stronger and the number of genotyped animals was larger, 

FImpute outperformed Beagle for imputations from 3K to 54K in a combined cattle population (Miar 
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et al., 2017). A large distance between GBS SNP markers in some regions with weaker linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) might affect imputation accuracy because LD is an important information factor 

used by imputation methods to infer unobserved genotypes (Carvalheiro et al., 2014). When using 

IMPUTE2 software for imputation in this study, five chromosomes were imputed separately instead of 

splitting a chromosome into several segments. Splitting could cause LD information between segments 

not to be used for imputation (Sun et al., 2012), which could be the reason that IMPUTE2 performed 

better than FImpute in this study. The results were also consistent with Ma’s research that did not split 

a chromosome (Ma et al., 2013) and other studies that split a chromosome into several segments 

(Carvalheiro et al., 2014; He et al., 2015). However, due to high computational demands, splitting into 

segments is usually considered. For practical use, a larger number of animals and the whole genome 

will be genotyped, so imputation time could be very important for the whole process. FImpute software 

could perform as well as Beagle and IMPUTE2 software for the imputation of GBS data with a depth 

larger than 2 while consuming much less time. Imputation time was mostly influenced by the sample 

size (Pei et al., 2008) and the percentage of missing genotypes, dependent on depth. Generally, Beagle 

and IMPUTE2 software could take approximately one day for each imputation, while FImpute software 

required just several minutes in this study. In other studies, FImpute also performed in the range of 

minutes, while Beagle and IMPUTE2 took hours or longer (Ma et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016). 

4.1.4. Imputation of missing genotypes based on corrected GBS data 

Posterior probabilities after genomic corrections (Gc) could be more close to the true genotype, likely 

because rounding posterior probabilities into integral types could cause the loss of meaningful 

information regarding uncertainty (Palmer and Pe’er, 2016). Imputation is a prediction process; 

therefore, incorporating meaningful uncertainty increases imputation accuracy (Ellinghaus et al., 2009). 

The IMPUTE2 imputation based on corrected GBS (GcIM) was observed to perform the best out of all 

the imputation methods based on the original GBS at depth = 4, 5 and 10. Thus, the imputation 

accuracies of GcIM were closing to one, with values of 0.961, 0.978 and 0.997 for correct genotype 

rates and of 0.985, 0.989 and 0.998 for correlations for the MAF ≥ 0.01 scenario at depth = 4, 5, and 

10, respectively (Figure 11). However, GcIM also led to an unexpectedly worse imputation at depth = 

2, primarily because of a larger ratio of false imputation genotypes after IMPUTE2 imputation. Thus, 

the imputation accuracies of GcIM were 0.689 for correct genotype rates and 0.784 for correlations in 

the MAF ≥ 0.01 scenario at depth =2 (Figure 11). A larger proportion of correct GcIM imputations than 

false imputations was observed at depth = 4, 5 and 10, but a smaller proportion of correct imputations 

was observed at depth = 2 (Supplementary figure 5). The most frequent haplotype will usually be 

imputed when a haplotype cannot be determined clearly; therefore, it was suggested that closer relatives 

shared incorrect longer haplotypes as frequent haplotypes for GBS data of low depths, which caused 

unexpected imputation results (Pimentel et al., 2015).  
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4.1.5. Impact of editing genotype data using different MAF criteria on genomic 

predictions 

As SNP marker effects with low MAF values cannot be estimated accurately, they are usually 

eliminated to improve the estimating stability of the remaining SNP effects during genomic predictions 

(Wiggans et al., 2009). In previous studies, the MAF was edited for genomic predictions with thresholds 

ranging between no limit and 0.1 (Edriss et al., 2013; Hayes et al., 2009; Su et al., 2010; VanRaden et 

al., 2009). In this study, the numbers of edited SNPs before imputation were approximately equal to 

8,010, 7,880, 7,540 and 7,100 using the four MAF criteria of no MAF limit, MAF ≥ 0.001, MAF ≥ 0.01 

and MAF ≥ 0.03, respectively. These settings led to reductions in the number of SNPs but resulted in 

small differences in the accuracies of genomic predictions. Generally, it appeared that retaining more 

SNPs resulted in higher prediction reliabilities (Figure 13). This is consistent with other research 

showing that an increasing MAF threshold led to a reduction in prediction reliability (Edriss et al., 2013). 

Meanwhile, the validation of the Jersey population revealed that SNP markers with low MAF values 

do not affect prediction reliability, even in a small reference population (Edriss et al., 2013). 

4.1.6. Impact of imputation on genomic predictions  

Imputation could recover the loss of information in low-coverage GBS data and increase the reliability 

of genomic predictions (Druet et al., 2014; Gorjanc et al., 2017). Previous studies showed that prediction 

reliabilities using imputed genotypes were slightly lower than those using true genotypes (Berry and 

Kearney, 2011; Segelke et al., 2012), which is consistent with our genomic prediction results at depth 

= 4, 5 and 10. Based on the original GBS in this study, Beagle and IMPUTE2 resulted in an increase in 

the imputation correlation by 3 percentage points, and FImpute gained 2 percentage points at depth = 2 

(Figure 10). The consistent reliabilities of genomic predictions increased 5 percentage points after 

Beagle and IMPUTE2 imputation and 3 percentage points after FImpute imputation (Figure 13). The 

reliabilities of genomic prediction using corrected GBS were 0.604, 0.672, 0.684 and 0.704, with the 

improved values of 0.013, 0.009, 0.006 and 0.001 after genomic correction at depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10, 

respectively (Wang et al., 2019). GcIM increased by 0.056, 0.034 and 0.002 for correct genotype rates, 

and 0.042, 0.025 and 0.002 for correlations at depth = 4, 5 and 10, respectively, in the MAF ≥ 0.01 

scenario (Figure 11). The consistent reliabilities of genomic predictions for GcIM at depth = 4, 5, and 

10 also increased by 0.03, 0.02 and 0.002, respectively. In total, the level of improvement in the 

reliability of genomic prediction was consistent with the level of improvement in the accuracy of 

imputation. However, van Binsbergen et al. (van Binsbergen et al., 2015) reported small declines in the 

reliabilities of genomic predictions when using imputed sequence data over BovineHD data. It was 

explained that imputed genotypes are chosen with increased uncertainty, which reduced the prediction 

accuracy (van Binsbergen et al., 2015). Compared to the original GBS in this study, the accuracy of 

imputation based on the corrected GBS decreased 0.024 for correct genotype rates and 0.084 for 

correlations at depth = 2 for the MAF ≥ 0.01 scenario (Figure 11). This could explain the decline in the 
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reliability of genomic prediction to 0.446 from 0.591 (Figure 13) and in the regression coefficient to 

0.663 from 0.886 (Figure 14). This result suggests that IMPUTE2 imputation based on corrected GBS 

increased the reliability of genomic predictions at higher depths but not at lower depths. Except for 

GcIM, imputation resulted in very tiny or no increase in quality of SNP data and reliability of genomic 

prediction when average depth was four or more. The possible reason could be that the poor genotypes 

stayed in the dataset without being removed away, such as the genotypes with one or two reads. When 

we set the genotypes with read = 1 & 2 as missing and then performed imputation, the prediction 

reliabilities of this scenario was two percentage points higher than that keeping genotypes with read = 1 

& 2. The results suggest that it is a good strategy to set genotypes with low number of reads (e.g., ≤2) 

as missing genotypes and then impute the missing genotypes before genomic prediction (Wang et al., 

2020).  

Our study investigated the imputation of missing genotypes for the individuals with the same designed 

depth of GBS data, which is important for both genome-wide association study (GWAS) and genomic 

prediction, especially for using low depth of GBS data. In the practical application, combinations of 

high-density and low-density SNP arrays have been used to reduce the genotyping costs. Similarly, 

GBS data may include individuals genotyped with different depths. Therefore, it is also interesting to 

investigate the impact of imputation when subset of the individuals have low read depths and the other 

subset of the individuals have high read depths. It is expected that the joint imputation will increase the 

accuracy of imputation and prediction for the individuals with low read depths. However, the hypothesis 

needs further studies. 

 

4.2. DNA methylation analysis of testis in pigs 

4.2.1. RRBS data 

Generally, the bisulfite conversion rates ranged from 90% to 100%, but some conversion rates varied 

between 99 and 100% depending on the commercial methods (Worm Ørntoft et al., 2017). This study 

showed higher bisulfite conversion efficiencies between 98% and 99%. A mapping efficiency of 38.3% 

was previously reported in RRBS sequencing of lamb muscle with fragment sizes of 50–150 bp, which 

increased to 61.4% with fragment sizes of 150–250 bp (Doherty and Couldrey, 2014). Similarly, our 

study revealed efficiency of 49% using 40–220 bp sizes that were uniquely mapped to the porcine 

reference genome (Table 4). It is consistent with 60% mapping rates using 110–220 bp sizes in RRBS 

sequencing for porcine ovaries (Yuan et al., 2016). We found that global CpG methylation levels ranged 

from 45% to 53% (50% on average), which is similar with other studies on pig methylation research 

using RRBS method (Choi et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2014; Schachtschneider et al., 2015), whereas non-

CpG methylation levels (CHG and CHH sites) were less than 1% (Table 4). This is reasonable because 

CpGs within poor-CpG regions are scarcely covered based on restriction enzyme digestion by the RRBS 
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method (Meissner et al., 2005). Our results also showed 72% of CpG methylations were mapped to 

CpG islands (57.41%) and to CpG island shores (14.71%), that were higher than those of Choi’s study 

(Choi et al., 2015). Whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) technology can produce many reads 

in poorly assembled non-coding DNA regions, resulting in lower mapping efficiency than RRBS 

method (Doherty and Couldrey, 2014). However, RRBS data sets have a somewhat lower average 

methylation level than WGBS data sets, because large stretches of repeat regions in non-coding DNA 

regions are generally highly methylated (Bird, 2002). Practically, some CpG sites had low coverage 

(1∼ 10) or are not even sequenced by the WGBS method, although all sites should be theoretically 

covered (Sun et al., 2015). Thus, average read depths of RRBS sequencing were higher than 10 in this 

study (Table 4 and Supplementary table 1) and in other studies (Carmona et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2016). 

Overall, RRBS method remained a better choice when considering sequencing cost, read coverage and 

sufficient methylation information (Choi et al., 2015). 

In many cell types of different species, percentages of methylations would have a bimodal distribution, 

which denoted that the majority of bases has either high or low methylation to indicate a site specificity 

(Ehrlich et al., 1982). This bimodal pattern was a possible function to keep the factor-mediated basal 

transcription profile of the preimplantation embryo (Cedar and Bergman, 2012). The CpG methylation 

percentage distribution would be measured with two peaks at 0 and 100%, when a large number of the 

CpG sites were sequenced in either unmethylated or fully methylated status (Falckenhayn et al., 2013; 

Zhang et al., 2017). Bimodal distribution is also an important metric to help reveal whether the 

experiments suffer from PCR duplication bias. If there is a high degree of clonal reads from PCR, some 

reads will be asymmetrically amplified and read coverage distribution will have a secondary peak 

correspondingly on the right side. This situation will impair accurate determination of methylation 

scores for those regions. Hence, this study discarded CpG sites with a percentile of read coverage higher 

than 99.9th, and then showed the reasonably bimodal distribution (Supplementary figure 4) in 

consistency with other results using different tissues in pigs (Choi et al., 2015). 

4.2.2. Methylation patterns of CpG islands located at different genic features 

Not only did DNA methylation have a correlation with gene transcription, but also the presence of 

methyl moieties inhibited gene expression in vivo (Razin and Cedar, 1991). It was suggested by our 

study that the regression coefficients and correlation coefficients of genes and methylation levels were 

both negative, ranging from -1.97 to -2.46 and from -0.10 to -0.14, respectively (Supplementary table 

3). In practice, the correlation coefficient between gene expression and methylation level was 

approximately 0.3, negative (Bock, 2012). Methylated genes might be associated with genomic region-

specific DNA methylation patterns (Raza et al., 2017), and therefore, this study investigated promoter, 

exon and intron regions along the porcine genome and localized CpG islands to these genic features. 

The interactions of methylations between three genic features and CpG islands suggested that 

methylation levels of promoter regions were lowest in both CpG islands and CpG island shores (Figure 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fgene.2019.00405/full#S6
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fgene.2019.00405/full#S6
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17a). It was well known that DNA methylation in a promoter was correlated with the transcription of a 

target gene (Niesen et al., 2005). Methylation levels of CpG islands were lower than CpG island shores 

in the promoter, exon and intron regions in this study (Figure 17d, Figure 17e and Figure 17f). These 

results demonstrated that CpG islands located in different genic features displayed effects on the 

methylation patterns of the associated genes. Irizarry et al. (Irizarry et al., 2009) revealed a strong 

relation between methylations in CpG island shores located within 2 kb of an annotated transcription 

start site (TSS) and expression of associated genes. Meanwhile, CpG islands located in exon regions 

showed different methylation level with those located in intron regions (Figure 17b and Figure 17c), 

which suggested that exons had an effect on the methylation patterns of CpG islands. Chen et al. (Chen 

et al., 2018) has profiled methylation patterns for porcine testis at three prepubertal age points (i.e., 1, 

2, and 3 months). They found that the methylation levels of promoters and CpG islands decreased as 

the pig gradually matured, while methylation levels of gene body kept stable (Chen et al., 2018). It was 

suggested that lower methylations in promoters could be a specific pattern for testis tissue in adult pig, 

because spermatogenic cells tended to be activated for the increasing gene expression requirement at 

this stage. Additionally, Yuan et al. (Yuan et al., 2017) revealed that CpG islands show lower 

methylation levels compared to their CpG island shore regions in porcine hypothalamus-pituitary-ovary 

axis. Methylation levels in introns, exons, and promoters gradually decreased both in CpG islands and 

CpG island shores (Yuan et al., 2017). The methylation patterns of hypothalamus-pituitary-ovary axis 

were similar to our results except that exons located in CpG island shores of this study showed slightly 

higher methylations than those located in CpG islands (Figure 17b and Figure 17c). 

4.2.3. Common DMC relevant genes with their Gene Ontology terms and 

pathways 

The integrative analysis of the genome-wide methylation with previous transcriptome studies identified 

81 genes associated with different BT levels. Methylated genes might be associated with genomic 

region-specific DNA methylation patterns (Raza et al., 2017), and therefore, this study used at least one 

DMC criteria filtration to identify the 32 co-found genes. VanderKraats et al. (Vanderkraats et al., 2013) 

reported a positive correlation between expression and methylation within long regions downstream of 

the TSS, whereas short regions could be identified with negative correlations.  

The joint analysis of GO terms and pathways found that CRYL1, DNMT3A, EGFR, FASN and PEMT 

associated DMCs were very important for gene expression of BT. A previous study found that crystallin 

lambda 1 (CRYL1) is associated with the cis-acting expression of quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) in testis 

(Drag et al., 2018). The DNA methyltransferase 3 alpha (DNMT3A) gene can encode an enzyme that 

catalyzes the transfer of methyl groups to specific CpG structures in DNA (Okano et al., 1998). Two 

DMCs in the intron region of DNMT3A showed increased methylation within the CpG islands in the 

low BT level in our study (Figure 20c). This result showed the same trend of high methylation and gene 

expression consistent with the low BT level. Actually, DNA methylation is preferred in CpG islands 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gene
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzyme
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located within active transcription units (Smallwood et al., 2011) as the high methylation rates of 

DNMT3A shown in this study. Early studies have also found that epidermal growth factor receptor 

(EGFR) played a role in muscle growth and the maintenance of growing pigs (Peng et al., 1997). In our 

methylation results, the introns of EGFR showed higher methylation within CpG islands than in CpG 

island shores in the high BT level but lower methylation than in the CpG island shores of the low BT 

level (Figure 20c). In the gene expression results, EGFR was negatively associated with the BT level, 

indicating that a negative association exists with the methylation status in CpG islands and a positive 

association exists in the CpG island shores (Figure 20). Irizarry et al. (Irizarry et al., 2009) revealed a 

strong relationship between methylation in CpG island shores located within 2 kb of an annotated TSS 

and expression of associated genes. The enzyme fatty acid synthase (FASN) encoded by FASN can 

catalyze fatty acid synthesis (Jayakumar et al., 1995). The previous study confirmed that the fatty 

acid content is strongly correlated with boar taint compounds (Liu et al., 2017). As the key node for 

every pathway of fatty acid biosynthesis (ssc00061), FASN participants in fatty acid composition which 

is in relation to boar taint compounds, as higher polyunsaturated fatty acids levels were found in low 

BT pigs (Mörlein and Tholen, 2014). Methylation in promoters represses gene expression by increasing 

the binding of transcription factors (Baylin, 2005), which is the same trend as that observed in FASN 

(Figure 20). Thus, DNA methylation in a promoter is correlated with the increased transcription of the 

target gene (Niesen et al., 2005). Our results showed that the methylation levels of FASN within the 

exons were higher than those within the introns in the high BT level but lower than those in the low BT 

level (Figure 20c). Long et al. (Long et al., 2015) also revealed that methylation in the promoter and 

first exon regions regulated the gene expression of FASN in pigs. Physiological concentrations of 

estrogen induce the gene expression of phosphatidylethanolamine N-methyltransferase (PEMT) in 

humans (Resseguie et al., 2007) and estrogen secretion is associated with androstenone in adipose tissue 

(Chen et al., 2007; Zamaratskaia et al., 2005). In the low BT group in this study, the gene expression of 

PEMT was low (Figure 20b). Most hypermethylated DMCs located in the introns of PEMT revealed 

that the increasing PEMT methylation activity was inconsistent with the BT level, indicating that a low 

relationship exists with the gene expression of PEMT. High PEMT methylation might be associated 

with the low gene expression of estrogen, which is positively to the low BT status. Thus, the methylation 

of the PEMT gene body might be related to the pathway of estrogen signaling (hsa04915), and EGFR 

is involved in this pathway. When this pathway is not represented (Claus and Hoffmann, 1980), a 

reduction in estrogen secretion from the testis could decrease the capacity to synthesize PEMT and 

relevant gene expression (Valtolina et al., 2015). Gene body methylation is also negatively correlated 

with gene expression in other studies (Maunakea et al., 2010; Varley et al., 2013) because most 

promoters, enhancers and TSSs are suppressed by DNA methylation, interfering with the expression of 

the host gene (Yang et al., 2014).  

Hence, DMCs within the CpG islands of the DNMT3A introns and CpG islands/CpG island shores of 

the EGFR and CRYL1 introns could play a role in gene expression of BT. More importantly, DMCs 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/fatty-acid
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/fatty-acid
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within the promoter, exon and intron regions of FASN were involved in fatty acid biosynthesis. In 

addition, the intron region of the PEMT in the CpG islands and other regions was strongly associated 

with the BT levels and involved in estrogen regulation and development of BT. The RRBS data in this 

study were obtained from porcine testis and linked tissue-specific DMCs to phenotype BT via the 

expression of genes implicated as candidates responsible for BT. These findings decipher the epigenetic 

regulatory mechanisms of BT and provide novel candidate genes with DNA methylome resources for 

pigs, which could be useful for global FAANG initiatives and certainly represent the first type of Danish 

pig epigenome annotation. 

 

4.3. R package GeneDMRs 

4.3.1. Comparisons of different R packages for methylation analysis 

Currently, a series of R packages can analyze methylation data to detect DMCs or DMRs (Table 5). 

Most of them are not however completely focusing on the regions in genes or within gene bodies or 

CpG islands and hence GeneDMRs package could be a complementary tool to obtain methylation levels 

at these levels.  

 

Table 5. Comparisons of different R packages for methylation analysis. 

R package Target Analysis feature Issued 

time 

Reference 

ELMER v.2 DMR Reconstruct altered gene 

regulatory network by 

combining enhancer 

methylation and gene 

expression 

2018 (Silva et al., 

2018) 

IMA Site-level and 

region-level 

methylation 

Summarization for 

individual site as well as 

annotated region 

2012 (Wang et al., 

2012) 

methyAnalysis DMR Chromosome location 

based DNA methylation 

analysis and heatmap plot 

with CpG island 

2018 (Du et al., 2018) 

MethylationArrayAnalysis Probe-wise 

differential 

methylation and  

DMR 

Differential variability 

analysis, estimating cell 

type composition and gene 

ontology testing 

2019 (Maintainer et 

al., 2019) 
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MethylKit Base or region of 

DNA 

methylation 

Functions for clustering, 

sample quality 

visualization, differential 

methylation analysis and 

annotation feature 

2012 (Akalin et al., 

2012) 

MethylMix/MethylMix 

2.0 

DMR of gene Automate the construction 

of DNA-methylation and 

gene expression dataset 

from the Cancer Genome 

Atlas 

2015/2018 (Gevaert, 2015) 

/(Cedoz et al., 

2018) 

Minfi Differentially 

methylated 

position (DMP) 

and DMR 

Block finding to identify 

hypomethylation block 

2014 (Aryee et al., 

2014) 

MIRA DMR Take advantage of 

genome-scale DNA 

methylation data to assess 

regulatory activity 

2018 (Lawson et al., 

2018) 

RnBeads/RnBeads 2.0 DMR of 

gene/promoter/C

pG island  

DNA methylation-based 

prediction of age and sex; 

LOLA-based region set 

enrichment analysis for 

biological interpretation 

2014/2019 (Assenov et al., 

2014)/(Müller et 

al., 2019) 

 

4.3.2. Differentially methylated gene-based regions and cytosine sites 

The GeneDMRs package will automatically read the files with the file name like 1_1, 1_2 and 2_1 for 

group and replicate numbers. The methylation patterns of all genes and differentially methylated genes 

(DMGs) in different CpG island regions by Group_cpgfeature_boxplot() and 

Genebody_cpgfeature_boxplot() are shown in supplementary figure 6. Results suggest that the 

methylation levels of DMGs were higher than before and they are the same of CpG islands higher than 

shores (Supplementary figure 6).  

GeneDMRs package can detect different gene body regions (e.g., promoter, exon and intron), CpG 

island regions (e.g., CpGi and shore regions) and their interactive regions by 

Methmean_region(cpgifeaturefile = inputcpgifeaturefile/NULL, featureid = " c("chr1","chr2")/all/alls", 

featurename = c("promoters","exons","introns","TSSes")/c("CpGisland", "Shores")) for different 

methylation mean calculations. According these results, we found that DNMT3A was a hypo-methylated 

(NM_001271753) gene but the gene and one intron interacted in both CpG island and shore features 
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were in hyper-methylation status when G5 CMP was compared to G0 CMP. Therefore, GeneDMRs 

package can accurately find significantly and biologically methylated gene body and CpG island 

regions along the whole genome and supplement the previous research (Colla et al., 2015).  

If we only use the DMCs to recalculate the methylation mean by replacing the RRBS cytosine sites, i.e., 

DMC_methfile_QC(inputmethfile_QC, siteall_significant), the methylation difference will be more 

obvious than before (Supplementary figure 7). The DMC-based methylation levels could represent the 

whole methylations for gene-based regions when the DMCs in one gene are involved in the important 

parts that affect the transcription. For WGBS data, statistical efficiency can be potentially improved by 

removing globally unmethylated sites with less methylation differences, because the total number of 

hypotheses affects the Q-values by the rank of combined P-values (Huh et al., 2017).  

4.3.3. Biological enrichment for differentially methylated genes 

The enrichments for groups, GO terms and pathways can be analyzed and visualized with/without 

categories following R packages clusterProfiler (Yu et al., 2012). For example, the GO terms can be 

visualized in no/one/two categories by incorporating hyper/hypo-methylated and up/down-regulated 

gene information. Thus, based on the DMGs and enrichments for GO term and pathway, GeneDMRs 

package can help to detect the specific significant regions, reveal the biological mechanism and enhance 

the previous studies that methylation pattern changes in specific-regions were involved in causing 

diseases (Colla et al., 2015). 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1. Improving genomic predictions from GBS data 

The current study demonstrated a method for the correction of genotyping by sequencing (GBS) 

genotypes. The results showed that the correction increased the accuracy of GBS genotype and 

increased the accuracy of genomic prediction. This study also compared imputation methods for GBS 

genotypes and improvements in genomic predictions from the imputation of missing markers. The 

results showed that imputation accuracy was relatively low for GBS at a low depth (approximately 0.90 

for depth = 2) and high for GBS at a high depth (approximately 0.96 for depth = 5). In addition, 

imputation resulted in larger gains in the reliability of genomic predictions for GBS at a low depth, 

which had a larger number of missing genotypes. These results suggest application of IMPUTE2 

imputation based on corrected GBS to improve genomic predictions at higher depths. In addition, 

FImpute software could be a good alternative for practical, routine imputation because of low 

computational demands. 

 

5.2. DNA methylation analysis of testis for boar taint in pigs 

This is the first study to report catalog of adult pig testis epigenome by developing a genome-wide DNA 

methylation map with the use of reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) technology. We 

found that the methylation rates were lowest in promoters (0.15) and highest in introns (0.55). Cytosines 

binding to CpG islands showed different methylation patterns between intron and exon regions. 

Methylation levels of CpG islands were lower than CpG island shores in different genic features. This 

study also found the characterization of pig epigenomes/methylation changes between animals with 

high and low boar taint (BT) and genome-wide epigenetic markers related to BT levels. The correlations 

between the gene expression levels and methylation levels in different parts of a gene suggested that 

methylation potentially regulates the expression of genes, particularly genes involved in the 

development of BT in pigs. In turn, these results could contribute to the functional annotation of pig 

genomes and aid in the genetic selection of pigs for low BT in breeding programs. Finally, we identified 

candidate genes undergoing epigenetic modifications, namely, CRYL1, DNMT3A, EGFR, FASN and 

PEMT, in an integrative analysis of methylation profiles using RRBS and transcriptome profiles of 

differentially expressed genes. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to report epigenetic 

candidate genes in the pig genome associated with BT. 
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5.3. R package GeneDMRs 

Currently, there is no easy-to-use package that could compute methylation levels at the gene based level. 

GeneDMRs, a user-friendly R package, can facilitate computing gene based methylation rate using 

NGS-based methylome data. This package aims to analyze the methylation levels in 

gene/promoter/exon/intron/CpG island/CpG island shore and their interactive regions. Then, the 

differentially hyper/hypo-methylated genes can be visualized for enrichments of GO terms and 

pathways and reveal the biological mechanism accordingly. Such gene-based methylation analyses 

contributes to interpreting complex interplay between methylation levels and gene expression 

differences or similarities across physiological conditions or disease states.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

6. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION  

Supplementary table 1. Total number of aligned cytosine methylation in different contexts. 

Sample  Raw read 

pair 

Removal of 

RRBS 

adapters 

pollution 

Removal of 

reads less 

than 20 bases 

long 

pollution  

Uniquely 

aligned 

read pair 

Total 

methylated 

cytosine in 

CpG context 

Total 

methylated 

cytosine in 

CHG 

context 

Total 

methylated 

cytosine in 

CHH 

context 

Total 

unmethylated 

cytosine in 

CpG context 

Total 

unmethylated 

cytosine in 

CHG context 

Total 

unmethylated 

cytosine in 

CHH context 

1 16,698,176 16,676,459 16,505,578 7,626,224  25,285,774 533,874 613,446 25,954,263 58,429,002 99,676,221 

2 95,226,092 94,982,628 93,817,089 47,664,062  176,804,459 4,035,546 4,935,839 157,691,156 403,645,743 710,921,851 

3 38,428,786 38,398,933 38,026,074 17,805,056  56,793,321 1,183,759 1,405,332 67,690,550 139,729,393 241,165,963 

4 76,547,112 76,492,906 75,769,839 38,737,948  138,976,823 2,832,374 3,546,545 126,425,365 322,401,427 567,481,702 

5 58,288,942 58,203,032 57,267,890 29,233,916  101,157,611 1,824,688 2,734,279 99,455,692 265,705,802 523,404,400 

6 69,409,837 69,277,350 68,607,455 31,560,762  99,474,166 2,177,276 2,680,962 116,309,843 241,862,604 418,560,859 

7 85,946,536 85,848,515 85,068,927 41,686,025  139,527,755 3,118,644 3,983,459 143,670,905 336,163,467 594,334,671 

8 76,287,408 76,091,969 75,438,276 38,315,536  134,584,159 3,001,451 4,062,527 128,653,677 324,817,894 599,275,112 

9 17,120,606 17,100,153 16,940,690 7,873,386  26,155,846 568,832 672,578 26,163,882 59,605,482 101,298,534 

Mean 59,328,166 59,230,216 58,604,646 28,944,768 99,862,213 2,141,827 2,737,219 99,112,815 239,151,202 428,457,701 

SD 28,981,902 28,919,705 28,617,798 14,688,316 53,712,269 1,216,332 1,555,183 48,724,247 125,615,280 227,796,188 
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Supplementary table 2. Statistics of coverage and methylation rates in CpG context. 

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Mean SD 

Coverage  7.82 28.38 14.91 24.07 19.61 25.61 32.18 28.43 7.90 20.99 9.01 

Methylated 3.86 15.00 6.80 12.61 9.89 11.80 15.86 14.53 3.95 10.48 4.64 

Unmethylated 3.96 13.38 8.11 11.47 9.72 13.80 16.33 13.89 3.95 10.51 4.44 

Methylated rate (%) 49.35% 52.85% 45.61% 52.39% 50.43% 46.08% 49.29% 51.11% 50.01% 49.92% 51.51% 

Site in total 6,555,417 11,786,693 8,350,750 11,024,632 10,230,855 8,427,406 8,799,356 9,259,657 6,619,706 9,006,052 1,798,552 

Trimmed coverage  16.52 50.31 26.71 40.83 27.13 40.20 44.95 38.83 17.10 33.62 12.17 

Trimmed methylated 7.34 25.57 11.01 20.59 13.46 17.83 21.76 19.26 7.86 16.08 6.45 

Trimmed unmethylated 9.19 24.74 15.70 20.24 13.67 22.37 23.19 19.58 9.24 17.55 5.87 

Trimmed methylated rate 

(%) 
44.41% 50.82% 41.22% 50.43% 49.61% 44.35% 48.41% 49.60% 45.98% 47.20% 3.35% 

Trimmed site in total 1,740,792 5,716,743 3,517,675 5,490,560 6,415,652 4,577,586 5,559,731 5,942,865 1,792,367 4,528,219 1,776,393 
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Supplementary table 3. Regression and correlation analysis of densities of genes, CpG islands and CpG island shores on methylation levels, all counted by 1 Mb windows. 

Sample ID Gene CpG island CpG island shore 

 Regression coefficient Correlation coefficient Regression coefficient Correlation coefficient Regression coefficient Correlation coefficient 

1 -2.22 -0.13 44.84 0.21 53.07 0.18 

2 -2.03 -0.12 59.09 0.26 74.61 0.24 

3 -2.09 -0.12 58.49 0.27 72.99 0.24 

4 -1.97 -0.10 63.64 0.26 80.71 0.24 

5 -2.21 -0.11 74.26 0.28 95.72 0.27 

6 -2.33 -0.13 56.34 0.25 69.24 0.22 

7 -2.04 -0.11 71.31 0.29 90.87 0.27 

8 -2.44 -0.13 60.32 0.25 75.58 0.23 

9 -2.46 -0.14 43.04 0.19 50.06 0.16 
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Supplementary figure 1. Read depths at four mean read depths in one replicate. 
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Supplementary figure 2. Proportions of wrongly called genotypes at four depths averaged over the whole genome and over 10 replicates (the upper panel), as well proportions 

of wrongly called genotypes (the lower panel) along 50 loci in one replicate. 
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Supplementary figure 3. Histograms of log10 of read coverage per CpG site. 
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Supplementary figure 4. Correlation analysis of the global CpG methylation patterns among nine samples. Note: Colors in the scatter plot indicate the number of CpG sites 

with identical methylation pattern (methylated or non-methylated): yellow denotes many correlations, blue denotes lack of correlation and green denotes different methylation 

patterns. Numbers in the upper right side represent the pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients. Histograms on the diagonal are methylation distribution per CpG site for 

each sample.  
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Supplementary figure 5. Right and false imputations based on corrected GBS (GcIM) data at four depths, averaged over 10 replicates. 
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Supplementary figure 6. (A) Methylation patterns of all genes for different groups and gene bodies in different CpG island regions. (B) Methylation patterns of all DMGs for 

different groups and gene bodies in different CpG island regions. Note: P-value is calculated by the methylation comparison between CpG island and CpG island shore with 

Student’s t-tests. 
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Supplementary figure 7. (A) Heat map cluster for methylation levels of all DMGs (n = 246). (B) Heat map cluster for methylation levels of all DMC-based DMGs (n = 2022). 

Note: DMGs and DMC-based DMGs were filter by Significant_filter(qvalue = 0.01, methdiff = 0.1). 
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Abstract

Background: Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) is a robust method to genotype markers. Many factors can
influence the genotyping quality. One is that heterozygous genotypes could be wrongly genotyped as homozygotes,
dependent on the genotyping depths. In this study, a method correcting this type of genotyping error was
demonstrated. The efficiency of this correction method and its effect on genomic prediction were assessed
using simulated data of livestock populations.

Results: Chip array (Chip) and four depths of GBS data was simulated. After quality control (call rate ≥ 0.8 and
MAF ≥ 0.01), the remaining number of Chip and GBS SNPs were both approximately 7,000, averaged over 10
replicates. GBS genotypes were corrected with the proposed method. The reliability of genomic prediction
was calculated using GBS, corrected GBS (GBSc), true genotypes for the GBS loci (GBSr) and Chip data. The
results showed that GBSc had higher rates of correct genotype calls and higher correlations with true genotypes than
GBS. For genomic prediction, using Chip data resulted in the highest reliability. As the depth increased to 10, the
prediction reliabilities using GBS and GBSc data approached those using true GBS data. The reliabilities of genomic
prediction using GBSc data were 0.604, 0.672, 0.684 and 0.704 after genomic correction, with the improved values of 0.
013, 0.009, 0.006 and 0.001 at depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10, respectively.

Conclusions: The current study showed that a correction method for GBS data increased the genotype accuracies
and, consequently, improved genomic predictions. These results suggest that a correction of GBS genotype is
necessary, especially for the GBS data with low depths.

Keywords: Genomic prediction, Genotype correction, Genotyping by sequencing, Simulation

Background
Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) can produce multiplex
libraries of samples based on restriction enzyme and
DNA barcoded adapters, and potentially reduce the cost
of genotyping [1]. With the reduced-representation
sequencing of multiplexed samples, GBS has been devel-
oped as a robust method to discover and genotype
genome-wide molecular markers [2]. For some species, a
commercial chip array is not available, thus GBS will be
a good approach to obtain genotypes of DNA markers
[3]. However, genotyping quality of GBS tends to be
lower than for a chip array [4]. Since genome-wide

sequence read depth varies along each sequenced
genome of different individuals, genotype quality also
varies accordingly [5]. Therefore, the proportion of cor-
rectly called genotypes will decrease after decreasing
read depths.
Several studies have suggested that it is more powerful

to sequence more individuals at the lower coverage [6].
Low-coverage sequencing could capture as much of the
variation across the genome as SNP arrays and yielded a
commensurate increase in statistical power, which would
be a more attractive strategy for the studies of complex
trait genetics [7, 8]. In Gorjanc’s report [4], expanding
the training set resulted in higher overall accuracy of
estimated breeding value (EBV), even with reducing the
quality of genotyping for lower expense, but genotyping
quality may be more important for the prediction set. It
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was shown that prediction accuracy increased greatly
when read depths also increased in the prediction set
[4].
Due to the lower coverage, heterozygous genotypes

wrongly genotyped as homozygotes are considered to be
a serious problem in GBS data. For example, a read
depth of one would genotype only one allele of a diploid
at random, so that a true Aa genotype is definitely geno-
typed into aa or AA genotype by mistake. Previous stud-
ies have proposed the maximum-likelihood (ML)
method for calling genotypes in low-coverage sequen-
cing data [9, 10], and also developed related programs,
such as ANGSD [11] and polyRAD [12]. The R package
polyRAD estimated a posterior probability from the
priors and likelihoods for each individual and allele
using Bayes’ theorem. It applied information from
high-depth markers to improve genotyping accuracy of
low-depth markers using population structure and link-
age between loci [12], Additionally, some studies investi-
gated relationship estimation for better relatedness
matrices construction using GBS with low depth [13, 14].
In practice, it is possible to correct the wrong geno-

type calls of GBS data based on read depths and allele
frequencies and, consequently, improve the GBS quality
to some extent. Therefore, genotype error correction
methods are required to complement the future use of
GBS data [8]. Simulation is a highly valuable tool to
assess such GBS correction methods. Thus, the objective
of this study was to propose a method of genotype cor-
rection for original GBS data, and then investigate the
improvement of genomic prediction (GP) using the sim-
ulated data of livestock populations. In this study, four
different read depths of GBS genotypes and chip array
(Chip) genotypes were simulated. Breeding values were
predicted using GBS, corrected GBS (GBSc) and Chip
genotypes. The accuracies of genomic predictions were
compared to assess the value of GBS and the improve-
ment of GBSc from genotype correction using different
genotype data sets.

Methods
In this study, genomic and phenotypic data of ten repli-
cates for each scenario were generated by QMSim
software (version 1.10) [15]. Parameters used for gener-
ating the population structure and genome are given in
Table 1 and Table 2.

Population structure
During the historical generations, the foundation popu-
lation of 2,000 individuals (1,000 males and 1,000 fe-
males) was kept at a constant size across 1000
generations, and then reduced gradually to 400 individ-
uals (200 males and 200 females) in the following 200
generations, generating linkage disequilibrium (LD) as a

result of the domestication process. Among the 400 indi-
viduals in the last generation of historical population, 40
males and 200 females were randomly chosen. Each
male mated randomly with five females and each female
produced five progeny for population expansion. In the
recent generations, 100 males and 500 females from the
last generation of the expanded population were selected
as the parents of the next generation. This continued for
ten generations, keeping a male to mate randomly with
five females and each female producing five progeny.
Selection and replacement was performed based on
EBV. The replacement rate was 80% for males and 40%
for females. The breeding values were estimated by best
linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) using an animal
model [16]. In the whole process of simulation, the

Table 1 Simulation parameter of population structure

Step Population structure Value

Number of replicates 10

Overall heritability 0.3

QTL heritability 0.3

Phenotypic variance 1.0

Step1: Historical
generation (HG)

Foundation population
size of HG

2000

Number of generation
in phase 1

1000

Population size in the
end of phase 1

2000

Number of generation
in phase 2

200

Population size in the
end of phase 2

400

Number of male in
the last HG

200

Number of female
in the last HG

200

Number of male from HG 40

Number of female from HG 200

Step 2: Expanded
generation (EG)

Number of generation 1

Litter size 5

Proportion of male progeny 50%

Mating design Random

Number of male from EG 100

Number of female from EG 500

Step 3: Recent
generation

Number of generation 10

Litter size 5

Proportion of male progeny 50%

Mating design Random

Sire replacement 80%

Dam replacement 40%

Selection design EBV
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individuals of each sex were produced with equal prob-
ability based on the random union of gametes, which
were sampled from both the male and female gamete
pools. The overall heritability, quantitative trait locus
(QTL) heritability and phenotypic variance were set as
0.3, 0.3 and 1.0, respectively. No remaining polygenic ef-
fect was simulated, so all the genetic variance was ex-
plained by QTLs. The phenotypes were created by
adding random residuals to the true breeding values
(TBV); TBVs were defined as the sum of individual QTL
additive effects. The targeted level of LD in this study
was close to the values for cattle [17, 18] and pig [19].
The decay of LD between the markers is shown in Fig. 1,
which indicates that the mean r-squared of LD in the last
(10th) generation of the population was 0.259 (SE = 0.004)
based on markers with interval less than 50 kb (0 ~ 0.05
cM) and minor allele frequencies (MAF) > 0.01, averaged
over 10 replicates.

Genome
Initial LD was created by the process of mutation-drift
equilibrium in the historical generations. In this process,
mutation and drift were considered as the only two evo-
lutionary forces due to no selection, no migration and
random mating. Crossovers were simulated to be ran-
domly located across the chromosome and the number
of crossovers was sampled from a Poisson distribution.
A total of 5 × 106 SNP markers were evenly distributed
on five chromosomes of length 100Mb. Allele frequen-
cies of the bi-allelic markers and QTLs were initiated
through randomly sampling from a uniform distribution
in the first historical generation. In total, 500 QTLs were

simulated and randomly distributed on these five chro-
mosomes. Thus, QTL positions for each replicate were
different due to the random distribution. QTL allele ef-
fects were sampled from gamma distribution with the
shape parameter equal to 0.4. The original QTL effect
was that one allele had effect and the other allele had
zero effect, and then QTL allelic effects at each locus
were scaled as (Allelic effect – QTL mean of population)

×
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Defined QTL variance

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Observed QTL variance

p , where the observed QTL variance

were the sum of QTL variances in the last historical gen-
eration. By the scaling, the sum of QTL variances in the
last historical generation equals to the defined QTL vari-
ance (total additive genetic variance in this study). The
effect sizes of two alleles of 500 QTLs in one replicate
are shown in Additional file 1. In order to establish
mutation-drift equilibrium in historical generations,
marker and QTL recurrent mutation rates in historical
population were both set as 2.5 × 10− 5. The recurrent
mutations assumed that a mutation altered an allele to
another instead of creating a new allele and these transi-
tion probabilities were equal. The number of mutations
for one chromosome of an individual was sampled from
a Poisson distribution with the mean u (u = 2 × number
of loci × mutation rate), and then each mutation was
assigned to a random locus in the genome. However,
recurrent mutations were generally very rare and there
was no evidence that these mutations contributed
significantly to the erosion of LD between SNPs [20]. In
the recent populations, no mutations were generated.

Creating GBS and chip array data
De Donato et al. [21] reported that the distribution of
distances between the GBS SNPs differed to that from a
chip array data in cattle. For GBS data, the percentage of
neighboring SNP less than 50 kb was 44.0% and of more
than 150 kb was 13.8%. Following the results of De
Donato et al. [21], the distribution of the distances
between the neighboring SNPs in this study were set as
13, 8, 8, 12, 9, 6, 5, 16, 7 and 16% for 0.5 kb, 2.5 kb, 7.5
kb, 15 kb, 25 kb, 35 kb, 45 kb, 75 kb, 125 kb and 200 kb,
respectively (Fig. 2).
Sequencing errors were not simulated, but low read

depths could result in incorrect genotype calls with
each allele sampled from Binomial distribution p � Bð
n; 12Þ. Thus, the probability of a heterozygous genotype

being correctly called was 1−2ð12Þ
n (e.g., 0.00 when n

= 1, 0.50 when n = 2, and 0.25 when n = 3). In other
words, the probability of a true heterozygous geno-
type being wrongly called as one of the observed
homozygous genotype was ð12Þ

n . In the simulation, the
number of reads (n) per locus was drawn from a
Poisson distribution n~P(x), where x was the average

Table 2 Simulation parameter of genome

Genome Value

Number of chromosome 5

Chromosome length 100 Mb

Number of marker loci on one
chromosome

1,000,000

Marker position Evenly

Number of marker alleles in the first HG 2

Marker allele frequencies in the first HG Random

Number of QTL loci on one chromosome 100

QTL position Random

Number of QTL allele in the first HG 2

QTL allele frequency in the first HG Random

QTL allele effect From gamma
distribution with
shape 0.4

Maker mutation rate in the historical
population

2.5 × 10−5

QTL mutation rate in the historical
population

2.5 × 10−5
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depth (x = 2, 4, 5, 10). Actually, the distribution of
reads might not reflect the observed distributions ac-
curately due to many factors influencing the variabil-
ity. Nevertheless, it should not affect the comparisons
of genomic prediction results, even though the simu-
lated data has much less variability than observed in
practice [22].
We created the GBS genotypes at a heterozygous locus

by sampling a random number (r) from a uniform distri-
bution r~U(0, 1). If r≤ð12Þ

n , the heterozygous genotype

was replaced by aa. If ð12Þ
n
< r < 2ð12Þ

n , the heterozygous
genotype was replaced by AA, else the heterozygous

genotype was correctly assigned as Aa. Afterwards, the

GBS genotypes aa, Aa and AA were recorded as 0, 1

and 2, respectively.
Quality control criteria of call rate ≥ 0.8 and MAF ≥

0.01 for SNPs were used to edit the GBS data. After
quality control, missing genotypes (zero reads) were set
as the mean genotype value for the same loci before gen-
omic prediction. In addition, chip array (Chip) data with
no sequencing errors or missing genotypes was also sim-
ulated for comparison. The SNP markers of Chip were
evenly distributed on five chromosomes with a distance
of 50 kb between two adjacent markers.

Fig. 1 Decay of LD (r-squared) between markers averaged over 10 replicates. Lines combined with solid circle are average r-squared values in the
last (10th) generations of recent population based on MAF > 0.01 and bars indicate SE

Fig. 2 Distribution of distances between the neighboring SNPs
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Genotype correction for GBS data
The genotype correction in this study is to adjust GBS
genotypes according to Bayes’ conditional probability
P(G|GBS), where G is the true genotype (unknown) and
GBS is the GBS genotype (known) which is subject to
genotyping errors. The expected genotype dosage after
genotype correction can be rounded to GBSc genotype
types (most probable GBSc genotype, i.e., dosage < 0.5:
aa; dosage > 1.5: AA; else: Aa). Right and false correction
of GBSc were displayed when comparing GBSc geno-
types with GBS and true (GBSr) genotypes (Table 3).
Homozygous genotypes of GBSc could be corrected into
heterozygous genotypes or keep the same homozygous
genotypes. If the homozygosity was corrected into het-
erozygosity and the true genotype of GBSr was also het-
erozygous, this kind of genotype correction was right
genotype correction. However, such genotype correction
could be false genotype correction when the true geno-
type of GBSr was homozygous.
If GBSaa (genotype is labeled in the subscript for the

nomenclature) is observed, there are two possible true
genotypes (Gaa and GAa), and the probabilities are

P GaajGBSaað Þ ¼ P Gaað Þ P GBSaajGaað Þ
P GBSaað Þ ;

P GAajGBSaað Þ ¼ 1−P GaajGBSaað Þ:
Similarly, If GBSAA is observed,

P GAAjGBSAAð Þ ¼ P GAAð Þ P GBSAAjGAAð Þ
P GBSAAð Þ ;

P GAajGBSAAð Þ ¼ 1−P GAAjGBSAAð Þ:
If GBSAa is observed, GAa is the only possible true

genotype,

P GAajGBSAað Þ ¼ 1:

Let assume p = P(A) and q = P(a) for the true genotype,
the relevant probabilities can be written as:

P GBSaað Þ ¼ P Gaað Þ þ P GBSaajGAað Þ
¼ q2 þ 2pq 1

.
2

� �n
;

P GaajGBSaað Þ ¼ P Gaað Þ � P GBSaajGaað Þ=P GBSaað Þ
¼ q2=P GBSaað Þ;

P GAajGBSaað Þ ¼ P GAað Þ � P GBSaajGAað Þ=P GBSaað Þ
¼ 2pq 1

.
2

� �n
=P GBSaað Þ;

P GBSAAð Þ ¼ P GAAð Þ þ P GBSAAjGAað Þ
¼ p2 þ 2pq 1

.
2

� �n
;

P GAAjGBSAAð Þ ¼ P GAAð Þ
� P GBSAAjGAAð Þ=P GBSAAð Þ

¼ p2=P GBSAAð Þ;

P GAajGBSAAð Þ ¼ P GAað Þ � P GBSAAjGAað Þ=P GBSAAð Þ
¼ 2pq 1

.
2

� �n
=P GBSAAð Þ:

Let 0, 1, and 2 denote aa, Aa and AA genotype, re-
spectively. The original GBS genotypes are scored as
GBSaa = 0, GBSAa = 1 and GBSAA = 2. The correction of
GBS used in this study is to correct GBS homozygous
genotypes to be expected genotype dosage. Thus,

GBScaa ¼ 2pq 1
.
2

� �n
= q2 þ 2pq 1

.
2

� �n� �
;

GBScAA ¼ 2p2 þ 2pq 1
.
2

� �n� �
= p2 þ 2pq 1

.
2

� �n� �
;

GBScAa ¼ 1:

Allele frequency can be calculated from the data in-
cluding all reads when assuming Hardy-Weinberg equi-
librium. It can be estimated from the known GBS data
in this way:

P GBSAAð Þ−P GBSaað Þ ¼ p2 þ 2pq 1
.
2

� �n� �

− q2 þ 2pq 1
.
2

� �n� �
¼ p2−q2 ¼ 2p−1;

p ¼ P GBSAAð Þ−P GBSaað Þ þ 1
2

Statistical analysis
Based on the GBS, GBSc, GBSr and Chip data, genomic
breeding values (GEBV) were predicted by a SNP-BLUP
model using the BayZ package (http://www.bayz.biz/).
The model was

y ¼ 1μþMg þ e;

where y was the vector of phenotypic values, 1 is the
vector of ones, μ is the overall mean, g is the vector of
random unknown marker effects to be estimated, M is
the coefficient matrix of genotypes which links g to y,
and e is the vector of random residuals. It was assumed
that g � N ð0; Iσ2

gÞ.

Table 3 Genotype changes of corrected GBS (GBSc) in the
lower panel of Fig. 3

Genotype change in the lower panel of Fig. 3 GBS GBSc GBSr

Right correction of GBSc (GBS≠ GBSc = GBSr) aa/AA Aa Aa

False correction of GBSc (GBSc ≠ GBS = GBSr) aa/AA Aa aa/AA
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Validation
In the 6th to 9th generations of the recent population,
7,500 individuals were used as a training set, in which all
individuals were genotyped and phenotyped. The test set
comprised of 2,500 genotyped individuals from the 10th
generation. The reliabilities of genomic predictions using
marker data from GBS, GBSc, GBSr and Chip were
compared. The reliabilities of genomic predictions were
calculated as squared correlations between the predicted
and true breeding values for individuals in the test data
set.

Results
Distributions of read depth (n) at four levels of mean read
depth (x)
Additional file 2 showed the realized frequency distribu-
tions of reads at four mean depths (x = 2, 4, 5, 10),
which were highly consistent with the theoretical fre-
quencies of Poisson distribution. The percentages of
read depth ≤ 5 at mean read depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10 were
98.3%, 78.5%, 61.6% and 6.71%, respectively. The per-
centages of missing genotypes at mean read depth = 2, 4,
5 and 10 were 13.5%, 1.83%, 0.673% and 0.00464%, re-
spectively. Standard deviation (SD) of ten replicates were
all less than 4.74 × 10− 5.

Incorrect genotype calls
It was expected that a heterozygous genotype may be
wrongly assigned to a homozygous genotype with prob-
ability of 2ð12Þ

n . The upper panel of Additional file 3
shows the proportions of incorrect genotype calls over
true genotypes and the SDs of ten replicates were all less
than 6.32 × 10− 3. Although the average number of real-
ized reads for different loci was nearly the same, there
was much variation in the proportion of incorrect geno-
types observed for different loci (lower panel of
Additional file 3). Having a large proportion of incorrect
genotypes in the loci close to QTL regions could affect
genomic prediction.

Improvement of accuracies of GBS genotype by genotype
correction
The accuracies of GBS genotypes were measured as cor-
relations between the true genotype and the GBS geno-
type, as well correct rates of GBS genotype calls. As
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3, genotype correction
improved the accuracies of GBS genotype. The correla-
tions between reported genotype and true genotype were
highest for the GBSc genotype dosage and lowest for the
original GBS, while GBSc genotype type (most probable
genotype) was in between. The differences among these
three genotype data were larger for lower depth, and not
for depth = 10. Similarly, correct rates of GBSc genotype

type were higher than those of original GBS for depth =
2, 4, and 5, but not for depth = 10. GBSc genotype type
occupied a larger proportion of right genotype correction
than false genotype correction (lower panel of Fig. 3). As
expected, larger improvement was observed in the geno-
type data with lower depth.

Reliabilities of genomic prediction
After quality control (call rate ≥ 0.8 for loci and MAF ≥
0.01), the number of GBS SNPs obtained for the four
depths was approximately 7,000 averaged over 10 repli-
cates. As shown in the Additional file 2, the missing ge-
notypes at mean depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10 were less than
13.5%, so call rate criteria of 80% for loci had nearly no
effect on genotypes editing. However, the missing geno-
types at mean depth = 1 were high, up to approximately
30%; therefore, a large number of loci did not meet this
criterion, and this depth was discarded. In addition, ap-
proximately 7,000 SNPs remained for the Chip data
using the same quality control criteria (call rate ≥ 0.8 for
loci and MAF ≥ 0.01).
The reliabilities (r2) of genomic prediction averaged

over 10 replicates at four depths are shown in Fig. 4.
Prediction reliability using Chip data (0.710) was slightly
higher than that using true genotype for the GBS loci
(GBSr) (0.706). As depth increased from 2 to 10, the
prediction reliabilities using GBS and GBSc data
gradually approached the reliabilities using GBSr data.
The worst prediction reliability was from depth = 2 due
to having the most missing and incorrect genotypes
(Additional file 2 and Additional file 3). Genotype cor-
rection improved genomic prediction to different
degrees, consistent with the accuracies of corrected
genotypes (Fig. 3). Thus, the reliabilities of genomic pre-
diction using GBSc data were higher than those using
GBS data at all four depths (Fig. 4). The standard error
(SE) of prediction reliabilities in 10 replicates was
approximately 0.025 for scenarios of different depths
and types of the marker data.
Without quality control (call rate ≥ 0.8 for loci and

MAF ≥ 0.01) for editing genotype data, approximately
8,000 GBS SNPs were obtained at the four depths, aver-
aged over 10 replicates. Table 4 reveals that reliabilities
of genomic prediction using GBS and GBSc data before
editing genotypes were better than those using the data
after editing genotypes. In addition, GBSc led to higher
reliability than GBS no matter that correction was per-
formed before or after genotype editing.

Discussion
Potential application of GBS in breeding programs
As a highly multiplexed technology for constructing
reduced representation libraries, GBS generates large
numbers of SNPs for use in genetic analyses [2]. Unlike
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genotyping approach of chip arrays, GBS allows de novo
marker discovery, even when there is no reference gen-
ome [3]. The GBS technology includes digestion by a re-
striction enzyme, ligation of barcode adapter,
amplification by PCR and sequencing of amplified DNA
[3]. Repetitive regions of genome can be avoided and
lower copy regions can be targeted efficiently to simplify
the alignment problems by using appropriate restriction
enzymes [2, 23]. Single-well digestion and barcode
adapter ligation results in reduced sample handling, less
PCR amplification and no size fractionation limitation
[24]. Currently, GBS has been widely used in many
breeding programs. Poland et al. [25] presented a GBS
approach for barley and wheat lacking of a reference
genome sequence and found GBS to have broad

applications in plant breeding programs. The applica-
tions of genomic selection in aquaculture species has
been underpinned by GBS techniques, which are avail-
able for a handful of aquaculture species [26]. Addition-
ally, GBS has great potential application in domestic
species whose reference sequences are either being de-
veloped or have been fully sequenced, as it enables ac-
ceptable marker density for genomic selection in cattle
at one third of the cost of the current genotyping tech-
nologies [21].
In this study, the highest reliability of genomic predic-

tion was from using the chip array (Chip) data. Obvi-
ously, Chip SNPs were evenly distributed along the
genome, so at least one SNP was in strong LD with
QTLs. However, large distances between some

Fig. 3 Correlations and correct rates for original GBS (GBS), corrected GBS genotype type (GBSc type), corrected GBS genotype dosage (GBSc
dosage) with true genotype in GBS loci (GBSr) data (the upper panel), as well right and false genotype correction of GBSc (type) data (the lower
panel) at four mean depths, averaged over 10 replicates

Fig. 4 Reliabilities (r2) of genomic prediction using original GBS (GBS), corrected GBS (GBSc dosage), true genotype in GBS loci (GBSr) and chip
array (Chip) data, at four depths, averaged over 10 replicates. Bars indicate SE
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neighboring GBS SNPs weakened the LD between SNP
and QTL. De Donato et al. [21] reported that the Bovi-
neSNP50 chip array had a large proportion of intervals
from 20 kb to 100 kb and only 3% had an interval larger
than 150 kb, while GBS data showed that about 14% of
SNP intervals were more than 150 kb. Even if LD exists
at long distances (longer than 1 cM in some regions and
some species), LD will decay as the distance between
marker and QTL increases [27]. This study restricted
the numbers of Chip SNPs and GBS SNPs to be same. If
the number of GBS SNPs increases, GBS data could per-
form as well as Chip data in genomic prediction. In gen-
eral, GBS can produce enough information even at
relatively low coverage, but wrong calls of genotype are
the main disadvantage that requires further improvement.

Genotype dosage and most probable genotype
This study demonstrated the method of correction for
GBS genotype to improve the accuracy of GBS data, fol-
lowing the previous studies [9–14]. This correction
method resulted in GBSc genotype type and GBSc geno-
type dosage. The GBSc genotype type was derived from
rounding the GBSc genotype dosage. The inferred GBSc

genotype dosage of genotype aa was dosageðGBScaaÞ

¼ 1− q2

q2þ2pqð12Þ
n ¼ 1

q

2pð12Þ
nþ1 , which ranges between 0 and 1.

For example, dosage(GBScaa) = 1 − q if read depth = 1, which
is always larger than 0.5 when q is less than 0.5. When reads
depths become higher, dosage(GBScaa) was closer to zero
(Fig. 5) and the inferred GBSc genotype dosage and inferred
GBSc genotype type were more consistent. The results also
indicate that the rounded genotypes derived from dosage
were more accurate than original GBS genotype, but some
of them might be far from the true genotype, dependent
on the number of reads and allele frequency.

Correction of GBS genotype improved genomic
prediction
The proportions of right genotype correction were more
than the proportions of false genotype correction in this
study, so the correct rates of GBSc increased 0.028,
0.010, 0.005 and 0.001 from original GBS at depth = 2, 4,
5 and 10, respectively (Fig. 3). Therefore, genotype cor-
rection increased the accuracy of GBS genotypes. GBSc
genotype dosage had higher correlation than GBSc geno-
type type, so GBSc genotype dosage was more accurate
(Fig. 3). In fact, all meaningful information about uncer-
tainty is lost by choosing the largest probability [28],
such as the GBSc genotype type rounded from GBSc
genotype dosage in this study. For genotype imputation,
a general approach is also the use of posterior prob-
abilities. Imputed genotypes are predictions instead of
actual observations of genotyping, so incorporating

Table 4 Reliabilities of genomic prediction using original GBS (GBS) and corrected GBS (GBSc) data before and after editing
genotypes, at four mean depths, averaged over 10 replicates

Reliability (SE) GBS (after editing genotypes) GBS (no editing genotypes) GBSc (after editing genotypes) GBSc (no editing genotypes)

Depth = 2 0.591 (0.026) 0.598 (0.023) 0.603 (0.026) 0.610 (0.024)

Depth = 4 0.662 (0.025) 0.663 (0.024) 0.671 (0.025) 0.672 (0.024)

Depth = 5 0.678 (0.025) 0.683 (0.023) 0.684 (0.025) 0.687 (0.023)

Depth = 10 0.703 (0.024) 0.704 (0.024) 0.704 (0.024) 0.704 (0.024)

Fig. 5 Inferred genotype dosage of GBSaa versus q value for different read depths (n)
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the uncertainty of these predictions could avoid spuri-
ous results in some cases [29].
We only used a SNP-BLUP model for predicting

breeding value in this study. The result indicated that
genomic prediction using corrected GBS data were more
accurate than using the original GBS data (Fig. 4). It is
expected that the gain in reliability of genomic predic-
tion from genotype correction will also present when
using other genomic prediction models such as Bayesian
variable selection models, because genotype correction
increases the accuracies of genotype assignment (Fig. 3).
In this study, retaining more SNPs resulted in higher

prediction reliabilities (Table 4), which meant that a de-
creasing or less stringent thresholds of call rate and
MAF led to an increase in prediction reliability [30]. Our
study also revealed that genotype correction improved
genomic prediction more than removing the MAF
threshold. Cooke et al. [31] expected to reduce genotype
errors in GBS data by estimating allelic dropout. Their
simulation studies using their GBStools package im-
proved genotyping accuracy more than hard filters [31].
Meanwhile, Furuta et al. [32] used their post SNP-calling
error correction to eliminate most errors of raw GBS
data, but some remained. Their studies also found that
simple imputation methods can reinforce the usefulness
of GBS data tremendously, even if up to 75% of missing
data for each marker existed in the raw GBS data [32].
However, methods rely on population types and refer-
ence genomes, so they may not always be applied.

Conclusions
The current study demonstrated a method for the cor-
rection of GBS genotypes. The results showed that the
correction increased the accuracy of GBS genotype and
increased the accuracy of genomic prediction. Therefore,
a correction method for GBS genotype is necessary, es-
pecially for GBS data with low depth.

Additional files

Additional file 1: Effect sizes of 500 QTLs in one replicate. (TIF 257 kb)

Additional file 2: Read depths at four mean read depths in one
replicate. (TIF 171 kb)

Additional file 3: Proportions of wrongly called genotypes at four
depths averaged over the whole genome and over 10 replicates (the
upper panel), as well proportions of wrongly called genotypes (the lower
panel) along 50 loci in one replicate. (TIF 187 kb)
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Abstract

Background: Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) still has problems with missing genotypes. Imputation is important
for using GBS for genomic predictions, especially for low depths, due to the large number of missing genotypes.
Minor allele frequency (MAF) is widely used as a marker data editing criteria for genomic predictions. In this study,
three imputation methods (Beagle, IMPUTE2 and FImpute software) based on four MAF editing criteria were
investigated with regard to imputation accuracy of missing genotypes and accuracy of genomic predictions, based
on simulated data of livestock population.

Results: Four MAFs (no MAF limit, MAF ≥ 0.001, MAF ≥ 0.01 and MAF ≥ 0.03) were used for editing marker data
before imputation. Beagle, IMPUTE2 and FImpute software were applied to impute the original GBS. Additionally,
IMPUTE2 also imputed the expected genotype dosage after genotype correction (GcIM). The reliability of genomic
predictions was calculated using GBS and imputed GBS data. The results showed that imputation accuracies were
the same for the three imputation methods, except for the data of sequencing read depth (depth) = 2, where
FImpute had a slightly lower imputation accuracy than Beagle and IMPUTE2. GcIM was observed to be the best for
all of the imputations at depth = 4, 5 and 10, but the worst for depth = 2. For genomic prediction, retaining more
SNPs with no MAF limit resulted in higher reliability. As the depth increased to 10, the prediction reliabilities
approached those using true genotypes in the GBS loci. Beagle and IMPUTE2 had the largest increases in prediction
reliability of 5 percentage points, and FImpute gained 3 percentage points at depth = 2. The best prediction was
observed at depth = 4, 5 and 10 using GcIM, but the worst prediction was also observed using GcIM at depth = 2.

Conclusions: The current study showed that imputation accuracies were relatively low for GBS with low depths
and high for GBS with high depths. Imputation resulted in larger gains in the reliability of genomic predictions for
GBS with lower depths. These results suggest that the application of IMPUTE2, based on a corrected GBS (GcIM) to
improve genomic predictions for higher depths, and FImpute software could be a good alternative for routine
imputation.
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Background
Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) uses restriction endo-
nucleases to digest genomic DNA and thus sequences
digested fragments, and is an efficient method to dis-
cover single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) [1]. GBS
can potentially reduce the cost by producing multiplex
libraries [2] and be applied for some species where the
commercial chip arrays are not available [3]. Currently,
GBS has become a robust genotyping method, but miss-
ing genotypes still appear to be a serious problem [1, 4].
Imputation allows the usage of low-density marker
panels in the widespread implementation of genomic se-
lection [5]. Thus, imputation strategies are important for
using GBS for genomic predictions and many imput-
ation methods have been developed.
Beagle [6] and IMPUTE2 [7] software which are devel-

oped for applications in human genetics use a hidden
Markov model (HMM) to infer missing markers. The
Beagle imputation method constructs a tree of haplo-
types and summarizes it in a direct acyclic graph by join-
ing nodes of the tree based on haplotype similarity. The
IMPUTE2 imputation method proposes to alternately
estimate haplotypes in the reference panel and imputes
missing genotypes in the test panel by choosing the most
similar estimated haplotypes. FImpute software [8] can
achieve accurate imputation when using pedigree infor-
mation because closer relatives usually share longer hap-
lotypes, while more distant relatives share shorter
haplotypes. In a SNP array, missing markers with certain
structure are usually identified with a high degree of cer-
tainty, but missing markers of GBS data can vary at dif-
ferent marker positions, especially for the mutations
located in restriction enzyme cut sites. Therefore, imput-
ation of missing genotypes of GBS SNP data could be
less accurate than those in chip SNP data.
As genotype quality influences the reliability of gen-

omic predictions and a low number of reads at a par-
ticular marker may create problematic genotypes,
genotype data should be edited by discarding problem-
atic data [9] and correcting genotypes of the particular
markers with a low number of reads [10]. Minor allele
frequency (MAF) is widely used as marker data editing
criteria for genomic predictions. Different MAF editing
criteria, ranging from 0.01 to 0.05, have been reported to
avoid genotyping errors [11–13]. Edriss et al. [9] investi-
gated the effects of editing criteria on the reliability of
genomic predictions, using different MAF thresholds.
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the imputation
efficiency using different MAF criteria and then con-
firm the reliability of genomic predictions using im-
puted data. Although there are many investigations in
imputation for chip array data, it is very rare for GBS
data. In addition, there is very limited studies on im-
pact of different methods and strategies of imputing

missing genotypes (e.g., the approach of imputation
followed by genotype correction) in GBS data on gen-
omic prediction.
The objective of this study was to investigate whether

genomic predictions (GP) were improved after imput-
ation using three different methods (i.e., Beagle, IM-
PUTE2 and FImpute software), based on the simulated
data of livestock population. Moreover, the accuracies of
genomic predictions using different genotype data sets
were compared to assess the value of GBS and the im-
provement from the imputation of missing genotypes.

Methods
Phenotypic and genomic data of ten replicates for each
scenario were generated by QMSim software (version
1.10) [14], using the parameters of population structure
(Table 1) and genome (Table 2).

Population structure and genome
As the domestication process in the historical genera-
tions to create linkage disequilibrium (LD), a foundation
population of 2000 individuals (1000 males and 1000 fe-
males) was maintained at a constant size across 1000
generations and then gradually reduced to 400 individ-
uals over the following 200 generations. Among the 400
individuals in the last generation of the historical popu-
lation, 40 males and 200 females were randomly chosen
for population expansion. In recent generations, 100
males and 500 females from the last generation of the
expanded population were selected to continue ten gen-
erations. In each generation, a dam reproduced a litter
of five individuals. In the whole process of simulation,
the individuals of each sex were produced with the equal
probability based on the random union of gametes,
which were sampled from both the male and female
gamete pools. Selection and replacement was performed
based on estimated breeding value (EBV), which was es-
timated by best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) using
animal model [15]. The replacement rate for males and
females was 80% and 40%, respectively. The overall her-
itability, QTL heritability and phenotypic variance were
set as 0.3, 0.3 and 1.0, respectively. No remaining poly-
genic effects were simulated; therefore, all genetic vari-
ances were explained by quantitative trait loci (QTLs).
The phenotypes were created by adding random resid-
uals to the true breeding values (TBVs), while TBVs
were defined as the sum of individual QTL additive ef-
fects. The targeted level of LD in this study was close to
the values reported for cattle breeds [16, 17] and pigs
[18]. The mean r-squared value of LD in the last (10th)
generation of the recent population was 0.259 (SE =
0.004), based on markers with intervals of less than 50
kb (0 ~ 0.05 cM), averaged over 10 replicates.
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Table 1 Simulation parameters of the population structure

Steps Population structure Values

Number of replicates 10

Overall heritability 0.3

QTL heritability 0.3

Phenotypic variance 1.0

Step 1: Historical generations (HGs) Foundation population size of (HGs) 2000

Number of generations in phase 1 1000

Population size in phase 1 2000

Number of generations in phase 2 200

Population size in the end of phase 2 400

The number of males in the last (HG) 200

The number of females in the last (HG) 200

Number of males from HG 40

Number of females from HG 200

Step 2: Expanded generations (EGs) Number of generations 1

Litter size 5

The proportion of male progeny 50%

Mating design Random

Number of males from EG 100

Number of females from EG 500

Step 3: Recent generations Number of generations 10

Litter size 5

The Proportion of male progeny 50%

Mating design Random

Sire replacement 80%

Dam replacement 40%

Selection design EBV

Table 2 Simulation parameters of the genome

Genome Values

Number of chromosomes 5

Chromosome length 100 cM

Number of marker loci on one chromosome 1,000,000

Marker positions Evenly

Number of marker alleles in the first HG 2

Marker allele frequencies in the first HG Random

Number of QTL loci on one chromosome 100

QTL positions Random

Number of QTL alleles in the first HG 2

QTL allele frequencies in the first HG Random

QTL allele effect From a gamma distribution with a shape of 0.4

Marker mutation rate in historical population 2.5 × 10−5

QTL mutation rate in historical population 2.5 × 10−5
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Initial LD was created by the process of mutation-drift
equilibrium in the historical generations. A total of 5 ×
106 SNP markers were evenly distributed on five chro-
mosomes with a size of 100 cM for each. The allele fre-
quency of bi-allelic markers and QTLs was initiated
through random sampling from a uniform distribution
in the first historical generation. In total, 5 × 100 QTLs
were simulated and randomly distributed on these five
chromosomes, so 100 QTLs were simulated for each
chromosome, which are in the range of most simulation
study on genomic prediction. Changing number of chro-
mosomes and number of QTLs could has an influence
on prediction accuracy in general, but would not influ-
ence the results of comparison between different
methods and between scenarios. QTL allele effects were
sampled from a gamma distribution with a shape param-
eter equal to 0.4. The shape parameter used in this study
was following Hayes and Goddard [19], as their distribu-
tion of estimates of QTL effects were assumed to follow
a gamma distribution with shape parameter β = 0.4. In
addition, Meuwissen et al. [20] used the same shape par-
ameter to simulate QTL allele effects. To establish
mutation-drift equilibriums in historical generations, the
marker and QTL recurrent mutation rates in the histor-
ical population were both set to 2.5 × 10− 5. In the recent
populations, no mutation was generated. In general, the
simulated population structure and genome were not
designed for specific species but the population structure
mimicked the population of multiparous species. The re-
sults could be useful for most of species, especially the
species where the commercial chip arrays are not avail-
able such as mink.

Creating GBS data, quality control and genotype
corrections for GBS data
De Donato et al. [21] has reported that the distribution
of distances between SNPs differed between chip data
and GBS data in cattle. GBS data in cattle showed that
44.0% of SNPs had a distance to the neighboring SNP of
less than 50 kb and a distance of more than 150 kb was
observed for 13.8% of SNPs. Following De Donato et al.
[21], the distribution of fractions (i.e., the distance be-
tween neighboring SNPs) in this study were set to 13%,
8%, 8%, 12%, 9%, 6%, 5%, 16%, 7% and 16% for 0.5 kb,
2.5 kb, 7.5 kb, 15 kb, 25 kb, 35 kb, 45 kb, 75 kb, 125 kb
and 200 kb, respectively. We generated the called geno-
type values based on a genotype calling strategy, where a
loci was called as homozygous if the reads were for only
one allele, and called as heterozygous if the reads were for
both alleles. Thus, the called GBS genotypes for homozy-
gous loci were set the same as simulated true genotypes,
since all reads presented only one allele under the as-
sumption of no sequencing error. For heterozygous loci,
the called GBS genotypes were created according to the

number of reads (n) and a random number (r) from a uni-
form distribution r~U(0, 1) [4, 10]. Since the probability of
all reads for only one allele (A or a) was ð12Þ

n given true
genotype being heterozygote, the heterozygous genotype
was replaced by aa if r≤ð12Þ

n, and by AA if ð12Þ
n
< r < 2ð12Þ

n;
otherwise, the heterozygous genotype was correctly assigned
as Aa. Afterwards, GBS loci were set as missing genotypes
when reads were equal to zero. An incorrect genotype was
expected, where a heterozygous genotype would be wrongly
assigned to a homozygous genotype, with a probability
of 2ð12Þ

n . In the simulation, read number (n) per locus
was assumed from a Poisson distribution n~P(x), where
x was the average depth (x = 2, 4, 5, 10).
Quality control criteria included call rates ≥0.8 for in-

dividuals and four MAF thresholds for markers before
imputation. After quality control, the number of GBS
SNPs for no MAF limit, MAF ≥ 0.001, MAF ≥ 0.01 and
MAF ≥ 0.03 were approximately equal to 8010 (SD = 6),
7880 (SD = 22), 7540 (SD = 55) and 7100 (SD = 100) av-
eraged over 10 replicates and four depth scenarios, re-
spectively. The difference in number of GBS SNPs
among the four depth scenarios were not large. How-
ever, the missing genotypes in scenario of average
depth = 1 were high, up to approximately 30%; therefore,
not many loci met the criteria of call rate ≥ 80%, and this
depth was discarded.
The method of genotype correction following the pre-

vious method [10] is derived according to Bayes’ for-
mula, P(G|GBS), where G is true genotype data
(unknown) and GBS is GBS data (known), which are
subject to genotyping errors. If GBSaa (aa genotype of
GBS data) is observed, there are two possible true geno-
types (Gaa and GAa), and the probabilities are

P GaajGBSaað Þ ¼ P Gaað Þ P GBSaajGaað Þ
P GBSaað Þ ;

P GAajGBSaað Þ ¼ 1−P GaajGBSaað Þ:

Similarly, if GBSAA was observed, the probabilities are

P GAAjGBSAAð Þ ¼ P GAAð Þ P GBSAAjGAAð Þ
P GBSAAð Þ ;

P GAajGBSAAð Þ ¼ 1−P GAAjGBSAAð Þ:

If GBSAa was observed, then GAa is the only possible
true genotype, and the probability is

P GAajGBSAað Þ ¼ 1:

GBS homozygous genotypes were corrected and the
resulting genotypes (Gc) were the expected genotype
dosage. Let p = P(A) and q = P(a), and 0, 1, and 2 denote
genotype aa, Aa and AA. Original GBS genotype are
scored as GBSaa = 0, GBSAa = 1 and GBSAA = 2. Thus,
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Gcaa ¼ 0� P GaajGBSaað Þ þ 1� P GAajGBSaað Þ ¼ 2pq 1
2

� �n

q2 þ 2pq 1
2

� �n ;

GcAA ¼ 1� P GAajGBSAAð Þ þ 2� P GAAjGBSAAð Þ ¼ 2pq 1
2

� �n

p2 þ 2pq 1
2

� �n

þ2� p2

p2 þ 2pq 1
2

� �n ¼
2p2 þ 2pq 1

2

� �n

p2 þ 2pq 1
2

� �n ;GcAa ¼ 1:

Allele frequency can be calculated from the data in-
cluding all reads. It can also be estimated from GBS
genotype data in such a way:

P GBSAAð Þ−P GBSaað Þ ¼ P GAAð Þ þ P GBSAAjGAað Þð Þ− P Gaað Þ þ P GBSaajGAað Þð Þ

¼ p2−q2 ¼ 2p−1; p ¼ P GBSAAð Þ−P GBSaað Þ þ 1
2

:

Scenarios of imputation
The imputation was performed in 10,000 individuals
across 10 generations using three imputation software:
Beagle (version 4.0) [6], IMPUTE2 (version 2.3.2) [7]
and FImpute (version 2.2) [8]. IMPUTE2 software allows
both the genotype type and genotype dosage as input
genotype data. The original GBS genotype type was dir-
ectly imputed by Beagle, IMPUTE2 and FImpute. Add-
itionally, the expected genotype dosage after genotype
corrections was imputed by IMPUTE2 (GcIM). The true
genotype of the GBS loci (GBSr) was used for compari-
son. Finally, genomic predictions were conducted based
on GBS data, Beagle imputed data (Be), IMPUTE2 im-
puted data (IM), FImpute imputed data (FI), GcIM data
and GBSr data using four MAF criteria. The missing ge-
notypes for the original GBS were replaced with the
mean genotype values for the same loci.

Accuracy of imputation
Accuracies of imputation were measured using a Pear-
son correlation and the correct rate of genotype identifi-
cation. The correlation was defined as the genotypes of
GBS data, Beagle imputed data, IMPUTE2 imputed data,
FImpute imputed data and GcIM data compared to the
true genotype in the GBS loci (GBSr). The correct rate
was defined as the non-missing correct genotypes of
GBS data, Beagle imputed data, IMPUTE2 imputed data,
FImpute imputed data and GcIM data.

Statistical analysis
Based on the GBS, imputed GBS data and GBSr, gen-
omic estimated breeding values (GEBV) were predicted
using the SNP-BLUP model of the BayZ package (http://
www.bayz.biz/). The model is

y ¼ 1μþMgþ e;

where y is the vector of phenotypic values, 1 is the vec-
tor of ones, μ is the overall mean, g is the vector of

random unknown marker effects to be estimated, M is
the coefficient matrix of genotypes which links g to y,
and e is the vector of random residuals. It is assumed
that g � N ð0; Iσ2

gÞ, and e � N ð0; Iσ2eÞ.

Validation
In the 6th to 9th generations of a recent population, 7500
individuals were used as a training set, in which all indi-
viduals were genotyped and phenotyped. The test set
comprised of 2500 genotyped individuals from the 10th

generation. The reliabilities of genomic predictions using
marker data from the original GBS, imputed GBS and
the true genotypes of GBS loci were compared. The reli-
abilities of genomic predictions were calculated as
squared correlations between the predicted and true
breeding values for individuals in the test data set.

Results
Missing genotypes and incorrect genotypes
The percentages of missing genotypes at depth = 2, 4, 5
and 10 were 13.5%, 1.83%, 0.673% and 0.00464%, re-
spectively, on average, over ten replicates. The standard
deviations (SD) were all less than 4.74 × 10− 5. The pro-
portions of incorrect genotypes for depth = 2, 4, 5 and
10 were 15.2%, 7.63%, 4.92% and 0.449%, respectively,
and the SDs were all less than 6.32 × 10− 3.

Accuracy of imputation based on original GBS data
As shown in Fig. 1, there were very small differences in
the imputation accuracy among the four GBS data sets
based on the MAF criteria used (no MAF limit, MAF ≥
0.001, MAF ≥ 0.01 and MAF ≥ 0.03). In addition, imput-
ation accuracy was higher for larger depth, regardless of
the imputation method used. For MAF ≥ 0.01, the imput-
ation accuracies for depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10 were 0.868,
0.943, 0.964 and 0.997, respectively, using GBS data with-
out imputation; 0.894, 0.948, 0.965 and 0.997, respectively,
using Beagle; 0.896, 0.947, 0.965 and 0.997, respectively,
using IMPUTE2; and 0.886, 0.947, 0.965 and 0.997, re-
spectively, using FImpute. The imputation accuracies were
the same for the three imputation methods, except for
when using the data of depth = 2, where FImpute had a
slightly lower imputation accuracy than the other
methods. However, FImpute only took several minutes for
each imputation procedure, while Beagle took 12–14 h
and IMPUTE2 took 12–41 h, depending on the depth.
Overall, the imputation time decreased with the depth in-
creased, due to fewer missing genotypes.

Accuracy of imputation based on corrected GBS data
The imputations based on corrected GBS (GcIM) data
were observed to be the best for all imputation methods
at depth = 4, 5 and 10 but were the worst at depth = 2
(Fig. 1). For MAF ≥ 0.01, the corrected genotype rates
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for depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10 were 0.713, 0.905, 0.944 and
0.995, respectively, using GBS data without imputation;
and 0.689, 0.961, 0.978 and 0.997, respectively, using
GcIM (Fig. 2). Correlations were 0.868, 0.943, 0.964 and
0.997, using GBS data without imputation; and were
0.784, 0.985, 0.989 and 0.998, using GcIM, for depth = 2,
4, 5 and 10, respectively (Figs. 1, and 2). Obviously, both
the corrected genotype rates and the GcIM correlations
showed lower values than GBS at depth = 2.

Reliability of genomic prediction
The reliabilities (r2) of genomic predictions using GBS
data, without imputation, at depth = 2 were 0.598, 0.590,
0.591 and 0.593 for no MAF limit, MAF ≥ 0.001, MAF ≥
0.01 and MAF ≥ 0.03, respectively. Thus, almost no dif-
ferences existed among the four criteria for quality con-
trol, and retaining more SNPs could result in higher
prediction reliability (Fig. 3). The prediction reliabilities
using true genotypes in the GBS loci (GBSr) for the four
MAF criteria were all 0.706. As depth increased from 2
to 10, the prediction reliabilities using GBS and imputed
genotypes, following the three imputation methods,
gradually approached the reliabilities using true geno-
types (GBSr). Imputation improved genomic prediction
to different degrees, consistent with the accuracy of im-
puting missing genotypes (Fig. 1). Compared with GBS
data without imputation, Beagle and IMPUTE2 resulted

in an increase of the prediction reliability of 5 percent-
age points, while FImpute gained 3 percentage points, at
depth = 2 (Fig. 3). The trend in the reliabilities of gen-
omic predictions using GcIM were consistent with its
genotype accuracy (correlations and correct rates) after
imputation at four depths (Fig. 2). Among the five sets
of GBS data, GcIM led to best prediction at scenarios of
depth = 4, 5 and 10, but worst at depth = 2. The reliabil-
ity of genomic prediction using GcIM were 0.693, 0.698
and 0.705 for depth = 4, 5 and 10, respectively, using
MAF ≥ 0.01, approaching the reliabilities using true ge-
notypes (GBSr). The standard error (SE) of the predic-
tion reliabilities in the 10 replicates was approximately
0.025. Figure 4 showed the regression of true breeding
values (TBV) on genomic estimated breeding values
(GEBV). With the same trend of prediction reliabilities,
regression coefficients increased as the depth increased
from 2 to 10. Meanwhile, Beagle, IMPUTE2 and FIm-
pute resulted in higher regression coefficients. The low-
est regression coefficient far from one (0.663) was also
found using GcIM at depth = 2 (Fig. 4).
The FImpute method is able to use pedigree informa-

tion, so we compared FImpute imputation with pedigree
and without pedigree information for scenario of depth =
4. In this analysis, genotypes were corrected, and after
correction, the expected genotype value were rounded to
integral genotype code. Then, the missing genotype were

Fig. 1 Correlations for the original GBS (GBS), the Beagle imputed genotypes (Be), the IMPUTE2 imputed genotypes (IM), the FImpute imputed genotypes
(FI) and the imputed genotypes based on corrected GBS (GcIM). Note: MAF criteria were used to delete markers with low MAF values before imputation
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imputed using FImpute with or without pedigree infor-
mation (GcFIped or GcFI). It showed that imputation
with pedigree information led to a slightly higher predic-
tion reliability, compared with imputation without pedi-
gree (Table 3). On the other hand, imputation did not
improve prediction accuracy when kept all genotypes
without considering number of reads. However, when
setting the genotypes with read = 1 & 2 as missing and
then performing imputation, the prediction reliabilities
of this scenario was two percentage points higher than
that keeping genotypes with read = 1 & 2 (Table 3).

Discussion
Impact of editing marker data using different MAF criteria
on genomic predictions
As SNP marker effects with low MAF values cannot be
estimated accurately, they are usually eliminated to im-
prove the estimating stability of the remaining SNP ef-
fects during genomic predictions [22]. In the previous
studies, the MAF was usually used as a criterion to edit
marker data for genomic predictions with thresholds
ranging between no limit and 0.1 [9, 11-13, 23]. In this
study, the numbers of SNPs in the edited data before
imputation were approximately equal to 8010, 7880,
7540 and 7100 using the four MAF criteria of no MAF
limit, MAF ≥ 0.001, MAF ≥ 0.01 and MAF ≥ 0.03,

respectively. These settings led to reductions in the
number of SNPs but resulted in small differences in the
accuracies of genomic predictions. Generally, it appeared
that retaining more SNPs resulted in higher prediction
reliabilities (Fig. 3). This is consistent with other re-
search showing that an increasing MAF threshold led to
a reduction in prediction reliability [9], suggesting that
SNP markers with low MAF values do not harm gen-
omic prediction.

Imputation of missing genotypes based on original GBS
data
Imputation based on original GBS showed that correla-
tions increased with increasing GBS depth (Fig. 1).
These three imputation methods made no changes for
non-missing markers; therefore, the rates of genotype
recognition were as same as GBS. As a whole, Beagle
and IMPUTE2 performed better than FImpute at
depth = 2 (Fig. 1). In the previous studies, it was reported
that Beagle performed best for imputations from 5 K to
50 K in Angus cattle [23] and from 3 K to 54 K in a mix-
ture of two Red cattle populations [24]. However, when
the relationship between individuals was stronger and
the number of genotyped animals was larger, FImpute
outperformed Beagle for imputations from 3 K to 54 K
in a combined cattle population [25]. A large distance

Fig. 2 Correct genotype rates and correlations for GBS and imputed genotypes based on corrected GBS (GcIM). Note: MAF criteria were used to
delete markers with low MAF values before imputation
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between GBS SNP markers in some regions with weaker
LD might affect imputation accuracy because LD is an im-
portant information factor used by imputation methods to
infer unobserved genotypes [26]. When using IMPUTE2
software for imputation in this study, five chromosomes
were imputed separately instead of splitting a chromo-
some into several segments. Splitting could cause LD
information between segments not to be used for imput-
ation [23], which could be the reason that IMPUTE2 per-
formed better than FImpute in this study. The results
were also consistent with the research of Ma et al. [24]
that did not split a chromosome and the other studies that
split a chromosome into several segments [26, 27]. How-
ever, due to high computational demands, splitting into
segments is usually considered. For practical use, a larger
number of animals and the whole genome will be geno-
typed, so imputation time could be very important for the
whole process. FImpute software could perform as well as
Beagle and IMPUTE2 software for the imputation of GBS
data with a depth larger than 2 while consuming much
less time. Imputation time was mostly influenced by the
sample size [28] and the percentage of missing genotypes,
dependent on depth. Generally, Beagle and IMPUTE2
software could take more than 12 h for each imputation,
while FImpute software required just several minutes in

this study. In other studies, FImpute also performed in the
range of minutes, while Beagle and IMPUTE2 took hours
or longer [24, 29].

Imputation of missing genotypes based on corrected GBS
data
Posterior probabilities after corrections of genotypes (Gc)
could be more close to the true genotypes, likely because
rounding posterior probabilities into integral types could
cause the loss of meaningful information regarding uncer-
tainty [30]. Imputation is a prediction process; therefore,
incorporating quantified uncertainty can increase imput-
ation accuracy [31]. The IMPUTE2 imputation based on
corrected GBS (GcIM) was observed to perform the best
out of all the imputation methods based on the original
GBS at depth = 4, 5 and 10. Thus, the imputation of GcIM
had the correct genotype rate of 0.961, 0.978 and 0.997,
and the correlations (between imputed and true geno-
types) of 0.985, 0.989 and 0.998 in scenario at depth = 4, 5,
and 10, respectively, for the MAF ≥ 0.01 (Fig. 2). However,
GcIM also led to an unexpectedly worse imputation at
depth = 2, and thus, the correct genotype rate was 0.689
and the correlation was 0.784 in the MAF ≥ 0.01 scenario
at depth = 2 (Fig. 2). The most frequent haplotype will
usually be imputed when a haplotype cannot be

Fig. 3 Reliabilities (r2) of genomic predictions using original GBS (GBS), GBS with imputation of missing genotypes (Be, IM, FI), imputed corrected
genotype by IMPUTE2 (GcIM) and true genotypes of GBS markers (GBSr), at four depths, averaged over 10 replicates. Bars indicate SE. Note: MAF
criteria were used to delete markers with low MAF values before imputation
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determined clearly; therefore, it was suggested that closer
relatives shared incorrect longer haplotypes as frequent
haplotypes for GBS data of low depths, which caused un-
expected imputation results [32].

Impact of imputation on genomic predictions
Imputation could recover the loss of information in low-
coverage GBS data and increase the reliability of

genomic predictions [33, 34]. Previous studies showed
that prediction reliabilities using imputed genotypes
were slightly lower than those using true genotypes [35,
36], which is consistent with our genomic prediction re-
sults at depth = 4, 5 and 10. Based on the original GBS
in this study, Beagle and IMPUTE2 resulted in an in-
crease in the imputation correlation by 3 percentage
points, and FImpute gained 2 percentage points at

Fig. 4 Regression of true breeding value (TBV) on genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV). Note: b is the regression coefficient
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depth = 2 (Fig. 1). The consistent reliabilities of genomic
predictions increased 5 percentage points after Beagle
and IMPUTE2 imputation and 3 percentage points after
FImpute imputation (Fig. 3). The previous study showed
that the reliabilities of genomic prediction using cor-
rected GBS were 0.604, 0.672, 0.684 and 0.704, with the
improved values of 0.013, 0.009, 0.006 and 0.001 after
genomic correction at depth = 2, 4, 5 and 10, respectively
[10]. IMPUTE2 imputation based on corrected GBS
(GcIM) increased by 0.056, 0.034 and 0.002 for correct
genotype rates, and 0.042, 0.025 and 0.002 for correla-
tions at depth = 4, 5 and 10, respectively, in the MAF ≥
0.01 scenario (Fig. 2). The consistent reliabilities of gen-
omic predictions for GcIM at depth = 4, 5, and 10 also
increased by 0.03, 0.02 and 0.002, respectively. In total,
the level of improvement in the reliability of genomic
prediction was consistent with the level of improvement
in the accuracy of imputation. Compared to the original
GBS in this study, the accuracy of imputation based on
the corrected GBS decreased 0.024 for correct geno-
type rates and 0.084 for correlations at depth = 2 for
the MAF ≥ 0.01 scenario (Fig. 2). This could explain
the decline in the reliability of genomic prediction
from 0.591 to 0.446 (Fig. 3) and in the regression co-
efficient from 0.886 to 0.663 (Fig. 4). This result sug-
gests that IMPUTE2 imputation based on corrected
GBS performed best and increased the reliability of
genomic predictions most at higher depths but not at
lower depths. Except for GcIM, imputation resulted
in very tiny or no increase in quality of SNP data and
reliability of genomic prediction when average depth
was four or more. The possible reason could be that
the poor genotypes stayed in the dataset without be-
ing removed away, such as the genotypes with one or
two reads. In Table 3 of this study, the prediction re-
liabilities increased when setting the genotypes with
read = 1 & 2 as missing in scenario of depth = 4. The
results suggest that it is a good strategy to set geno-
types with low number of reads (e.g., ≤2) as missing
genotypes and then impute the missing genotypes be-
fore genomic prediction.

Our study investigated the imputation of missing ge-
notypes for the individuals with the same designed depth
of GBS data, which is important for both genome-wide
association study (GWAS) and genomic prediction, es-
pecially for using low depth of GBS data. In commercial
applications, combinations of high-density and low-
density SNP arrays have been used to reduce the geno-
typing costs. Similarly, GBS data may include individuals
genotyped with different depths. Therefore, it is also in-
teresting to investigate the impact of imputation when
subset of the individuals have low read depths and the
other subset of the individuals have high read depths. It
is expected that the joint imputation will increase the ac-
curacy of imputation and prediction for the individuals
with low read depths. However, the hypothesis needs
further studies.

Conclusions
The current study compared imputation methods for
GBS genotypes and improvements in genomic predic-
tions from the imputation of missing markers. The re-
sults showed that imputation accuracy was relatively low
for GBS at a low depth (approximately 0.90 for depth =
2) and high for GBS at a high depth (approximately 0.96
for depth = 5). In addition, imputation resulted in larger
gains in the reliability of genomic predictions for GBS at
a low depth, which had a larger number of missing ge-
notypes. These results suggest application of GcIM to
improve genomic predictions at higher or intermediate
depths. In addition, FImpute software could be a good
alternative for practical and routine imputation because
of low computational demands.

Abbreviations
Be: Beagle imputation based on original GBS; cM: Centimorgan;
Depth: Sequencing read depth; EBV: Estimated breeding value; EG: Expanded
generation; FI: FImpute imputation based on original GBS; GBS: Genotyping
by sequencing; GBSr: True genotype in the GBS loci; Gc: Correction of
genotype; GcIM: IMPUTE2 imputation based on corrected GBS;
GEBV: Genomic estimated breeding value; GP: Genomic prediction;
GWAS: Genome-wide association study; HG: Historical generation;
HMM: Hidden Markov model; IM: IMPUTE2 imputation based on original GBS;
LD: Linkage disequilibrium; MAF: Minor allele frequency; QTL: Quantitative
trait loci; SD: Standard deviation; SE: Standard error; TBV: True breeding value

Table 3 Imputation accuracies compared to true genotypes in the GBS loci (GBSr) and reliabilities of genomic prediction using GBS
data imputed by FImpute with or without pedigree information (GcFIped or GcFI) at depth = 4 and MAF≥ 0.01, averaged over 10
replicates. The imputation was performed after genotype correction (i.e., GcFIped and GcFI). Note: Depth = 4 (1) or Depth = 4 (1 & 2)
indicated the genotypes with read = 1 or 1 and 2 were set as missing genotypes. Standard errors were shown within bracket

Depth = 4 Depth = 4 Depth = 4 (1) Depth = 4 (1 & 2)

FI FIped GcFI GcFIped GcFI GcFIped GcFI GcFIped

Correct genotype
rate

0.905 (<
0.0005)

0.920 (<
0.0005)

0.915 (<
0.0005)

0.919 (<
0.0005)

0.927 (<
0.0005)

0.935 (<
0.0005)

0.942 (<
0.0005)

0.950 (<
0.0005)

Correlation 0.946 (<
0.0005)

0.955 (<
0.0005)

0.951 (<
0.0005)

0.954 (<
0.0005)

0.960 (<
0.0005)

0.965 (<
0.0005)

0.971 (<
0.0005)

0.976 (<
0.0005)

Prediction
reliability

0.666 (0.0253) 0.670 (0.0245) 0.666 (0.0248) 0.668 (0.0245) 0.674 (0.0246) 0.679 (0.0246) 0.683 (0.0242) 0.689 (0.0246)
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Epigenetic changes are important for understanding complex trait variation and
inheritance in pigs that are also a valuable biomedical model for human health research.
Testis is the main organ for reproduction and boar taint in pigs; however, there have been
no studies to-date on adult pig testis epigenome. The main objective of this study was
to establish a genome-wide DNA methylation map of pig testis that would help identify
candidate epigenetic biomarkers and methylated genes for complex traits such as
male reproduction, fertility or boar taint. Reduced Representation Bisulfite Sequencing
(RRBS) was used to study methylation levels of cytosine in nine pig testis samples. The
results showed that genome-wide methylation status of nine samples overlapped greatly
and their variation among pigs were low. The methylation levels of promoter, exon,
intron, cytosine and guanine dinucleotide (CpG) islands and CpG island shores regions
were 0.15, 0.47, 0.55, 0.39, and 0.53, respectively. Cytosines binding to CpG islands
showed different methylation levels between exon and intron regions. All methylation
levels of CpG islands were lower than CpG island shores in different genic features.
The distribution of 12,738 differentially methylated cytosines (DMCs) within CpG islands,
CpG island shores and other regions was 36.86, 21.65, and 41.49%, respectively, and
was 0.33, 1.71, 5.95, and 92.01% in promoter, exon, intron and intergenic regions,
respectively. Methylation levels of DMCs in promoter, exon and intron regions were
significantly different between CpG islands and CpG island shores (P < 0.05). A total
of 898 genes with 2089 DMCs were enriched in 112 Gene Ontology (GO) terms.
Fifteen methylated genes from our study were associated with fertility or boar taint
traits. Our analysis revealed the methylation patterns in different genic features and CpG
island regions of testis in pigs, and summarized several candidate genes associated
with DMCs and the involved GO terms. These findings are helpful to understand the
relationship between DNA methylation and genic CpG islands, to provide candidate
epigenetic regions or biomarkers for pig production and welfare and for translational
epigenomic studies that use pigs as an animal model for human research.

Keywords: pig, testis, epigenome, DNA methylation, RRBS, DMC

Abbreviations: BGI, Beijing Genomics Institute; bp, base pair; cm, centimetre; CO2, Carbon dioxide; CpG, Cytosine
and guanine dinucleotide; CTCF, CCCTC-binding factor; DMC, Differentially methylated cytosine; DMR, Differentially
methylated region; FDR, False discovery rate; GO, Gene ontology; kb, kilo base pairs; kg, kilogram; Mb, mega base pair; mg,
milligram; ml, millilitre; NGS, Next generation sequencing; PCR, Polymerase chain reaction; RNA-Seq, RNA sequencing;
RRBS, Reduced representation bisulfite sequencing; SNP, Single nucleotide polymorphism; SSC, Sus scrofa chromosomes;
TSS, Transcription start site; WGBS, Whole genome bisulfite sequencing.
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INTRODUCTION

Pig is a valuable biomedical model of human obesity
and metabolic diseases due to the anatomic, biochemical,
pharmacological, pathological, and physiological similarities to
the human (Kogelman et al., 2013; Kogelman and Kadarmideen,
2016). The previous study showed that the key role of epigenetic
mechanisms in male gamete could widely affect human
reproduction (Stuppia et al., 2015). Testis is the reproductive
gland to produce sperm, so studying epigenetics of testis in
pigs could improve our understanding of epigenetic molecular
mechanisms related to male fertility and semen quality. Testis
epigenome is also essential for the study of inheritance of boar
taint in pigs – an unpleasant smell originating from cooking pork
meat from uncastrated male pigs that is inherited (Strathe et al.,
2013). Epigenetics is defined as changes in gene function that
are heritable and no change in DNA sequence (Wu and Morris,
2001). As a major epigenetic modification, DNA methylation has
been examined to be associated with growth (Jin et al., 2014),
immune response (Wang et al., 2017), and reproduction traits
(Bell et al., 2011) in pigs.

With high density of DNA methylation of cytosine and
guanine dinucleotides (CpGs), CpG islands play an important
role in gene regulation and transcriptional repression (Goldberg
et al., 2007). The genome around the CpG islands can be widely
affected by the methylation levels (Long et al., 2017). CpG
island shores are strongly related to a specific tissue and are
involved in modulating gene expression (Doi et al., 2009; Irizarry
et al., 2009b). Most variable regions in terms of methylation
such as methylation differences between tissues are CpG island
shores rather than CpG islands themselves (Irizarry et al., 2009a;
Hansen et al., 2011). DNA methylation in promoters is usually
restricted to genes in a long-term stabilization of repressed
states; therefore, promoter methylation can be a methylation
inhibitor of therapeutic targets to silence genes (Yang et al., 2014).
Most gene bodies are CpG-poor and extensively methylated, but
their methylation can be a potential therapeutic target. Since
DNA demethylation of the gene bodies could cause the down-
regulation, so DNA methylation inhibitors can down regulate
oncogenes and metabolic genes (Jones, 2012; Yang et al., 2014).

Reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS), based
on next generation sequencing (NGS) technology, has been
implemented to analyze patterns of DNA methylation by
reducing the portion of the genome digestion (Meissner et al.,
2005). Subsequently, reduced representation CpG sites are
sequenced after restriction enzyme MspI digestion in CpG
islands, promoters and enhancers (Smith et al., 2009). The RRBS
method primarily focuses on the enrichment of CpG-rich regions
rather than the non-CpG regions (Meissner et al., 2005). In
mammals, DNA methylation almost exclusively occurs at CG
dinucleotides with ratios of 70–80% throughout the genome
(Ehrlich et al., 1982; Law and Jacobsen, 2010). Therefore, the
information of CpG islands and gene-associated CpG sites can be
provided by RRBS method (Choi et al., 2015). Currently, RRBS
analysis of the pigs has been presented using intestinal tissue
(Gao et al., 2014), ovaries (Yuan et al., 2016), and neocortex, liver,
muscle and spleen (Choi et al., 2015).

Genome-wide DNA methylation patterns in porcine ovaries
and porcine prepubertal testis have been profiled (Yuan et al.,
2016; Chen et al., 2018), but to the best of our knowledge,
genome-wide NGS-based methylation studies on adult testis
epigenome in pigs have not been reported. The main objective
of this study was to develop a map of DNA methylome
for porcine testis using RRBS on nine testis samples of pigs
and then characterize their methylome using bioinformatics
methods. We characterized porcine adult testis epigenome
by reporting the methylation levels and patterns in genic
features and CpG islands for each testis sample. We identified
differentially methylated cytosine (DMC) in nine sample to
find DMC associated genes, and their involved Gene Ontology
(GO) terms and pathways in pigs. Finally, we compared our
results with other similar studies and provided a list of 15
candidate epigenetic biomarkers associated with male fertility
(e.g., infertility, litter size, number of stillborn, and so on), boar
taint (Skatole, Androstenone) and other complex traits linked
to testis of pigs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Pig Samples
Nine commercial purebred Landrace male pigs with similar
genetic background from nine different sire families were raised
by the same ad libitum feeding of same feed type in the same
farm/environment. All pigs were slaughtered at an age of around
22 weeks by carbon dioxide (CO2) submersion at a commercial
slaughterhouse (Danish Crown, Herning, Denmark), when they
reached the slaughter weight of 105 kg. Testis tissue samples were
retrieved by punch biopsy into the middle part of the testis with
an inner punch distance of 2 cm. Thus, all of the testis samples
were collected from the same part of the testis. Each sample
weighed approximately 150 mg. These pigs were not treated by
immunological castration or other castrating processes during
the feeding period, so they had intact testis with normal fertility
and viable sperms before or at slaughter.

Tissue samples were immediately immersed into the 1.5 ml
RNAlater (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). All samples were stored
at −20◦C. Restriction enzyme digestion, adaptor ligation, size
selection (40–220 bp fragments), bisulfite treatment, polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) amplification and library construction
were performed at BGI (Beijing Genomics Institute) Co., Ltd.,
Shenzhen, Guangdong, China. The nine samples were sequenced
by a paired-end 100 bp flow cell in an Illumina HiSeq 2500
machine (PE-100bp FC; Illumina, San Diego, CA, United States)
using RRBS method.

Quality Control, Read Alignment,
and Trimming
RRBS adapters and reads less than 20 bases long were trimmed by
Trimmomatic software (version 0.36) (Bolger et al., 2014). Then,
Bismark Bisulfite Mapper (version 0.19.0) (Krueger and Andrews,
2011) was applied to map clean reads to the porcine reference
genome (Sscrofa11.1/susScr11) downloaded from the UCSC
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website1, and the cytosine methylation status was determined
accordingly. Bismark Bisulfite Mapper includes three steps:
genome preparation, alignment using Bowtie 2 (version 2.3.3.1)
(Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) and methylation extractor.
Bismark methylation extractor outputs read coverage and
methylation percentage of detected methylated or unmethylated
reads at one genomic position. The numbers of methylated
and unmethylated CpG and non-CpG (CHG and CHH, H
representing A/C/T) sites were also calculated for each sample.
The read coverages lower than 10 counts were trimmed for
discarding the unqualified reads. If an experiment suffered from
PCR duplication bias, some clonal reads will impair accurate
determination of methylation. Thus, cytosines with a percentile
of read coverage higher than the 99.9th were also discarded
for each sample.

Genome-Wide DNA Methylation Levels
and Methylation Patterns
The relationships of genome-wide methylation levels with
densities of CpG islands, CpG island shores and genes were
calculated through regression and correlation analysis, and
counted by one mega base pairs (Mb) windows for each sample.
Similarities and differences of genome structure, CpG islands
and methylation level between genomic intervals were visualized
by R package RCircos (version 1.2.0) (Zhang et al., 2013).
Genic features were divided into promoter, exon and intron
regions along the porcine genome. Afterward, we localized CpG
islands and CpG island shores to these three genic features
and investigated methylation patterns of genic CpG islands.
Methylation patterns of CpG islands located at different genic
features were visualized by R package plot3D.

Differentially Methylated Cytosine (DMC)
and Annotation
Methylation levels of cytosines were analyzed by the R package
methylKit (version 1.4.0) (Akalin et al., 2012) based on
the Bismark coverage file. Genome-wide cytosine sites were
combined into one object to obtain the locations covered
in all nine samples. In this study, methylation level of nine
samples were considered as nine treatment levels in the logistic
regression model to calculate P-values, which were then adjusted
to Q-values using false discovery rate (FDR) to account for
multiple hypothesis testing (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003). Chi-
squared (χ2) test was used to determine the statistical significance
of methylation differences between samples. Finally, we matched
all DMCs into one file that included chromosomes, positions,
P-values, Q-values, associated genes and their genic features,
positions of CpG islands and CpG island shores and methylation
levels of nine samples.

In this study, we defined CpG islands as a region with at
least 200 bp, a GC fraction more than 0.5 and an observed-
to-expected ratio of CpG more than 0.6. CpG island shores
were then defined as regions of 2 kilo base pairs (kb) in length
adjacent to CpG islands (Gardiner-Garden and Frommer, 1987).

1http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/susScr11/bigZips/susScr11.fa.gz

The CpG and DMC annotation within gene components of
promoter, exon, intron and intergenic regions, and CpG islands,
CpG island shores and other regions was performed using R
package genomation (version 1.10.0) (Akalin et al., 2015). The
porcine RefSeq and CpG island database (Sscrofa11.1/susScr11)
for annotations were derived from the UCSC website2.

Gene Ontology (GO) Enrichment and
Pathway Analysis
GO enrichment and pathway analysis were analyzed in
DAVID (Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated
Discovery) Bioinformatics Resources 6.83. NCBI reference
sequences associated with DMCs were used in DAVID for the
species of Sus scrofa. Significant GO terms and pathways were
selected after filtering with P < 0.01. GO terms for the genes
associated with DMCs were visualized by R package GOplot
(version 1.0.2) (Walter et al., 2015).

RESULTS

Statistics of Alignment With Porcine
Reference Genome
In this study, bisulfite conversion efficiencies of these nine
samples ranged from 98 to 99%. The RRBS sequencing generated
approximately 59,328,166 read pairs per sample. On average,
58,604,646 read pairs survived the pre-processing step. The 49%
of the remaining read pairs was uniquely aligned to the porcine
reference genome. The reads pairs were located in 9,006,052
sites, which meant that the average depth of RRBS sequencing
reads and uniquely aligned reads were approximately equal to 13
and 6.5, respectively (Table 1). A total of 871,462,976 averaged
cytosines were analyzed from 28,944,768 uniquely aligned reads
pairs including methylated and unmethylated cytosines in
CpG/CHG/CHH contexts (Supplementary Table S1). It revealed
that a paired-end 100 bp read evenly contained 30 analyzed
cytosines. Additionally, a per-sample CpG methylation rate
ranged from 46 to 53%. The per-sample average percentages of
cytosine methylation rate in CHG and CHH sites were 0.89 and
0.63%, respectively (Table 1).

It was obvious that the number of CpG sites was different at
read coverage below 10, thus, the trimming criterion for read
coverage was set at 10 (Figure 1A). Figure 1B revealed that
the CpG site numbers of sample 1 and sample 9 were lower
than the average value, while sample 5 has more CpG sites after
trimming. Approximately, 9 million CpG sites were generated in
each sample with read coverage equal to 21 (Figure 1C). After
discarding coverage both lower than 10 and higher than 99.9th
percentile, the averaged read coverage increased from 21 to 34,
and the number of CpG sites reduced to a half (Figure 1C).
The details of read coverages and methylation rates in CpG
context of nine samples are listed in Supplementary Table S2. In
addition, the coverage distributions per cytosine of nine samples
after trimming are shown in Supplementary Figure S1. The

2http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables
3https://david.ncifcrf.gov/
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TABLE 1 | Statistics of clean reads’ alignment with porcine reference genome (Sscrofa11.1/susScr11) and methylation rates in CpG, CHG, and CHH contexts.

Sample Clean read pair Uniquely aligned rate Number of
aligned site

Total number of
analyzed cytosine

Cytosine
methylation rate
in CpG context

Cytosine
methylation rate
in CHG context

Cytosine
methylation rate
in CHH context

1 16,505,578 46% 6,555,417 210,492,580 49% 0.91% 0.61%

2 93,817,089 51% 11,786,693 1,458,034,594 53% 0.99% 0.69%

3 38,026,074 47% 8,350,750 507,968,318 46% 0.84% 0.58%

4 75,769,839 51% 11,024,632 1,161,664,236 52% 0.87% 0.62%

5 57,267,890 51% 10,230,855 994,282,472 50% 0.68% 0.52%

6 68,607,455 46% 8,427,406 881,065,710 46% 0.89% 0.64%

7 85,068,927 49% 8,799,356 1,220,798,901 49% 0.92% 0.67%

8 75,438,276 51% 9,259,657 1,194,394,820 51% 0.92% 0.67%

9 16,940,690 47% 6,619,706 214,465,154 50% 0.95% 0.66%

Mean 58,604,646 49% 9,006,052 871,462,976 50% 0.89% 0.63%

SD 28,617,798 2.3% 1,798,552 456,951,421 2.4% 0.09% 0.05%

FIGURE 1 | Statistics of averaged coverage in CpG context. (A) Number of CpG sites at different coverage of original data. Note: Red line indicated the coverage at
10. (B) Number of CpG sites at different coverage of trimmed data. (C) Comparison of statistics of averaged coverage between original and trimmed data.

percent methylation distributions per cytosine of nine samples
after trimming were shown through histograms on the diagonal
of Supplementary Figure S2.

Genome-Wide DNA Methylation Status
The methylation levels against densities of CpG islands, CpG
island shores and genes are shown in Figure 2. The genome-wide
methylation status of nine samples showed the same trends and
they overlapped greatly, suggesting that the biological variation
between nine samples was low. Our analysis showed that the
global CpG methylation rate was similar among the nine samples
with Pearson’s correlation scores ranging from 0.95 to 0.98
(Supplementary Figure S2). The methylation levels varied across
the different chromosomes with higher methylation variation
in regions of low gene abundance, whereas lower methylation
variation in those of high gene abundance (Figure 2). The
regression coefficients of densities of genes, CpG islands and
CpG island shores on methylation level were −2.20 (P < 0.001),
59.04 (P < 0.001), and 73.65 (P < 0.001), respectively, on
average, over nine samples (Supplementary Figure S3 and

Supplementary Table S3). The correlations between methylation
levels and densities of genes, CpG islands and CpG island
shores were -0.12, 0.25, and 0.23, respectively (Supplementary
Table S3). These results suggested that genome hypomethylation
in CpG islands was beneficial for the promotion of gene
transcription, but their correlations were not so high.

Methylation Patterns of CpG Islands
Located at Different Genic Features
To investigate the interaction of methylation levels between genes
and CpG islands, we divided the porcine genome into three genic
features (promoters, exons, and introns) and then localized CpG
islands to these genic features. Methylation levels at different
genic features and CpG islands displayed variously, with lowest
values in the promoter regions. The methylation level were 0.15,
0.47, 0.55, 0.39, and 0.53 in the promoter, exon, intron, CpG
islands, and CpG island shores regions, respectively, on average,
over nine samples (Figure 3A). Comparisons of CpG islands
and CpG island shores at different genic features revealed that
the methylation levels of promoter regions were also the lowest.
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FIGURE 2 | Global methylation levels of nine samples was shown by lines of
in blue (track 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 7, 8, and 9) from inside to outside. The
methylation levels and the densities of CpG islands by scatter plot in purple
color (track 10), and genes by histograms in red color (track 11) were counted
by 1 Mb windows. The labels of outside track represented the chromosomes
of the porcine genome.

Meanwhile, CpG island shores located in intron regions showed
slightly higher methylation levels than those located in exon
regions, while CpG islands showed significant higher methylation
levels (Figures 3B,C). Comparing with the methylation patterns
in three different genic features, methylation levels of CpG islands
were all lower than CpG island shores in the promoter, exon, and
intron regions (Figures 3D–F).

Differentially Methylated Cytosines
(DMC) and Annotations
A total of 1,244,043 CpG sites was covered in nine samples,
and the number of identified DMCs was 12,738 with the level
of Q < 0.01. Details of 12,738 DMCs with chromosomes,
positions, P-values, Q-values, associated genes, genetic features
and methylation levels are listed in Supplementary File S1.
Percentages of 1,244,043 CpG sites annotated within promoter,
exon, intron and intergenic regions were distributed as 5.33,
1.23, 3.80, and 89.64%, respectively. Additionally, the distribution
of 1,244,043 CpG sites annotation within CpG islands, CpG
island shores and other regions was 57.41, 14.71, and 27.88%,
respectively. However, the distributions were 0.33, 1.71, 5.95, and
92.01% within promoter, exon, intron, and intergenic regions,
respectively, when only considering the 12,738 DMCs. The
distributions of DMCs annotated within CpG islands, CpG
island shores and other regions were 36.86, 21.65, and 41.49%,
respectively (Figure 4). The percentages of DMCs associated
with CpG islands located in gene promoter, exon, intron,
and intergenic regions were 69.05, 53.67, 32.32, and 36.72%,
respectively. They were all higher than the DMCs associated

with CpG island shores with the values of 19.05, 13.76, 24.01,
and 21.66% in promoter, exon, intron, and intergenic regions,
respectively (Table 2).

Among 19 (n = 18 + 1) Sus scrofa chromosomes (SSC),
DMCs occupied SSC12 (12.1%) mostly, and nearly no DMCs
occupied SSC X and SSC Y with the percentages of 0.4 and
0.1%, respectively (Figure 5A). DMCs were located mostly in the
shorter genes and to lesser extent in the longer genes. Similarly,
most of DMCs were located in CpG islands with a short length
from 200 to 1000 bp (Figure 5B). Methylation levels of DMCs
in different genic features were different, with the lowest values
of CpG islands in the promoter regions. Student’s t-tests showed
that methylation levels of DMCs in promoter, exon and intron
regions were significantly different between CpG islands and
CpG island shores (P < 0.05), while those of intergenic regions
were extremely significant (P < 0.001) (Figure 5C). The averaged
methylation levels on different chromosomes and different
individuals were similar, with values close to 50% (Figure 5D).

Genes Associated With DMCs and Their
Gene Ontology (GO) Enrichment and
Pathway Analyses
We found that 976 DMCs were annotated within gene
components of 415 genes after matching 12,738 DMCs to the
porcine RefSeq database (Sscrofa11.1/susScr11) (Supplementary
File S1). Fifteen genes associated with DMCs found to be related
to fertility or boar taint traits were also reported by other studies
(Table 3). Genes ACACA, CYP21A2, CYP27A1, HSD17B2, LHB,
PARVG, and SERPINC1 were associated with boar taint, while
genes DICER1, PCK1, SS18, and TGFB3 were associated with pig
reproduction traits. In addition, the other five genes (CAPN10,
FTO, HSD17B2, IGF2, and SALL4) were found to be associated
with fertility traits in human, in which HSD17B2 also played a
role in boar taint (Table 3).

Hereafter, 898 genes (296 unique genes) associated with 2089
DMCs (704 unique DMCs) were enriched in 112 GO terms
(Supplementary File S2). The significant GO terms (P < 0.01)
are shown with the texts including 7 GO terms of biological
process, 5 GO terms of cellular component and 7 GO terms
of molecular function (Figure 6). Generally, as more genes
were enriched in the GO terms, the number of included DMCs
increased (Figure 6). Two GO terms (GO: 0005737 and GO:
0005634) in the cellular component contained the genes and
DMCs mostly, that were 80 and 78 enriched genes associated with
185 and 182 DMCs, respectively (Supplementary File S2). The
23 significant pathways (P < 0.01) are listed in Supplementary
Table S4. The most significant pathway was insulin signaling
pathway (P = 9.89 × 10−7) containing 16 genes namely PHKG2,
FASN, PHKG1, ACACA, IKBKB, FBP1, GYS1, PRKCZ, PRKAA2,
PRKAG1, PCK1, ACACB, PIK3R5, SREBF1, AKT2, and MAP2K1
(Supplementary Table S4).

DISCUSSION

Generally, the bisulfite conversion rates ranged from 90 to
100%, but some conversion rates varied between 99 and 100%
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FIGURE 3 | Methylation patterns in different genic features and CpG islands regions. (A) Methylation levels (in %) at different genic features, CpG islands and CpG
island shores. (B) Methylation levels (in %) of CpG islands at different genic features. (C) Methylation levels (in %) of CpG island shores at different genic features.
(D) Methylation levels (in %) of promoters in the CpG islands and CpG island shores. (E) Methylation levels (in %) of exons in the CpG islands and CpG island shores.
(F) Methylation levels (in %) of introns in the CpG islands and CpG island shores.

FIGURE 4 | CpGs and DMCs annotation by genes and CpG islands.

TABLE 2 | DMCs associated with CpG island regions located at different genic features.

Genic feature CpG island CpG island shore

Promoter Exon Intron Intergenic Promoter Exon Intron Intergenic

Number 29 117 245 4304 8 30 182 2538

Percentage 69.05% 53.67% 32.32% 36.72% 19.05% 13.76% 24.01% 21.66%
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FIGURE 5 | Methylation status of DMC in porcine chromosomes, genic features and CpG islands. (A) Number of DMC in different pig chromosome. (B) Number of
DMC in the different lengths of genes and CpG islands. (C) Comparison of methylation levels between CpG islands and CpG island shores at different genic feature
with Student’s t-tests. (D) Methylation levels of DMC in different pig chromosome.

depending on the commercial methods (Worm Ørntoft et al.,
2017). This study showed higher bisulfite conversion efficiencies
between 98 and 99%. A mapping efficiency of 38.3% was
previously reported in RRBS sequencing of lamb muscle with
fragment sizes of 50–150 bp, which increased to 61.4% with
fragment sizes of 150–250 bp (Doherty and Couldrey, 2014).
Similarly, our study revealed efficiency of 49% using 40–220 bp
sizes that were uniquely mapped to the porcine reference genome

(Table 1). It is consistent with 60% mapping rates using 110–
220 bp sizes in RRBS sequencing for porcine ovaries (Yuan
et al., 2016). We found that global CpG methylation levels
ranged from 45 to 53% (50% on average), which is similar with
other studies on pig methylation research using RRBS method
(Gao et al., 2014; Choi et al., 2015; Schachtschneider et al.,
2015), whereas non-CpG methylation levels (CHG and CHH
sites) were less than 1% (Table 1). This is reasonable because
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CpGs within poor-CpG regions are scarcely covered based on
restriction enzyme digestion by the RRBS method (Meissner
et al., 2005). Our results also showed 72% of CpG methylations
were mapped to CpG islands (57.41%) and to CpG island shores
(14.71%), that were higher than those of Choi’s study (Choi et al.,
2015). Whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) technology
can produce many reads in poorly assembled non-coding DNA
regions, resulting in lower mapping efficiency than RRBS method
(Doherty and Couldrey, 2014). However, RRBS data sets have
a somewhat lower average methylation level than WGBS data
sets, because large stretches of repeat regions in non-coding DNA
regions are generally highly methylated (Bird, 2002). Practically,
some CpG sites had low coverage (1∼ 10) or are not even
sequenced by the WGBS method, although all sites should be
theoretically covered (Sun et al., 2015). Thus, average read depths
of RRBS sequencing were higher than 10 in this study (Table 1
and Supplementary Table S1) and in other studies (Zhao et al.,
2016; Carmona et al., 2017). Overall, RRBS method remained a
better choice when considering sequencing cost, read coverage
and sufficient methylation information (Choi et al., 2015).

In many cell types of different species, percentages of
methylations would have a bimodal distribution, which denoted
that the majority of bases has either high or low methylation
to indicate a site specificity (Ehrlich et al., 1982). This bimodal
pattern was a possible function to keep the factor-mediated basal
transcription profile of the preimplantation embryo (Cedar and
Bergman, 2012). The CpG methylation percentage distribution
would be measured with two peaks at 0 and 100%, when a large
number of the CpG sites were sequenced in either unmethylated
or fully methylated status (Falckenhayn et al., 2013; Zhang et al.,
2017). Bimodal distribution is also an important metric to help
reveal whether the experiments suffer from PCR duplication
bias. If there is a high degree of clonal reads from PCR,
some reads will be asymmetrically amplified and read coverage
distribution will have a secondary peak correspondingly on the
right side. This situation will impair accurate determination of
percent methylation scores for those regions. Hence, this study
discarded cytosines with a percentile of read coverage higher than
99.9th, and then showed the reasonably bimodal distribution
(Supplementary Figure 2) in consistency with other results using
different tissues in pigs (Choi et al., 2015).

Not only did DNA methylation have a correlation with
gene transcription, but also the presence of methyl moieties
inhibited gene expression in vivo (Razin and Cedar, 1991). It
was suggested by our study that the regression coefficients and
correlation coefficients of genes and methylation levels were
both negative, ranging from −1.97 to −2.46 and from −0.10 to
−0.14, respectively (Supplementary Table S3). In practice, the
correlation coefficient between gene expression and methylation
level was approximately 0.3, negative (Bock, 2012). Methylated
genes might be associated with genomic region-specific DNA
methylation patterns (Raza et al., 2017), and therefore, this
study investigated promoter, exon and intron regions along the
porcine genome and localized CpG islands to these genic features.
The interactions of methylations between three genic features
and CpG islands suggested that methylation levels of promoter
regions were lowest in both CpG islands and CpG island shores

(Figure 3A). It was well known that DNA methylation in a
promoter was correlated with the transcription of a target gene
(Niesen et al., 2005). Methylation levels of CpG islands were
lower than CpG island shores in the promoter, exon and intron
regions in this study (Figures 3D–F). These results demonstrated
that CpG islands located in different genic features displayed
effects on the methylation patterns of the associated genes.
Irizarry et al. (Irizarry et al., 2009b) revealed a strong relation
between methylations in CpG island shores located within 2 kb
of an annotated transcription start site (TSS) and expression
of associated genes. Meanwhile, CpG islands located in exon
regions showed different methylation level with those located
in intron regions (Figures 3B,C), which suggested that exons
had an effect on the methylation patterns of CpG islands. Chen
et al. (2018) has profiled methylation patterns for porcine testis
at three prepubertal age points (i.e., 1, 2, and 3 months). They
found that the methylation levels of promoters and CpG islands
decreased as the pig gradually matured, while methylation levels
of gene body kept stable (Chen et al., 2018). It was suggested
that lower methylations in promoters could be a specific pattern
for testis tissue in adult pig, because spermatogenic cells tended
to be activated for the increasing gene expression requirement
at this stage. Additionally, Yuan et al. (2017) revealed that
CpG islands show lower methylation levels compared to their
CpG island shore regions in porcine hypothalamus-pituitary-
ovary axis. Methylation levels in introns, exons, and promoters
gradually decreased both in CpG islands and CpG island shores
(Yuan et al., 2017). The methylation patterns of hypothalamus-
pituitary-ovary axis were similar to our results except that exons
located in CpG island shores of this study showed slightly higher
methylations than those located in CpG islands (Figures 3B,C).

The percentages of DMCs annotation within exon, intron
and intergenic regions increased, whereas DMCs annotation
within promoter region decreased dramatically, when comparing
DMCs with CpGs annotation within genic features. Similarly,
the percentage of DMCs annotation within CpG island shores
increased, while DMCs annotation within CpG islands decreased
(Figure 4). As Maunakea et al. (2010) found that the methylated
CpG islands in 5′ promoter regions were less than 3%, DMCs
found in promoter regions were also less than 1% in this study
(Figure 4). The most common promoter type in the vertebrate
genome was annotated gene promoters with the CpG islands and
they occupied at above 70% (Saxonov et al., 2006). We found
that approximately 69% of DMCs associated with CpG islands
were located in promoter regions (Table 2). Liu et al. (Liu et al.,
2017) reported that the proportions of hypermethylated CpG
sites located in CpG islands, CpG shores and other locations were
25.49∼34.23%, 21.57∼40.75%, and 25.02∼52.94%, respectively,
during different stages of human embryonic stem cells. Genes
that contained differentially methylated regions (DMRs) in their
first intron were more than the genes that contained DMRs in
their promoter and their first exon (Anastasiadi et al., 2018),
which are the same trend as this study (Supplementary File S1).

In humans, more than 80% of sperm cells were mainly
composed in the testis (Bellve et al., 1977). The epigenetic
modifications of germ cells occurring in the meiotic and post-
meiotic phases of spermatogenesis are crucial for embryonic
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FIGURE 6 | Go term analysis of genes associated with DMCs. Note: Yellow line in the left panel meant the threshold of significant GO terms (P < 0.05).

development after fertilization (Marques et al., 2010). Due to
the failure of re-methylation in spermatogonia or alterations
to methylation maintenance in spermatocytes, sperm cells
or the mature sperm cells, the abnormal DNA methylation
patterns were observed in the infertile men (Cui et al., 2016).
Therefore, the methylation patterns in genic features and CpG
islands of pig testis were investigated to reveal significant
cytosines and associated genes for epigenetic molecular
mechanisms related to male fertility. Langenstroth-Röwer et al.
(2017) used the marmoset monkey as the human model for
testicular methylation study. They found that cytosines were
predominantly unmethylated at regulatory regions of H19, LIT1,
SNRPN, MEST, and OCT4 in the germ cells. Meanwhile, DNA
methylation pattern of H19, MEST, DDX-4, and MAGE-A4
did not change in germ cell fractions (Langenstroth-Röwer
et al., 2017). The genome-wide promoter methylation profiles
identified 367 testis and epididymis-specific hypomethylated
genes and 134 hypermethylated genes, many of them were
involved in the GO terms of male reproduction (Wu et al., 2013).
Compared with the fertile males, it was reported that a low
methylation or unmethylation pattern at the H19 was associated
with hypermethylation at the MEST and a reduced sperm quality
in the oligospermic patients (Niemitz and Feinberg, 2004).
DMRs located in the upstream of TSS of the H19 harbored
several CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) binding sites (Takai,
2001). However, CTCF binding to the maternal unmethylated
DMR could prevent IGF2 from accessing the common enhancers,
and thus silencing its expression (Marques et al., 2010). Rajender
et al. (2011) summarized that genes MTHFR, PAX8, NTF3,
SFN, HRAS, JHM2DA, IGF2, H19, RASGRF1, GTL2, PLAG1,
D1RAS3, MEST, KCNQ1, LIT1, and SNRPN were associated
with male infertility. Our study also identified the DMCs located
in the intron regions of IGF2 (Table 3), which was involved in
GO terms of positive regulation of cell division (GO: 0051781),
extracellular space (GO: 0005615), and growth factor activity
(GO: 0008083) (Supplementary File S2).

Our study revealed the methylation patterns in different genic
features such as promotor, exon, intron and intergenic regions, as

well as CpG islands, CpG island shores regions. Furthermore, our
study reported many candidate genes harboring DMCs and the
involved GO terms of testis in pig. Until now, several studies have
concluded the important genes associated with male fertilities
using SNP array, RNA-Seq datasets for humans (Table 3),
however, epigenetic studies in pigs relating to male fertility are
rare. This study has reported for the first time, DNA methylome
(epigenomic) architecture in adult pig testis for study of male
fertility in pigs. These results will also be useful for the study of
boar taint in pigs associated with sensory meat quality, as boar
taint is inherited and shows complex gene regulation patterns
(Strathe et al., 2013; Drag et al., 2018). Since this study is based
on sequence-level resolution of transmittable epigenetic changes,
we believe it may also contribute to understanding and capturing
part of the genetic variation that are not captured by SNP arrays
(considered missing or “missing heritability”) in genome-wide
genomic prediction studies. As pig is a valuable biomedical model
of human, the findings of this study are also very helpful to
understand the relationship between DNA methylation and genic
CpG islands, and provide candidate epigenetic biomarkers for the
translational studies in human research.

CONCLUSION

This is the first study to report catalog of adult pig testis
epigenome by developing a genome-wide DNA methylation
map with the use of RRBS technology. We found that the
methylation rates were lowest in promoters (0.15) and highest
in introns (0.55). Cytosines binding to CpG islands showed
different methylation patterns between intron and exon regions.
Methylation levels of CpG islands were lower than CpG island
shores in different genic features. We detected 12,738 DMCs
in total. They distributions of DMCs within CpG islands,
CpG island shores and other regions were 36.86, 21.65, and
41.49%, respectively. The distributions of DMCs were 0.33,
1.71, 5.95, and 92.01% in promoter, exon, intron and intergenic
regions, respectively. Fifteen genes with DMCs were associated
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with human fertility (ACACA, CYP21A2, CYP27A1, HSD17B2,
LHB, PARVG, and SERPINC1), pig reproduction (DICER1,
PCK1, SS18, and TGFB3) and boar taint traits (CAPN10, FTO,
HSD17B2, IGF2, and SALL4). These findings on genome-wide
epigenetic signatures will be useful to understand testis-related
trait inheritance in pigs (e.g., male fertility, semen quality, boar
taint) for pig production and welfare. This study, based on
sequence-level resolution of epigenetic changes, also contributes
to understanding and capturing part of the genetic variation that
are considered missing (“missing heritability”) in genome-wide
genomic prediction studies. Since pigs are useful as an animal
model for human research, epigenetic architecture of pigs would
help in translational research.
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Genome-wide DNA methylation analysis using next-generation
sequencing to reveal candidate genes responsible for boar taint in
pigs

X. Wang and H. N. Kadarmideen
Quantitative Genomics, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology Group, Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science,

Technical University of Denmark, Richard Petersens Plads, Building 324, Kongens Lyngby 2800, Denmark.

Summary Boar taint (BT) is an offensive flavor observed in non-castrated male pigs that reduces the

carcass price. Surgical castration effectively avoids the taint but is associated with animal

welfare concerns. The functional annotation of farm animal genomes for understanding the

biology of complex traits can be used in the selection of breeding animals to achieve

favorable phenotypic outcomes. The characterization of pig epigenomes/methylation

changes between animals with high and low BT and genome-wide epigenetic markers

that can predict BT are lacking. Reduced representation bisulfite sequencing of DNA

methylation patterns based on next-generation sequencing is an efficient technology to

identify candidate epigenetic biomarkers associated with BT. Three different BT levels were

analyzed using reduced representation bisulfite sequencing data to calculate the methy-

lation levels of cytosine and guanine dinucleotide (CpG) sites. The co-analysis of

differentially methylated CpG sites identified by this study and differentially expressed

genes identified by a previous study found 32 significant co-located genes. The joint analysis

of GO terms and pathways revealed that methylation and gene expression of seven

candidate genes were associated with BT; in particular, FASN plays a key role in fatty acid

biosynthesis, and PEMT might be involved in estrogen regulation and the development of

BT. This study is the first to report the genome-wide DNA methylation profiles of BT in pigs

using next-generation sequencing and summarize candidate genes associated with

epigenetic markers of BT, which could contribute to the understanding of the functional

biology of BT traits and selective breeding of pigs against BT based on epigenetic biomarkers.

Keywords biomarkers, epigenetics, RRBS, systems biology

Introduction

A previous study found that 75% of consumers in European

countries were sensitive to boar taint (BT) (Bonneau et al.

1992) because of the offensive flavor of the BT pig

(Malmfors & Lundstrom 1983; Matthews et al. 2000). The

BT odor in porcine meat is caused primarily by the

accumulation of skatole (Patterson 1968) and androste-

none (Gower 1972) in approximately 80% of non-castrated

male pigs (boars). Skatole is the byproduct of the bacterial

metabolite of the amino acid tryptophan in the intestine.

Androstenone is produced in the testis as a pheromone once

male pigs reach puberty (Patterson 1968; Gower 1972).

While testing BT, Mathur et al. (2012) found that the

human nose score has low estimation costs, low time

requirements and good correlations with skatole and

androstenone. Furthermore, surgical castration is an effec-

tive solution for avoiding BT but, in addition to animal

welfare concerns, results in reduced feed conversion

efficiency, leaner carcass values and increased fecal and

urinary nitrogen (Claus et al. 1994; Bonneau 1998).

As the levels of skatole and androstenone traits exhibit

moderate to high heritability (Strathe et al. 2013a,b), the

selection of low genetic merit of BT can be an effective

approach to avoid BT and the disadvantages of surgical

castration. Recent studies have identified and exploited the

genetic variation of androstenone and skatole (Rowe et al.

2014) and predicted genomic breeding values for genomic
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selection (de Campos et al. 2015). Additionally, gene

expression profiles associated with BT have been revealed

by differential expression and co-expression network anal-

yses (Drag et al. 2017). System genomics also revealed

expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) and regulator genes

associated with BT in pigs (Drag et al. 2018). Some studies

have indicated that breeding for reducing androstenone

might negatively affect reproductive traits (Willeke et al.

1987; Sellier & Bonneau 1988), whereas other studies have

suggested that genetic selection against skatole and

androstenone concentrations could be performed without

negatively affecting important male fertility traits (Strathe

et al. 2013a,b). Moreover, Grindflek et al. (2011) reported

highly unfavorable genetic correlations between androste-

none and sex steroids in plasma, so selection of skatole

alone could be preferred, as two BT compounds (i.e. skatole

and androstenone) have only a moderate genetic correla-

tion (Strathe et al. 2013b).

Epigenetics is defined as no change in a DNA sequence

but heritable changes in gene activity or function, such as

the important epigenetic modification of DNA methylation

(Wu & Morris 2001). A cytosine and guanine dinucleotide

(CpG) site is the DNA region in which a cytosine nucleotide

is followed by a guanine nucleotide, such as 50-C-phos-
phate-G-30, that exhibits 70–80% DNA methylated rates in

mammals (Jabbari & Bernardi 2004). The presence of

methylation could inhibit gene expression, whereas under-

methylation could promote gene transcription (Razin &

Cedar 1991). However, Irizarry et al. (2009) revealed the

positive correlation between a substantial portion of DNA

methylation sites and gene expression, thus, differences in

methylation levels affect gene transcription. As a result of a

dynamic process, DNA methylation patterns in different

cells are stable and unique and regulate tissue-specific gene

transcription biologically (Moore et al. 2013). Reduced

representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) can provide

sufficient information regarding gene-associated CpG sites

based on next-generation sequencing technology (Choi et al.

2015). Genome-wide RRBS analyses have been reported

using porcine intestinal tissue (Gao et al. 2014); neocortex,

liver, muscle, spleen (Choi et al. 2015); and the hypotha-

lamus–pituitary–ovary axis (Yuan et al. 2017). The methy-

lation patterns of testis have also been investigated in

prepubertal (Chen et al. 2018) and adult (Wang &

Kadarmideen 2019) pigs.

Understanding the biology of BT development and

predicting the extent to which animals express it require a

global understanding of the underlying genome expression

dynamics and the use of next-generation sequencing

methods, such as RNASeq for transcriptomic profiling and

RRBS for epigenomic profiling. This understanding can be

acquired only through such data acquisition in (genetically)

well-characterized groups/cohorts with BT and applying

advanced bioinformatic methods to profile the epigenome

and epigenetic changes associated with BT phenotypes.

To the best of our knowledge, no studies have previously

generated and analyzed RRBS data from genetically char-

acterized pigs with BT (skatole and androstenone) pheno-

types to reveal the underlying functional biology of BT

development and predict BT using epigenetic information.

In this study, nine testis samples from Landrace male pigs

were collected for RRBS. The genome-wide DNA methyla-

tion profiles were analyzed at three different (low, medium

and high) genetic merit levels of BT to identify differentially

methylated CpG sites (DMCs) associated with BT. Further-

more, we compared our data with differentially expressed

(DE) genes and eQTL-associated genes from previously

published studies also using testis tissue (Drag et al. 2017,

2018). Interestingly, this data integration and systems

genomics revealed candidate genes associated with DMCs

that are potential candidate genes associated with this trait.

These findings make important contributions to animal

breeding programs that aim to achieve low BT levels using

functional genomics/epigenomics information.

Materials and methods

Animal samples and RRBS read alignment

For this study, we used publicly available information

published in our earlier study (Drag et al. 2017) on three

groups of pigs classified based on low, medium and high BT

estimated breeding value (EBV) and the variation of DE

genes between those three groups. The EBVs of low,

medium and high BT were calculated by summing the

EBVs of skatole concentration and human nose score. From

the animal tissue samples already collected in Drag et al.

(2017), we selected testis tissue samples from the three

groups of pigs with low (n = 3), medium (n = 3) and high

(n = 3) BT levels for the RRBS analysis based on the most

extreme EBVs within the high and low groups and the

values closest to the mean in the medium group (Table S1).

These pigs were slaughtered at a Danish commercial

slaughterhouse when they had reached approximately

105 kg live weight. Approximately 150 mg of testis tissue

for each animal was retrieved by punch biopsy from the

same part across all pig testes to avoid different cellular

constitutions among samples. Thus, each BT-level group

comprised three biological replicates. Finally, in total, nine

testis tissue samples were sequenced using the RRBS

method by a paired-end 100-bp flow cell in an Illumina

HiSeq 2500. In this study, there are no attempts to validate

the DNA methylation data obtained by RRBS with other

site-specific approaches [e.g. methylated DNA immunopre-

cipitation (MeDIP), MeDIP-chip and MeDIP-seq] (Yong et al.

2016).

The RRBS clean reads were aligned to the pig reference

genome (Sscrofa11.1/susScr11) using the BISMARK BISULFITE

MAPPER (version 0.19.0) (Krueger & Andrews 2011) after

trimming the adapters and short reads (<20 bases) using

© 2019 Stichting International Foundation for Animal Genetics, 50, 644–659
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TRIMMOMATIC software (version 0.36) (Bolger et al. 2014).

Then, BISMARK outputted the methylation percentage at each

aligned genomic position. In this study, we used only cy-

tosine methylation at the CpG site because the cytosine

methylation rates at CHG and CHH sites (H representing A/

C/T) were low. Finally, read coverages lower than 10

counts or higher than the 99.9th percentail were trimmed

to discard unqualified and clonal reads. The overall analysis

workflow of the data inputs, quality control and resulting

outputs is shown in Fig. 1.

CpG methylation status and annotation of the three BT
levels

The similarities and differences of the methylation levels in

the densities of the genes, CpG islands and CpG island shores

among the three BT levels between genomic intervals

counted by 1-Mb windows was visualized using the R

package RCIRCOS (version 1.2.0) (Zhang et al. 2013). The

pairwise correlation coefficients of the united CpG sites

among the three BT levels were calculated using Pearson’s

correlation test to compare the global methylation patterns.

CpG islands were defined as regions with at least 200 bp, a

GC fraction more than 0.5 and an observed-to-expected

ratio of CpG of more than 0.6. CpG island shores were

defined as regions 2 kb in length adjacent to CpG islands

(Gardiner-Garden & Frommer 1987). The annotations of

the CpG sites were classified as belonging to CpG island

regions (CpG islands, CpG island shores or other regions)

and gene components (promoter, exon, intron and inter-

genic region) using the R package GENOMATION (version

1.10.0) (Akalin et al. 2015) and the pig CpG island and

RefSeq database (Sscrofa11.1/susScr11) derived from the

UCSC website (https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables).

Differentially methylated CpG sites analysis

To define the DMCs, comparisons were performed against

the fraction of methylated cytosines in global united CpG

sites across the low, medium and high BT groups and then

filtered for significance using the R package METHYLKIT

(version 1.4.0) (Akalin et al. 2012) through the following

logistic regression model:

ln
pi

1� pi

� �
¼ b0 þ b1Ti;

where pi is the methylation proportion at a given CpG

site, and Ti is the treatment indicator (low, medium or

high BT level) such that Ti = 1 and 0 if sample i is in the

medium/high and low BT groups respectively. The

treatment indicator is analogous to a multiple regression

if the categorical variables are in the low, medium and

high BT groups. The parameter b0 denotes the log odds

as a null model only with the intercept, and b1 denotes

Figure 1 Overview of the study design and analysis.
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the log odds as a full model with the treatment.

Therefore, the independent tests of all CpG sites were

against the null hypothesis H0: b1 = 0. If the null

hypothesis was rejected, the CpG site was classified as a

DMC. Here, we used two criteria to define a DMC: (i) a Q-

value < 0.01 and (ii) a Q-value < 0.01 and methylation

difference greater than 25% (Akalin et al. 2012; Choi

et al. 2015). This logistic regression analysis aims to test

whether the methylation level of each CpG site is

significantly different between BT groups. As the methy-

lation levels of CpG sites were bonded at 0 and 100%,

this study used log-transformed methylation proportions

in the logistic regression model for the analysis.

In our study, three groups of BT levels were used in the

logistic regression model to calculate the adjusted P-values

(Q-values) of multiple hypotheses using the false discovery

rate (FDR) (Storey & Tibshirani 2003). Four scenarios of

low vs. medium vs. high (LMH), low vs. medium (LM),

medium vs. high (MH) and low vs. high (LH) BT levels were

compared. Manhattan plots for Q-values of the genome-

wide DNA methylation CpG sites for four comparisons were

generated by the R package CMPLOT (version 3.3.3). Addi-

tionally, the methylation differences were calculated as the

difference in the methylation mean between two groups

using the read coverage as weight in the comparisons of

LM, MH and LH BT levels. The methylation mean of a CpG

site for each BT group was:

Xn
i¼1

MRi

TRi
�Wi and Wi ¼ TRiPn

i¼1 TRi
; ð1Þ

where MRi and TRi are methylated and total reads number

at a given CpG site of individual i, n is the total individual

number of each BT group and Wi is the weight of reads of

individual i. For a single DMC-relevant gene, the methyla-

tion difference was calculated using all of the involved

DMCs in this gene region. The methylation mean of a DMC-

relevant gene for each BT group was:

Xn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1 MRijPm
j¼1 TRij

�Wij and Wij ¼
Pm

j¼1 TRijPn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1 TRij

; ð2Þ

where MRij and TRij are methylated and total reads number

of the involved DMC j at a given gene of individual i, n is the

total individual number of each BT group, m is total number

of DMC involved in this gene and Wij is the weight of reads

of the involved DMC j of individual i. In this study, a hyper-

and hypo-methylated DMC/gene was defined when the

methylation difference was positive and negative respec-

tively after the pairwise comparisons. Drag et al. (2017)

revealed the DE genes by comparing high-BT with low-BT

levels and found 5943 DE genes in testis filtered by

correction with FDR less than 0.05 (File S3). Our study

used the log of fold change (logFC) with the positive and

negative direction to define the upregulated and downreg-

ulated genes respectively.

GO enrichment and pathway analysis

The GO enrichment and pathway terms were analyzed

using the R package CLUSTERPROFILER (Yu et al. 2012). The

significant GO terms and pathways were selected and

displayed after filtering with adjusted P-values (Padjust) < 0.1

using FDR control. The R package ORG.SS.EG.DB (version

3.7.0) and KEGG.DB (version 3.2.3) of Sus scrofa organism

were used for the GO term and pathway annotations

respectively. The following three groups of common genes

associated with DMCs in the comparisons of LMH and LH

BT levels (Fig. 1) were used to perform the GO enrichment

and pathway analysis: (i) common DMC (Q-values < 0.01)

relevant genes; (ii) common DMC (Q-values < 0.01 and

methylation differences > 25%) relevant genes; and (iii)

common DMC (Q-values < 0.01 and methylation differ-

ences > 25%) relevant genes matched with DE genes from

Drag et al. (2017).

Co-analysis with DE genes and their potential correlation
among DNA methylation, gene expression and eQTL

The DE genes were useful in this study to deeply and

narrowly locate the candidate genes associated with DMCs.

The candidate genes were selected from 81 co-found genes

based on the filtration criterion of more than one DMC

within DE genes. In addition, 72 eQTL-relevant genes (File

S3) associated with BT were used for further identification

with DE genes by identifying 109 SNPs associated with gene

expression (Drag et al. 2018). The RNA-Seq data in the

testis with Ensembl stable gene ID of S. scrofa (ENSSSCG) for

low, medium and high BT levels were derived from Gene

Expression Omnibus (GEO) (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.

gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE93734). Then, the num-

bers of reads were transformed to a normalized expression

level by the R package VOOM (Law et al. 2014) to ensure that

the expression distributions of each sample were similar.

Results

Genome-wide DNA methylation profiling

As shown in Table 1, 50–70 million read pairs were

generated after the RRBS sequencing of the three BT levels.

The remaining clean read pairs uniquely aligned to the

reference genome ranging from 24 365 114 to 33 177 542

with a unique mapping rate of 49% (Table 1). The genome-

wide methylation analysis revealed that the per-sample

average percentage of CpG methylation rate was 49%. The

percentages of methylation rates in CHG and CHH sites

were all less than 1%. On average, 9 million CpG sites (29%

of total genomic CpG sites) were identified in the pig genome

by the RRBS method and 50% of cytosines of the reads

sequenced in these CpG sites were methylated. The

summary of methylation levels (%) for 9 million CpG sites
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are shown in histograms of Fig. S1. In addition, 5, 13 and

6% of the total genomic CpG sites were used in analysis for

low, medium and high BT groups in this study (Table 1,

Fig. S2a).

CpG methylation status and annotation of three BT
levels

The global methylation status of three BT levels against the

densities of CpG islands, CpG island shores and genes is

presented in Fig. 2. The genome-wide methylation status of

the three BT levels showed the same trends and greatly

overlapped, suggesting that the biological variation among

the different BT levels was equally low (Fig. 2). Among the

three replicates of the low, medium and high BT levels,

1 585 038, 4 064 647 and 1 755 610 CpG sites were

matched to each BT level respectively (Fig. S2a). Our

analysis found that the global methylation levels among the

three replicates of each BT level were almost the same, and

the Pearson’s correlation coefficients ranged from 0.95 to

0.97 (Fig. S2b). The percentages of CpG sites among the

three BT levels were distributed as follows: 4.64–5.27%
within the promoter, 1.22–1.27% within the exon, 3.83–
4.22% within the intron and 89.67–89.91% within the

intergenic regions. The analysis showed that the low BT

group tended to have a higher percentage of CpG sites

annotated within the promotor region than did the other

two groups. Additionally, the distribution of the CpG site

annotations within the CpG islands, CpG island shores and

other regions was 49.17–56.36, 15.08–17.32 and 28.56–
33.51% respectively (Fig. 3).

Differentially methylated CpG sites

After the log-transformation of the methylation level, its

distribution should follow a more normal distribution. The

densities of genes, CpG islands and CpG island shores were

located mostly in the higher methylation levels (Fig. S3). On

average, the regression coefficients of the densities of the

genes, CpG islands and CpG island shores based on the

methylation level were �2.20 (P < 0.001), 59.04

(P < 0.001) and 73.65 (P < 0.001), whereas the log-trans-

formed regression coefficients were �0.42 (P < 0.001),

12.73 (P < 0.001) and 16.05 (P < 0.001) respectively

(Table S2). Thus, the negative regression coefficient of the

genes based on the methylation level revealed that genomic

hypermethylation was beneficial for the inhibition of gene

transcription.

In total, 1 244 043 CpG sites covered in all samples were

included in the logistic regression DMC analysis considering

only a comparison of LMH BT levels. When considering the

comparisons of LM, MH and LH BT levels separately,

1 553 356, 1 704 073 and 1 257 911 CpG sites were

included in the DMC analysis. The results of the logistic

regression and Q-values for four comparisons (LMH, LM,

MH and LH BT levels) are shown in Fig. 4a. The final

number of DMCs (Q-value < 0.01) for the comparison of

LMH BT levels was 11 757. Among the 19 (n = 18 + 1)

S. scrofa chromosomes (SSC), these DMCs were represented

mostly on SSC12—a genome-wide coverage of 19% (1680

DMCs on SSC12/90 254 DMCs on the whole genome).

Additionally, DMC (Q-value < 0.01) numbers were 15 539,

21 421 and 11 917 for comparisons of LM, MH and LH BT

levels separately (Table 2). The different percentages of DMC

(Q-value < 0.01) in different chromosomes in the four

comparisons are shown in Fig. 4b. Most DMCs were

detected on SCC12, SCC3, SCC12 and SCC12 in the

comparisons of LMH, LM, MH and LH BT levels respectively.

The percentages of DMCs in different chromosomes in the

comparisons of LMH and LH BT levels were similar (Fig. 4b).

The details of the DMCs in the comparisons of LMH, LM, MH

and LH BT levels along with the chromosomes, positions, P-

values and Q-values are listed in File S1. Although the

criterion Q-value < 0.01 filtered many CpG sites, the

percentages of the methylation difference in some CpG sites

were still less than 10, 15, 20 and 25% (Fig. 4c). Thus, the

criteria of methylation difference were as important as the

Q-values. To more accurately locate DMCs associated with

genes, this study used methylation differences greater than

25% as a criterion for the DMC filtering.

The detected rates of DMCs with Q-values < 0.01 from no

methylation difference to a methylation difference greater

than 25% were 1.00–0.41, 1.25–0.48 and 0.95–0.47% in

the comparisons of LM, MH and LH BT levels respectively

(Table 2). Compared with the promoter, exon and intron

regions, DMCs were located mostly in intergenic regions.

Table 1 Alignment statistics with pig reference genome (Sscrofa11.1/susScr11) at three boar taint (BT) levels

BT level

Raw read

pair

Clean read

pair

Uniquely

mapped

read pair

Uniquely

mapped

rate (%)

Cytosine

methylation

rate (%) of

CpG site

CpG site

(percentage

of total

genomic

CpG site)

Cytosine

methylation

rate (%) of

CHG site

Cytosine

methylation

rate (%) of

CHH site

Low 50 117 685 49 449 580 24 365 114 48 49 1 585 038 (5) 0.91 0.63

Medium 68 081 964 67 215 061 33 177 542 49 49 4 064 647 (13) 0.81 0.59

High 59 784 850 59 149 298 29 291 649 49 50 1 755 610 (6) 0.93 0.67

CpG, cytosine and guanine dinucleotide; CHG, CHH, H corresponds to A, T or C.
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Additionally, the numbers of DMCs in CpG islands were

greater than those in CpG island shores (Table 2). The

number of the most matched DMCs (Q-values < 0.01) was

10 648 in the comparisons of LMH and LH BT levels

(Fig. 5a). The analysis also showed that the number of

matched DMCs (Q-values < 0.01 and methylation differ-

ences > 25%) was 320 in the comparisons of LM, MH and

LH BT levels (Fig. 5b).

The ratios of hypo-methylated and hypermethylated

DMCs in the three comparisons are shown in Fig. S4. The

hypo-methylated DMCs (Q-values < 0.01) displayed higher

ratios than did the hypermethylated ones at each chromo-

some in the comparisons of LM and LH BT levels (Fig. S4a,

c), whereas hypermethylation exhibited more DMCs in the

comparison of MH BT levels (Fig. S4b). If considering DMCs

with both Q-values < 0.01 and methylation differ-

ences greater than 25%, the ratios of hypermethylated

DMCs at each chromosome increased in the comparisons

of LM and LH BT levels (Fig. S4d,f) but were reduced in the

comparison of MH BT levels (Fig. S4e).

Figure 2 Circular graph showing the genome methylation of the three boar taint (BT) levels. The low BT pigs are shown in blue (track 6), the medium

BT pigs are shown in yellow (track 7) and the high BT pigs are shown in green (track 8) from the outermost circle to the innermost circle. The

methylation levels and the densities of the genes (track 3), cytosine and guanine dinucleotide (CpG) islands (track 4) and CpG island shores (track 5)

were counted by 1-Mb windows. The labels of the outermost track represent the chromosomes in the pig genome in track 1 and the candidate genes

of interest in track 2.
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Common genes with GO enrichment and pathway
analysis

The common genes between the comparisons of LMH and

LH BT levels based on the two filtering criteria are listed in

File S2. There were 354 common DMC-relevant genes with

the two criteria associated with 10 648 matched DMCs (Q-

values < 0.01) and 213 associated with 5705 matched

DMCs (Q-values < 0.01 and methylation differences > 25%)

(File S2). We also used the DE genes (n = 5943) from Drag

et al. (2017) to match our common DMC-relevant genes

(n = 213) and identified 81 co-found genes associated with

154 DMCs (File S3).

The general gene classifications based on the Gene

Ontology (GO) distribution of biological processes, cellular

components and molecular functions are shown in

Fig. S5. With the criterion of Padjust < 0.1, in total, 17,

3 and 3 significant GO terms were overrepresented in the

list of 354, 213 and 81 co-found genes respectively

(Fig. 6). The analysis showed that three of the most

significant GO terms (Padjust < 0.01) were adenyl ribonu-

cleotide binding (GO:0032559), adenyl nucleotide binding

(GO:0030554) and ATP binding (GO:0005524) for cellu-

lar components (Fig. 6). Meanwhile, Fig. 7 shows 53, 52

and 71 significant pathways in the three groups of 354,

213 and 81 co-found genes with the criterion of

Padjust < 0.1. The most significant pathway

(Padjust < 0.01), i.e. insulin signaling (ssc04910), included

FASN, which plays an essential role in the fatty acid

biosynthesis pathway (ssc00061) (Fig. S6).

After categorizing the 81 co-found genes into down/

upregulated conditions, 13 significant GO terms and 19

significant pathways (Padjust < 0.1) were presented in the

hyper/hypo-methylated categories (Fig. 8). As shown

in Fig. 8a, the hypermethylated and downregulated genes

were consistently enriched in the significant GO terms. Five

downregulated genes in the hypermethylated category

(ATP1A2, BLM, DICER1, MAP2K1 and PRKAA2) were

involved in three of the most significant GO terms: ATP

binding (GO:0005524), adenyl nucleotide binding

(GO:0030554) and adenyl ribonucleotide binding

(GO:0032559) (Fig. 8a). The hypermethylated genes were

associated with both downregulated and upregulated genes

in the significant pathways (Fig. 8b). However, only the

upregulated genes (AKT2, FBP1 and FASN) were present in

the hypo-methylated category and the two most significant

pathways were AMPK signaling (ssc04152) and insulin

signaling (ssc04910) (Fig. 8b). Generally, the downregu-

lated genes were mainly enriched in the GO terms (4/18)

and pathways (8/79) in which the hypermethylated genes

were also involved without considering the categorization

(Fig. S7).

Figure 3 Cytosine and guanine dinucleotide (CpG) site annotation by genes and CpG islands. (a) Low BT level. (b) Medium BT level. (c) High BT

level.
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Figure 4 (a) Manhattan plots of genome-wide DNA methylation cytosine and guanine dinucleotide (CpG) sites in the comparison of low vs. medium

vs. high (LMH), low vs. medium (LM), medium vs. high (MH) and low vs. high (LH) BT (BT) levels. The blue dotted line and red solid line indicate the

significant level of Q-value < 0.01 and Q-value < 0.001 respectively. The bottom boxes for each chromosome indicated the density of CpG sites. (b)

Percentages of differentially methylated CpG sites (Q-value < 0.01) in different chromosomes in the comparisons of LMH, LM, MH and LH BT levels.

(c) Methylation differences in all CpG sites between the two BT levels in the LM, MH and LH comparisons. Plots showing red, purple, orange, blue

and green colors indicate CpG sites with Q-value < 0.01 and methylation differences greater than 0, 10, 15, 20 and 25% respectively.

Table 2 Number of differentially methylated CpG sites (DMCs) with (a) Q-value < 0.01 and (b) Q-value < 0.01 and methylation difference greater

than 25% in different genetic features and CpG islands for different comparisons of BT levels

Number of DMCs Promoter Exon Intron Intergenic CpG island CpG island shore Other region Total

(a) Low vs. medium vs. high 32 188 734 10 803 4250 2490 5017 11 757

(a) Low vs. medium 190 303 1004 14 042 5525 3436 6578 15 539

(a) Medium vs. high 173 402 1450 19 396 7443 4333 9645 21 421

(a) Low vs. high 69 180 756 10 912 4181 2561 5175 11 917

(b) Low vs. medium 24 90 417 5876 2031 1377 2999 6407

(b) Medium vs. high 20 104 578 7436 2567 1642 3929 8138

(b) Low vs. high 8 67 409 5419 1987 1249 2667 5903

CpG, cytosine and guanine dinucleotide.
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Common DMC-relevant genes matched with DE genes
and their potential correlation among DNA methylation,
gene expression and eQTL

Finally, we selected 32 genes from the 81 co-found genes

based on the criterion greater than 1 DMC (Table 3).

FASN, AKAP10 and PEMT on SSC12 were located in the

exon, intron, CpG island and CpG island shore regions.

Additionally, two important DMCs within CpG islands

were located in the promoter of FASN (Table S3). From

these 32 co-found genes, we found that the methylation

means of the genes using read coverage as weight

between the low and high BT levels were more repre-

sentative of the methylation level than were the

methylation means of the DMCs within those genes

(Fig. 9a).

Considering all DMCs along these seven genes (AKT2,

BLM, CRYL1, DNMT3A, EGFR, FASN and PEMT), we found

high methylation differences in the promoter regions of

FASN and the gene bodies of AKT2, EGFR, FASN and PEMT

(Fig. 9a,c). Drag et al. (2017) showed that the gene

expression of AKT2, CRYL1, FASN and PEMT exhibited a

Figure 5 Number of differentially methylated CpG sites with (a) Q-values < 0.01 and (b) Q-values < 0.01 and methylation differences greater

than 25% matched in the comparisons of different BT levels by a Venn diagram.

Figure 6 Significant GO terms (Padjust < 0.1) of the three groups of co-found genes. (a) Common differentially methylated CpG site (DMC) (Q-

values < 0.01) relevant genes (n = 354). (b) Common DMC (Q-values < 0.01 and methylation differences > 25%) relevant genes (n = 213). (c)

Common DMC (Q-values < 0.01 and methylation differences > 25%) relevant genes matched with DE genes (n = 81).
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positive trend with the BT levels, whereas BLM, DNMT3A

and EGFR showed a negative relationship (Fig. 9b). Mean-

while, as also shown in Fig. 9b, AKT2, CRYL1, DNMT3A,

EGFR, FASN and PEMT had a negative methylation

relationship with the BT levels, whereas only BLM exhibited

a positive methylation trend. These expression and methy-

lation correlations revealed a positive relationship with

AKT2, BLM, CRYL1, FASN and PEMT but a negative

relation with DNMT3A and EGFR, suggesting that most

hypermethylations inhibited gene transcription (Fig. 9b). In

particular, in the promoter and gene body of FASN, all six

DMCs were located in the CpG island, and their hyperme-

thylation levels were positively correlated with low BT.

Additionally, the methylation status of seven DMCs within

the gene body of PEMT was negatively correlated with the

BT level, showing that the methylated CpG site percentages

were close to zero in the high BT level (Fig. 9c).

Discussion

Genome-wide DNA methylation status in three BT levels
and their comparisons

Regarding the mapping rates (Table 1), correlations

(Fig. S2), CpG methylation statuses (Fig. 2) and CpG site

annotations (Fig. 3), we found that the genome-wide

methylation profiles of the three BT levels were similar in

this study. However, the number of detected DMCs located

in different genic features and CpG island regions differed

from that obtained in the pairwise comparisons of the three

BT levels (Table 2). We applied four comparisons—LMH,

LM, MH and LH BT levels—to detect the DMCs and found

that the chromosomes’ locations of the DMCs in the LMH

and LH BT level comparisons were similar (Fig. 4b).

Additionally, their distributions in different genic features

Figure 7 Significant pathways (Padjust < 0.1) of the three groups of co-found genes. (a) Common differentially methylated CpG site (DMC) (Q-

values < 0.01) relevant genes (n = 354). (b) Common DMC (Q-values < 0.01 and methylation differences > 25%) relevant genes (n = 213). (c)

Common DMC (Q-values < 0.01 and methylation differences > 25%) relevant genes matched with DE genes (n = 81).

Figure 8 Significant (a) GO terms and (b) pathways (Padjust < 0.1) of the common differentially methylated CpG site relevant genes matched with DE

genes (n = 81) in the hypermethylated and hypo-methylated categories.
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and CpG island regions were also similar (Table 2), and the

number of matched DMCs was also the largest (n = 10 648)

(Fig. 5a). As the three groups of BT levels were defined based

on the additive genetic breeding values, the different degrees

of methylation levels between BT groups are expected to be

decided mainly by different genetic value degrees between

low and high BT groups, so the higher similarity in the

comparisons of LMH and LH BT levels seems reasonable.

Factorial designs are more powerful than single-factor and

individual methods (Collins et al. 2009); thus, this study

Table 3 Gene annotation of 32 co-found genes

Chr1 Gene Gene description Methylation2 logFC3 DMC4 Gene structure5 CpG6

3 ADAM17 ADAM metallopeptidase domain 17 �27.45 �1.65 2 Intron (2) CpG (2)

3 AP5Z1 Adaptor related protein complex 5, zeta 1

subunit

48.76 �0.66 4 Exon (2) and intron

(2)

3 CLUAP1 Clusterin associated protein 1 37.01 �0.65 2 Intron (2)

3 DNMT3A DNA (cytosine-5-)-methyltransferase 3 alpha �35.92 �0.42 2 Intron (2) CpG (2)

3 EPAS1 Endothelial PAS domain protein 1 43.96 �0.58 2 Intron (2)

4 AGO2 Argonaute 2, RISC catalytic component �5.09 0.50 3 Intron (3) CpG (2) and

shore (1)

4 TG Thyroglobulin �4.05 0.70 7 Exon (2) and

intron (5)

4 TGFBR3 Transforming growth factor beta receptor III 9.32 �0.57 5 Exon (1) and

intron (4)

Shore (1)

6 AKT2 V-akt murine thymoma viral oncogene homolog

2

�52.51 0.67 2 Intron (2)

6 WRAP73 WD repeat containing, antisense to TP73 45.58 0.46 2 Intron (2) CpG (2)

7 BLM Bloom syndrome, RecQ helicase-like 38.41 0.54 2 Intron (2)

7 CLMN Calmin (calponin-like, transmembrane) 22.28 0.34 4 Intron (4)

8 HTT Huntingtin 34.13 �0.30 4 Intron (4) CpG (2) and shore

(2)

8 LRPAP1 LDL receptor-related protein associated protein 1 8.10 �0.67 3 Intron (3) CpG (3)

8 MAN2B2 Mannosidase, alpha, class 2B, member 2 19.24 0.46 4 Exon (1) and intron CpG (1)

9 EGFR Epidermal growth factor receptor �18.59 �1.90 3 Intron (3) CpG (2) and

shore (1)

9 GRB10 Growth factor receptor-bound protein 10 �14.73 �0.87 6 Intron (6) Shore (4)

9 MYO7A Myosin VIIA �23.51 �0.42 4 Intron (4)

10 BAMBI BMP and activin membrane-bound inhibitor �38.62 �0.58 2 Intron (2) CpG (2)

10 NR5A2 Nuclear receptor subfamily 5 group A member 2 �22.87 �0.20 3 Intron (3)

10 TLR5 Toll-like receptor 5 �45.03 �0.68 2 Intron (2)

11 CRYL17 Crystallin lambda 1 �20.40 0.31 6 Intron (6) CpG (5) and

shore (1)

11 RB1 Retinoblastoma 1 43.15 �0.77 2 Intron (2)

11 TMTC4 Transmembrane and tetratricopeptide repeat

containing7
�38.65 0.41 2 Intron (2)

12 AKAP10 A-kinase anchoring protein 10 �34.97 �0.57 3 Intron (3) Shore (2)

12 FASN Fatty acid synthase �16.94 0.46 4 Exon (1) and intron

(3)

CpG (4)

12 PEMT Phosphatidylethanolamine N-methyltransferase �35.20 0.79 7 Intron (7) CpG (2)

13 AGPAT3 1-Acylglycerol-3-phosphate O-acyltransferase 3 62.05 0.52 2 Intron (3) CpG (3)

14 YDJC YdjC homolog (bacterial) 26.73 �0.83 4 Exon (4) CpG (4)

17 NELFCD Negative elongation factor complex member

C/D

�5.07 �0.44 3 Intron (3) Shore (3)

17 NPEPL1 Aminopeptidase-like 1 �41.82 0.51 2 Intron (2) CpG (1) and

shore (1)

17 ZNF831 Zinc finger protein 831 �35.05 �1.11 2 Intron (2) Shore (2)

1Chromosome.
2Methylation difference of the gene for low vs. high boar taint levels.
3Log of fold change.
4Number of DMCs (differentially methylated CpG sites) located within the gene that includes exon and intron regions.
5The numeral in parentheses after exon/intron indicates the number of DMCs located within exon/intron regions.
6The numeral in parentheses after CpG/shore indicates the number of DMCs located within CpG island (CpG)/CpG island shore (shore)

regions; CpG, cytosine and guanine dinucleotide.
7eQTL (expression quantitative trait locus) relevant gene with the SNP of H3GA0030836.
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showed a three-BT-level comparison with more powerful

results than those of the two BT levels (Fig. S8). Therefore,

we matched the results of the comparisons of LMH to obtain

more powerful results and LH to determine the methylation

differences.

Sometimes, a large number of unmethylated CpG sites in

a dataset cannot be detected as DMCs (Huh et al. 2017), so

the distributions of DMC annotations are different from

those of CpG site annotations. The annotations between the

CpG sites and DMCs of this study showed a large difference

in the promoter regions. The percentages of the CpG sites

annotated within the promoter were in the range of 4.64–
5.27%, whereas these percentages dramatically decreased

to less than 1% with the DMC annotations. However, the

percentages of DMC sites annotated within the exon and

intron increased, especially in the intron region, with a

larger increasing percentage (Fig. 3, Table 2). Thus, for

tissue-specific methylation patterns, according to BT, DMCs

are located mainly in intron regions rather than promoter

regions in this study. Huh et al. (2017) suggested removing

globally unmethylated sites with fewer methylation differ-

ences to improve the statistical efficiency because the total

number of hypotheses affected the Q-values by the rank of

combined P-values in the whole-genome bisulfite sequenc-

ing. In our study, we used methylation differences com-

bined with Q-values as the DMC filtering criteria. The

filtering criteria of methylation difference aimed to more

accurately narrow the DMCs (Fig. 4c) and identify the

hypomethylated or hypermethylated DMCs (Fig. S4). In

addition, future studies with larger samples or biological

replicates may identify more differences among the three BT

groups.

Figure 9 (a) Methylation mean levels of 32 genes and differentially methylated CpG sites (DMCs) within these genes using read coverage as weight

between the low and high BT (BT) levels. (b) Normalized expression of AKT2, BLM, CRYL1, DNMT3A, EGFR, FASN and PEMT in three BT levels in

Drag et al. (2017). The false discovery rate (FDR) was the result of a differential expression analysis after FDR multiple correction, and P was the result

of a separate Kruskal–Wallis test. The red line indicates the gene methylation levels (%) using the read coverage as weight. (c) Methylation status of

DMCs in promoter, exon and intron regions, as well as the cytosine and guanine dinucleotide (CpG) island, CpG island shore and other regions of

AKT2, BLM, CRYL1, DNMT3A, EGFR, FASN and PEMT in the three BT levels.
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Common DMC-relevant genes with their GO terms and
pathways

The integrative analysis of the genome-wide methylation

with previous transcriptome studies identified 81 genes

associated with different BT levels. Methylated genes might

be associated with genomic region-specific DNA methyla-

tion patterns (Raza et al. 2017), and therefore, this study

used at least one DMC criteria filtration to identify the 32

co-found genes (Table 3). Vanderkraats et al. (2013)

reported a positive correlation between expression and

methylation within long regions downstream of the tran-

scription start site (TSS), whereas short regions could be

identified with negative correlations.

The joint analysis of GO terms and pathways found that

CRYL1-, DNMT3A-, EGFR-, FASN- and PEMT-associated

DMCs were important for gene expression of BT. A previous

study found that crystallin lambda 1 (CRYL1) is associated

with the cis-acting eQTL in testis (Drag et al. 2018). The

DNA methyltransferase 3 alpha (DNMT3A) gene can encode

an enzyme that catalyzes the transfer of methyl groups to

specific CpG structures in DNA (Okano et al. 1998). Two

DMCs in the intron region of DNMT3A showed increased

methylation within the CpG islands in the low BT level in

our study (Fig. 9c). This result showed the same trend of

high methylation and gene expression consistent with the

low BT level. Actually, DNA methylation is preferred in CpG

islands located within active transcription units (Smallwood

et al. 2011) such as the high methylation rates of DNMT3A

shown in this study. Early studies also found that epidermal

growth factor receptor (EGFR) plays a role in muscle growth

and the maintenance of growing pigs (Peng et al. 1997). In

our methylation results, the introns of EGFR showed higher

methylation within CpG islands than in CpG island shores in

the high BT level but lower methylation than in the CpG

island shores of the low BT level (Fig. 9c). In the gene

expression results, EGFR was negatively associated with the

BT level, indicating that a negative association exists with

the methylation status in CpG islands and a positive

association exists in the CpG island shores (Fig. 9). Irizarry

et al. (2009) revealed a strong relationship between methy-

lation in CpG island shores located within 2 kb of an

annotated TSS and expression of associated genes. The

enzyme fatty acid synthase encoded by FASN can catalyze

fatty acid synthesis (Jayakumar et al. 1995). A previous

study confirmed that fatty acid content is strongly corre-

lated with BT compounds (Liu et al. 2017). As the key node

for every pathway of fatty acid biosynthesis (ssc00061)

(Fig. S6b), FASN participates in fatty acid composition in

relation to BT compounds, as higher polyunsaturated fatty

acids levels were found in low BT pigs (M€orlein & Tholen

2014). Methylation in promoters represses gene expression

by increasing the binding of transcription factors (Baylin

2005), which is the same trend as observed for FASN

(Fig. 9). Thus, DNA methylation in a promoter is correlated

with increased transcription of the target gene (Niesen et al.

2005). Our results showed that the methylation levels of

FASN within the exons were higher than those within the

introns in the high BT level but lower than those in the low

BT level (Fig. 9c). Long et al. (2015) also revealed that

methylation in the promoter and first exon regions regu-

lated the gene expression of FASN in pigs. Physiological

concentrations of estrogen induce the gene expression of

phosphatidylethanolamine N-methyltransferase (PEMT) in

humans (Resseguie et al. 2007) and estrogen secretion is

associated with androstenone in adipose tissue (Zama-

ratskaia et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2007). In the low BT group

in this study, the gene expression of PEMT was low

(Fig. 9b). Most hypermethylated DMCs located in the

introns of PEMT revealed that the increasing PEMT

methylation activity was inconsistent with the BT level,

indicating that a low relationship exists with the gene

expression of PEMT. High PEMT methylation might be

associated with the low gene expression of estrogen, which

is positive to the low BT status. Thus, the methylation of the

PEMT gene body might be related to the pathway of

estrogen signaling (hsa04915), and EGFR is involved in

this pathway. When this pathway is not represented (Claus

& Hoffmann 1980), a reduction in estrogen secretion from

the testis could decrease the capacity to synthesize PEMT

and relevant gene expression (Valtolina et al. 2015). Gene

body methylation also has been negatively correlated with

gene expression in other studies (Maunakea et al. 2010;

Varley et al. 2013) because most promoters, enhancers and

TSSs are suppressed by DNA methylation, interfering with

the expression of the host gene (Yang et al. 2014).

Hence, DMCs within the CpG islands of the DNMT3A

introns and CpG islands/CpG island shores of the EGFR and

CRYL1 introns could play a role in gene expression of BT.

More importantly, DMCs within the promoter, exon and

intron regions of FASN were involved in fatty acid biosyn-

thesis. In addition, the intron region of the PEMT in the CpG

islands and other regions was strongly associated with the

BT levels and involved in estrogen regulation and the

development of BT. The RRBS data in this study were

obtained from porcine testis and linked tissue-specific DMCs

to phenotype BT via the expression of genes implicated as

candidates responsible for BT. These findings decipher the

epigenetic regulatory mechanisms of BT and provide novel

candidate genes with DNA methylome resources for pigs,

which could be useful for global functional annotation of

farm animal genomes initiatives and certainly represent the

first type of Danish pig epigenome annotation.

Conclusion

The characterization of pig epigenomes/methylation changes

between animals with high and low BT and genome-wide

epigenetic markers related to BT levels is lacking. In this study,

the genome-wide DNA methylation profiles of pigs with
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diverging levels of BT were obtained using RRBS technology to

create a reference methylome map for the identification of

candidate epigenetic biomarkers of DNA methylation. The

correlations between the gene expression levels and methyla-

tion levels in different parts of a gene suggested that

methylation potentially regulates the expression of genes,

particularly genes involved in the development of BT in pigs.

In turn, these results could contribute to the functional

annotation of pig genomes and aid in the genetic selection of

pigs for low BT in breeding programs. Finally, we identified

candidate genes undergoing epigenetic modifications, namely,

CRYL1, DNMT3A, EGFR, FASN and PEMT, in an integrative

analysis of methylation profiles using RRBS and transcriptome

profiles of DE genes. To the best of our knowledge, this study is

the first to report epigenetic candidate genes in the pig genome

associated with BT.
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58 Abstract

59 DNA methylation in gene or promoter or gene body could restrict/promote the gene transcription. 

60 Moreover, methylation in the gene regions along with CpG island regions could modulate the 

61 transcription to undetectable gene expression levels. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the 

62 methylation levels within the gene, gene body, CpG island regions and their overlapped regions and 

63 then identify the gene-based differentially methylated regions (GeneDMRs). Here, R package 

64 GeneDMRs aims to facilitate computing gene based methylation rate using next generation 

65 sequencing (NGS)-based methylome data. The user-friendly R package GeneDMRs is presented to 

66 analyze the methylation levels in each gene/promoter/exon/intron/CpG island/CpG island shore or 

67 each overlapped region (e.g., gene-CpG island/promoter-CpG island/exon-CpG island/intron-CpG 

68 island/gene-CpG island shore/promoter-CpG island shore/exon-CpG island shore/intron-CpG island 

69 shore). Here, we used the public reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) data of mouse 

70 (GSE62392) for evaluating software and found novel biologically significant results to supplement 

71 the previous research. The R package GeneDMRs can facilitate computing gene based methylation 

72 rate to interpret complex interplay between methylation levels and gene expression differences or 

73 similarities across physiological conditions or disease states. 
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86 1. Introduction
87 Generally, gene expression is restricted by DNA methylation. However, the presence of methylation 

88 in gene or promoter or gene body could result in promotion of gene transcription. Irizarry et al. (2009) 

89 (Irizarry et al., 2009) revealed the correlation between substantial portion of DNA methylation sites 

90 and gene expression along the genome. DNA methylation in promoters usually restricts the genes in a 

91 long-term stabilization of repressed states, while most gene bodies are also extensively methylated in 

92 different status; therefore, methylation of such regions can be the potential therapeutic targets (Jones, 

93 2012; Yang et al., 2014). CpG islands, regions of high density of DNA methylation of cytosine and 

94 guanine dinucleotides (CpGs), are playing an important role in gene regulation and transcriptional 

95 repression (Goldberg et al., 2007). Moreover, the shore regions beyond CpG islands are also involved 

96 in modulating gene expression (Irry et al., 2009; Doi et al., 2009). 

97 Identifying causal relationships via genotype–phenotype correlations is a substantial challenge and 

98 many studies across life sciences try to integrate multi-omics datasets in that effort (Suravajhala et al., 

99 2016). Recently, one of the largest genetic study investigated global gene expression and DNA 

100 methylation patterns in 265 human skeletal muscle biopsies from the FUSION study with > 7 million 

101 genetic variants. This integrated approach led to potential causal mechanisms for eight physiological 

102 traits: height, waist, weight, waist–hip ratio, body mass index, fasting serum insulin, fasting plasma 

103 glucose, and type 2 diabetes (Taylor et al., 2019). This underlines the importance of having gene-

104 based methylation rates to integrate with differential expression or co-expression across physiological 

105 and phenotypic or disease states.

106 Studying DNA methylation patterns in biological samples using next generation sequencing (NGS) 

107 methods are becoming increasingly common. There are several tools available to detect differentially 

108 methylated cytosine (DMC) (e.g., R package IMA (Wang et al., 2012), MethylKit (Akalin et al., 

109 2012)) or differentially methylated region (DMR) (e.g., R package ELMER (Silva et al., 2018), 

110 MethylMix (Gevaert, 2015; Cedoz et al., 2018), Minfi (Aryee et al., 2014), MIRA (Lawson et al., 

111 2018), RnBeads (Assenov et al., 2014; Müller et al., 2019)). These packages mainly focus on the 

112 specific differentially methylated regions like genes (DMGs) from cancer dataset (Gevaert, 2015; 

113 Cedoz et al., 2018) or only promoters (DMPs) (Assenov et al., 2014; Müller et al., 2019). However, 

114 detections of DMR based on gene body features associated with CpG islands are scarce, such as the 

115 DMRs in all exons (DMEs) and introns (DMIs) or a specific exon and intron. To the best of our 

116 knowledge, there are no tools that detect the DMP/DME/DMI/DMG associated with CpG 

117 islands/CpG island shores. We present here a user-friendly R package GeneDMRs 

118 (https://github.com/xiaowangCN/GeneDMRs) to facilitate computing gene based methylation rate 

119 using next generation sequencing (NGS) based methylome data. GeneDMRs analyzes the methylation 

120 levels in each gene/promoter/exon/intron/CpG island/CpG island shore or each overlapped region 
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121 (e.g., gene/promoter/exon/intron CpG island and gene/promoter/exon/intron CpG island shore). We 

122 evaluated the R package GeneDMRs using the publicly available reduced representation bisulfite 

123 sequencing (RRBS) data from mouse (Accession ID: GSE62392).

124

125 2. Materials and Methods

126 2.1 Data structure in DNA methylation 

127 Genome-wide DNA methylation analysis are mainly based on three approaches, i.e., enzyme 

128 digestion, affinity enrichment and bisulfite conversion (Laird, 2010). Whole genome bisulfite 

129 sequencing (WGBS) aims to find the whole methylome (Frommer et al., 1992) while reduced 

130 representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) primarily focuses on the enrichment of CpG-rich regions 

131 by recognizing the site CmCGG after restriction enzyme MspI digestion (Meissner et al., 2005), but 

132 both techniques rely on bisulfite conversion. From WGBS or RRBS data, cytosine site information 

133 (e.g. chromosome and position) and its methylation status can be obtained using available 

134 bioinformatics tools. GeneDMRs package can directly use the resulting methylation coverage file 

135 (i.e., .bismark.cov) from Bismark software or similar file with chromosome, start position, end 

136 position, methylation percentage, number of methylated read and number of unmethylated read (five 

137 or six columns). With such dataset, we provide below the statistical framework to compute gene-

138 based methylation rate.

139 2.2 Gene-based DMRs and analysis workflow

140 The gene-based regions could be divided into single window, gene, promoter, exon, intron, CpG 

141 island and CpG island shore and their overlapped feature regions including gene-CpG island, gene-

142 CpG island shore, promoter-CpG island, promoter-CpG island shore, exon-CpG island, exon-CpG 

143 island shore, intron-CpG island and intron-CpG island shore (Figure 1). 

144 The methylation mean of a cytosine site by weighting for one group (a case or control) is calculated by 

145 (1):

146
𝑛

∑
𝑖 = 1

𝑀𝑅𝑖

𝑇𝑅𝑖
∗ 𝑊𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑊𝑖 =  

𝑇𝑅𝑖

∑𝑛
𝑖 = 1𝑇𝑅𝑖

…………………………….(1),

147 where  and  are the methylated and total reads number at a given cytosine site of individual , 𝑀𝑅𝑖 𝑇𝑅𝑖 𝑖

148  is the total number of individuals in one group and  is the weight of reads of individual .𝑛 𝑊𝑖 𝑖

149 For a window/gene (promoter, exon, intron)/CpGi/other overlapped region (Figure 1) of one group, the 

150 methylation mean by weighting is calculated by (2):
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151
𝑛

∑
𝑖 = 1

∑𝑚
𝑗 = 1𝑀𝑅𝑖𝑗

∑𝑚
𝑗 = 1𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑗

∗ 𝑊𝑖𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑊𝑖𝑗 =  
∑𝑚

𝑗 = 1𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑗

∑𝑛
𝑖 = 1

∑𝑚
𝑗 = 1𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑗

………………….(2),

152 where  and  are the methylated and total reads number of the involved cytosine/DMC site  at 𝑀𝑅𝑖𝑗 𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑗 𝑗

153 a given gene/CpGi/other region of individual ,  is the total number of cytosine/DMC sites involved 𝑖 𝑚

154 in this region,  is the total individual number of one group and  is the weight of reads of the 𝑛 𝑊𝑖𝑗

155 involved cytosine/DMC site  of individual . For the target region, the cytosine/DMC within the 𝑗 𝑖

156 region is selected, and then methylation mean of each group is calculated. Here, the DMC sites refer 

157 to the differentially methylated cytosine sites after Significant_filter(siteall_Qvalue, qvalue = 0.01, 

158 methdiff = 0.05). Thus, if the users want to use the DMC sites for the methylation mean, they should 

159 calculate the Q-values and methylation difference by Logic_regression() and filter out the DMCs by 

160 Significant_filter() at first (Figure 2). This step was also used in our previous study for methylation 

161 difference calculation to discover hyper and hypo-methylated DMGs (X Wang and Kadarmideen, 

162 2019).

163 Logistic regression model were used to fit methylation levels with the different groups following R 

164 package MethylKit (Akalin et al., 2012):

165 ,ln( πi

1 ― πi) = u + βTi

166 where  is the methylation mean at a given window or gene-based region or site,  is the intercept, πi u
167 and  is the group indicator. Ti

168 More categorical variables can also be incorporated in this model as the additional covariates by 

169 Logic_regression(covariates = NULL). Chi-squared (χ2) test was used to determine the statistical 

170 significance of methylation differences among different groups and then to achieve the P-values. To 

171 account for multiple hypothesis testing, P-values can be adjusted to Q-values by various methods, 

172 e.g., “bonferroni”, “holm” (Holm, 1979), “hochberg” (Hochberg, 1988), “hommel” (Hommel, 1988), 

173 “BH” (Hochberg, 1995), “fdr” (Hochberg, 1995) and “BY” (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001). 

174 Differentially methylated windows (DMWs) or gene-based DMRs or DMCs (Figure 2) are mainly 

175 filtered by Q-values and methylation level differences between two groups, e.g., 

176 Significant_filter(qvalue = 0.01, methdiff = 0.05). The methylation difference can be calculated in 

177 Logic_regression(diffgroup = c("group1", "group2")) by selecting any two groups. The differentially 

178 methylated genes (DMGs) will be defined as the hyper/hypo-methylated gene when the methylation 

179 difference is positive/negative after case-control comparison (e.g., group2 - group1).

180 Based on gene-based regions, DMRs for specific regions could be detected, such as genes (DMGs), 

181 promoters (DMPs), exons (DMEs), introns (DMIs), CpG islands (DMCpGis), CpG island shores 
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182 (DMShores) and the overlapped regions like gene-CpG islands (DMG-CpGis), gene-CpG island 

183 shores (DMG-Shores), promoter-CpG islands (DMP-CpGis), promoter-CpG island shores (DMP-

184 Shores), exon-CpG islands (DME-CpGis), exon-CpG island shores (DME-Shores), intron-CpG 

185 islands (DMI-CpGis) and intron-CpG island shores (DMI-Shores) (Figure 2). In addition, the ordinal 

186 positions of exons and introns were identified for each gene, which can be used in the further analysis, 

187 for example the correlations of methylation levels between all promoters and all first exons. The 

188 overall workflow of GeneDMRs package includes file input, quality control, methylation mean 

189 calculation, statistical test, significant filter and results visualization (Figure 2).

190 2.3 Application to real data

191 The reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) data for testing the developed method was 

192 download from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) with the accession number GSE62392 

193 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE62392). The downloaded RRBS data was 

194 originally generated from RRBS of sorted common myeloid progenitor (CMP) populations that were 

195 isolated from 3 pools of G0 as control group and 2 pools of G5 as case group of mice samples (Colla 

196 et al., 2015). Mouse data used here is an example and GeneDMRs package is applicable to all species. 

197 We applied several pre- and post-mapping quality control (QC) to this data as follows. Adapters and 

198 reads less than 20 bases long of RRBS data were trimmed by Trimmomatic software (version 0.36) 

199 (Bolger et al., 2014). The clean reads were mapped to the mice reference genome by Bowtie 2 

200 software (version 2.3.3.1) (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). The house mouse (Mus musculus) 

201 reference genome (mm10) used in this study was downloaded from the University of California Santa 

202 Cruz (UCSC) website (http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm10/bigZips/mm10.2bit). 

203 The .2bit file was subsequently converted to .fasta file by twoBitToFa software 

204 (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/admin/exe/linux.x86_64/twoBitToFa). Finally, read coverages of 

205 detected methylated or unmethylated cytosine sites and their methylation percentages were obtained 

206 by using Bismark software (version 0.19.0) (Krueger and Andrews, 2011). In this study, we only 

207 considered the numbers of methylated and unmethylated cytosines in CpG sites for each sample and 

208 the non-CpG (CHG and CHH, H representing A/C/T) sites were discarded. 

209 2.4 Input and quality control

210 The resulting methylation coverage files from Bismark software of five mouse RRBS data were 

211 directly used as input in GeneDMRs package. The public mouse (mm10) bed file (i.e., .bed) for 

212 Reference Sequence (refseq) and CpG island (cpgi) database were downloaded from the UCSC 

213 website (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables). RefSeq and CpG island bed files were used as 

214 input files in GeneDMRs package which then can output four files (inputrefseqfile, inputcpgifile, 

215 inputgenebodyfile and inputcpgifeaturefile) by altering the feature parameter in the reading function, 

216 e.g., Bedfile_read(feature = TRUE/FALSE). Bedfile_read() function divides each gene of refseq bed file 
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217 into four gene body features (i.e., promoters, exons, introns and TSSes) and each CpG island of cpgi 

218 bed file into two CpG island features (i.e., CpG islands and CpG island shores) based on R package 

219 genomation (Akalin et al., 2015). Moreover, Bedfile_read() function annotates specific gene to each 

220 promoter by the further step. If the strand of one promoter is “+”/“-“, the middle position of this 

221 promoter will be the start/end position of the matched specific gene. However, for the specific genes 

222 with more than one National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) ID, GeneDMRs package 

223 will choose the first one. For example, the adenosine A1 receptor gene (Adora1) has four NCBI IDs 

224 (i.e., NM_001291930, NM_001282945, NM_001039510 and NM_001008533) and only the first ID 

225 (NM_001291930) will be chosen.

226 When a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) experiment suffers from duplication bias, some clonal reads 

227 will impair accurate determination of methylation (Akalin et al., 2012). In addition, lower read 

228 coverages (e.g., lower than 10) will cause the biases for methylation percentage calculation (Xiao 

229 Wang and Kadarmideen, 2019). Therefore, cytosines with a percentile of read coverage higher than 

230 the 99.9th and read coverages lower than 10 were discarded for the qualified reads by 

231 Methfile_QC(high_quantile = 99.9, low_coveragenum = 10).

232 2.5 Biological enrichment for the differentially methylated genes (DMGs)

233 After Significant_filter() function for DMGs, these genes with methylation differences can be used for 

234 biological enrichment. The enrichments for GO terms and pathways are analyzed and visualized by 

235 Enrich_plot(enrichterm = c(“GO”, “pathway”), category = TRUE/FALSE) based on R package 

236 clusterProfiler (Yu et al., 2012). If the category = TRUE, the enrichment will display in hyper-

237 methylated and hypo-methylated categories. In addition, the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) 

238 with Log fold change (LogFC) information can also be used in Enrich_plot(expressionfile_significant 

239 = NULL), then the visualized enrichment will be in four categories that are hyper/hypo-methylated and 

240 up/down-regulated genes. The up/down-regulated DEG can be defined when the LogFC is 

241 positive/negative or derived from the previous research results. Here, we use the previous results for 

242 multiple-category enrichments that are downregulated and upregulated genes in G4/G5 compared to 

243 G0 CMP (fdr = 0.05) of mice samples (https://ars.els-cdn.com/content/image/1-s2.0-

244 S1535610815001403-mmc2.xlsx) (Colla et al., 2015).

245

246 3. Results and Discussion

247 3.1 Comparisons of different R packages for methylation analysis

248 Currently, a series of R packages can analyze methylation data to detect DMCs or DMRs (Table 1). 

249 Most of them are not however completely focusing on the regions in genes or within gene bodies or 
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250 CpG islands and hence GeneDMRs package could be a complementary tool to obtain methylation 

251 levels at these levels. As shown in Table 1, ELMER v.2 package reconstructs altered gene regulatory 

252 network (GRN) by combining enhancer methylation and gene expression (Silva et al., 2018). IMA 

253 (Wang et al., 2012) and MethylKit (Akalin et al., 2012) aim at genome-wide cytosine sites analysis for 

254 BeadChip and RRBS data, respectively. Generally, methyAnalysis, MethylationArrayAnalysis and 

255 Minfi are packages for specific purposes, where methyAnalysis applies CpG island information to 

256 visualize in the heatmap plot and Minfi can find the hypomethylation blocks (Aryee et al., 2014). If 

257 considering methylated genes, MethylMix package mainly focuses on identifying disease specific 

258 hypo and hypermethylated genes and it defines the methylation difference of a methylation state with 

259 the normal methylation state (Gevaert, 2015; Cedoz et al., 2018), while RnBeads package could 

260 consider the gene, gene promoter, CpG island and genomic tiling regions [15, 16]. Overall, none of 

261 these R packages works for gene components, but GeneDMRs package is extended to exon and intron 

262 regions, and their interactions with CpG island features. In addition, the performance of was tested in 

263 the personal computer (CPU: 2.70 GHz, RAM: 8.00 GB) comparing with MethylKit package (Akalin 

264 et al., 2012). For all the reference genes, GeneDMRs package takes around 15 minutes while gene 

265 body dataset interacted with CpG island dataset requires the longest time, thus, the performance of 

266 GeneDMRs package is generally related to the number of analyzed targets (Figure 3).

267 3.2 Differentially methylated gene-based regions and cytosine sites

268 In the final step, five methylation coverage files from Bismark software were used in GeneDMRs 

269 package and their statistical summary is listed in supplementary table 1. The GeneDMRs package will 

270 automatically read the files with the file name like “1_1”, “1_2” and “2_1” for group and replicate 

271 numbers. The methylation patterns of all genes and DMGs in different CpG island regions by 

272 Group_cpgfeature_boxplot() and Genebody_cpgfeature_boxplot() are shown in supplementary figure 

273 1. Results suggest that the methylation levels of DMGs were higher than before and they are the same 

274 of CpG islands higher than shores (Supplementary figure 1). The all dataset for genes 

275 (regiongeneall_Qvalue), genes with CpG island features (regiongeneall_cpgfeature_Qvalue), gene 

276 bodies with CpG island features (genefeatureall_cpgfeature_Qvalue) and cytosine sites 

277 (genefeatureall_cpgfeature_Qvalue) after Logic_regression() are listed in Supplementary file 1, 2, 3 

278 and 4, respectively.

279 The methylation difference of all the cytosine sites involved in the gene were centralized to a mean, 

280 so statistical power seemed be lower than before (Figure 4 and Supplementary figure 2). In addition, 

281 GeneDMRs package can detect different gene body regions (e.g., promoter, exon and intron), CpG 

282 island regions (e.g., CpGi and shore regions) and their overlapped regions by 

283 Methmean_region(cpgifeaturefile = inputcpgifeaturefile/NULL, featureid = " 

284 c("chr1","chr2")/all/alls", featurename = c("promoters","exons","introns","TSSes")/c("CpGisland", 
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285 "Shores")) for different methylation mean calculations. According these results, we found that 

286 DNMT3A was a hypo-methylated (NM_001271753) gene but the gene and one intron interacted in 

287 both CpG island and shore features were in hyper-methylation status when G5 CMP was compared to 

288 G0 CMP (Supplementary file 1, 2 and 3). Therefore, GeneDMRs package can accurately find 

289 significantly and biologically methylated gene body and CpG island regions along the whole genome 

290 and supplement the previous research (Colla et al., 2015). 

291 If we only use the DMCs to recalculate the methylation mean by replacing the RRBS cytosine sites, 

292 i.e., DMC_methfile_QC(inputmethfile_QC, siteall_significant), the methylation difference will be 

293 more obvious than before (Supplementary figure 3). The DMC-based methylation levels could 

294 represent the whole methylations for gene-based regions when the DMCs in one gene are involved in 

295 the important parts that affect the transcription. For WGBS data, statistical efficiency can be 

296 potentially improved by removing globally unmethylated sites with less methylation differences, 

297 because the total number of hypotheses affects the Q-values by the rank of combined P-values (Huh 

298 et al., 2017). The global DMC-based methylation levels (Figure 5) can be realized by 

299 Circos_plot(inputcytofile, inputmethfile_QC, inputrefseqfile, inputcpgifeaturefile) based R package 

300 RCircos (Zhang et al., 2013).

301 3.3 Biological enrichment for DMGs

302 The enrichments for groups, GO terms and pathways can be analyzed and visualized with/without 

303 categories following R packages clusterProfiler (Yu et al., 2012). For example, the GO terms can be 

304 visualized in no/one/two categories (Figure 6) by incorporating hyper/hypo-methylated and up/down-

305 regulated gene information. Thus, based on the DMGs and enrichments for GO term and pathway, 

306 GeneDMRs package can help to detect the specific significant regions, reveal the biological 

307 mechanism and enhance the previous studies that methylation pattern changes in specific-regions 

308 were involved in causing diseases (Colla et al., 2015).

309

310 4. Summary
311 Currently, there is no easy-to-use R package that could compute methylation levels at the gene based 

312 level. GeneDMRs, a user-friendly R package, can facilitate computing gene based methylation rate 

313 using NGS-based methylome data. This package aims to analyze the methylation levels in 

314 gene/promoter/exon/intron/CpG island/CpG island shore and their overlapped regions. Then, the 

315 differentially hyper/hypo-methylated genes can be visualized for enrichments of GO terms and 

316 pathways and reveal the biological mechanism accordingly. Such gene-based methylation analyses 

317 contributes to interpreting complex interplay between methylation levels and gene expression 

318 differences or similarities across physiological conditions or disease states. 
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319 List of abbreviations

320 Adora1: Adenosine A1 receptor gene

321 CMP: Common myeloid progenitor

322 CpG: Cytosine and guanine dinucleotide

323 DEG: Differentially expressed gene

324 DMC: Differentially methylated cytosine

325 DMCpGi: Differentially methylated CpG island

326 DME: Differentially methylated exon

327 DMG: Differentially methylated gene

328 DMI: Differentially methylated intron

329 DMP: Differentially methylated promoter

330 DMR: Differentially methylated region

331 DMShore: Differentially methylated CpG island shore

332 DMW: Differentially methylated window

333 GeneDMRs: Gene-based differentially methylated regions

334 GEO: Gene Expression Omnibus

335 GRN: Gene regulatory network

336 LogFC: Log fold change

337 NCBI: National Center for Biotechnology Information

338 NGS: Next generation sequencing

339 PCR: Polymerase chain reaction

340 QC: Quality control

341 RRBS: Reduced representation bisulfite sequencing

342 UCSC: University of California Santa Cruz

343 WGBS: Whole genome bisulfite sequencing
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344 Availability and Implementation
345 GeneDMRs is freely available at https://github.com/xiaowangCN/GeneDMRs  
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480 Tables
481 Table 1. Comparisons of different R packages for methylation analysis.

R package Target Analysis feature Issued 

time

ELMER v.2 (Silva et al., 2018) DMR Reconstruct altered gene 

regulatory network (GRN) by 

combining enhancer methylation 

and gene expression

2018

IMA (Wang et al., 2012) Site-level and region-

level methylation

Summarization for individual 

site as well as annotated region

2012

methyAnalysis DMR Chromosome location based 

DNA methylation analysis and 

heatmap plot with CpG island

2018

MethylationArrayAnalysis Probe-wise differential 

methylation and  DMR

Differential variability analysis, 

estimating cell type composition 

and gene ontology testing

2019

MethylKit (Akalin et al., 2012) Base or region of DNA 

methylation

Functions for clustering, sample 

quality visualization, differential 

methylation analysis and 

annotation feature

2012

MethylMix (Gevaert, 

2015)/MethylMix 2.0 (Cedoz et 

al., 2018)

DMR of gene Automate the construction of 

DNA-methylation and gene 

expression dataset from The 

Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)

2015/2018

Minfi (Aryee et al., 2014) Differentially 

methylated position 

(DMP) and DMR

Block finding to identify 

hypomethylation block

2014

MIRA (Lawson et al., 2018) DMR Take advantage of genome-scale 

DNA methylation data to assess 

regulatory activity

2018

RnBeads (Assenov et al., 

2014)/RnBeads 2.0 (Müller et 

al., 2019)

DMR of 

gene/promoter/CpG 

island 

DNA methylation-based 

prediction of age and sex; 

LOLA-based region set 

enrichment analysis for 

biological interpretation

2014/2019

482

483

484
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485 Figures
486 Figure 1. The analyzed targets in the GeneDMRs package including widows, genes (promoters, exons, 

487 introns), CpG islands (CpGis, Shores) and the overlapped feature regions (e.g., A: Promoter-Shore1, 

488 B: Exon1-Shore1, C: Exon1-CpGi, D: Intron1-CpGi, E: Exon2-CpGi, F: Exon2-Shore2, A + B: 

489 Gene-Shore1, C + D + E: Gene-CpGi, F + G: Gene-Shore2).

490 Figure 2. Overall workflow of GeneDMRs package.

491 Figure 3. The performance of GeneDMRs package.

492 Figure 4. (A) Manhattan plots for all genes. Note: The red line indicates the significant level of Q-

493 value < 0.01. (B) Methylation differences in all genes. Note: Plots showing red, purple, orange, 

494 yellow, blue and green colors indicate genes with a Q-value less than 0.01 and methylation difference 

495 (%) greater than 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25, respectively. (C), (D) and (E) Percentages of all, hypo-

496 methylated and hyper-methylated DMGs in different chromosomes, respectively.

497 Figure 5. Circular graph of the global methylation levels. Note: From the outermost track to innermost 

498 circle, the circles indicate genome chromosomes (i.e., mouse), DMGs, gene densities, CpG island 

499 densities, CpG island shore densities and methylation levels. The densities and methylation levels 

500 were calculated by 1,000,000 base pair (bp) windows, i.e., Window_divide(windowbp = 1000000).

501 Figure 6. GO term enrichments. (A) GO terms without category. (B) GO terms with one category of 

502 hyper/hypo-methylated genes. (C) GO terms with two categories of hyper/hypo-methylated and 

503 up/down-regulated genes. 

504

505

506

507

508

509

510

511

512

513
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514 Supplementary materials
515 Supplementary table 1. Statistical summary of data source.

516 Supplementary figure 1. (A) Methylation patterns of all genes for different groups and gene bodies in 

517 different CpG island regions. (B) Methylation patterns of all DMGs for different groups and gene 

518 bodies in different CpG island regions. Note: P value is calculated by the methylation comparison 

519 between CpG island and CpG island shore with Student’s t-tests.

520 Supplementary figure 2. (A) Manhattan plots for all cytosine sites. Note: The red line indicates the 

521 significant level of Q-value < 0.01. (B) Methylation differences in all cytosine sites. Note: Plots 

522 showing red, purple, orange, yellow, blue and green colors indicate genes with a Q-value less than 

523 0.01 and methylation difference (%) greater than 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25, respectively. (C), (D) and 

524 (E) Percentages of all, hypo-methylated and hyper-methylated cytosine sites/DMCs in different 

525 chromosomes/gene bodies/CpG islands, respectively.

526 Supplementary figure 3. (A) Heat map cluster for methylation levels of all DMGs (n = 246). (B) Heat 

527 map cluster for methylation levels of all DMC-based DMGs (n = 2022). Note: DMGs and DMC-

528 based DMGs were filter by Significant_filter(qvalue = 0.01, methdiff = 0.1).

529 Supplementary file 1. Details of 20,837 genes with chromosomes, positions, methylation levels, read 

530 numbers, P-values, Q-values and methylation differences.

531 Supplementary file 2. Details of 14,822 genes interacted by CpG island features with chromosomes, 

532 positions, methylation levels, read numbers, P-values, Q-values and methylation differences.

533 Supplementary file 3. Details of 41,562 gene bodies interacted by CpG island features with 

534 chromosomes, positions, methylation levels, read numbers, P-values, Q-values and methylation 

535 differences.

536 Supplementary file 4. Details of 634,001 cytosines with chromosomes, positions, methylation levels, 

537 read numbers, P-values, Q-values and methylation differences.

538
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Supplementary table 1. Statistical summary of data source.

Sample Name in 

GeneDMRs 

package

Clean 

read pair

Uniquely 

mapping 

efficiency

Total 

cytosine 

number 

Cytosine 

methylation 

rate in CpG 

context

Cytosine 

methylation 

rate in CHG 

context

Cytosine 

methylation 

rate in CHH 

context

G0-CMP1 1_1 30,015,39

6

62.1% 201,134,94

7

21.6% 0.3% 0.3%

G0-CMP2 1_2 30,843,56

4

63.0% 205,241,71

2

24.4% 0.4% 0.3%

G0-CMP3 1_3 32,558,45

0

62.4% 215,559,29

4

23.1% 0.4% 0.3%

G5-CMP1 2_1 28,780,30

2

61.4% 193,333,81

8

19.9% 0.3% 0.3%

G5-CMP2 2_2 31,798,81

9

60.7% 204,493,35

6

24.9% 0.3% 0.3%
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Supplementary figure 1. (A) Methylation patterns of all genes/cytosine sites for different groups and 

gene bodies in different CpG island regions. (B) Methylation patterns of all DMGs/DMCs for 

different groups and gene bodies in different CpG island regions. Note: P value is calculated by the 

methylation comparison between CpG island and CpG island shore with Student’s t-tests.
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Supplementary figure 2. (A) Manhattan plots for all cytosine sites. Note: The red line indicates the 

significant level of Q-value < 0.01. (B) Methylation differences in all cytosine sites. Note: Plots 

showing red, purple, orange, yellow, blue and green colors indicate genes with a Q-value less than 

0.01 and methylation difference (%) greater than 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25, respectively. (C), (D) and 

(E) Percentages of all, hypo-methylated and hyper-methylated cytosine sites/DMCs in different 

chromosomes/gene bodies/CpG islands, respectively.
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Supplementary figure 3. (A) Heat map cluster for methylation levels of all DMGs (n = 246). (B) Heat 

map cluster for methylation levels of all DMC-based DMGs (n = 2022). Note: DMGs and DMC-

based DMGs were filter by Significant_filter(qvalue = 0.01, methdiff = 0.1).
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